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ABSTRACT
The Emde is a genre which has traditionally attempted to balance technical focus with
musical mtegrity. Many 6mdes are built upon unifymg feauu-es which are present m one
form or another for the duration of the composition. This research focuses on figural,
motivic, rhythmic, and technical unity m 6mdes of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The document details types, roles, and settings of imifying features in the context of
selected works.
In addition to addressing unifying features of emdes, the research examines the
various compositional and musical devices which bring diversity to unified emdes. This is
done primarily in the context of technically imified works in order to examine the impact of
dynamics, articulations, tempo, range,register,and manipulation offiguralor motivic
material upon an iminterrupted piano technique.
The traditional research for this smdy is accompanied by creative work. The set of
Eight Emdes. written by the researcher, is designed to implement unifying and diversifying
musical and technical features as traced in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century piano
etude.
One of the appendixes for the docimient is an extensive compilation of technically
unified etudes, arranged by categories of technical focus. Over seventy composers and 550
6mdes arerepresentedin this appendix.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and History of the Piano l^.tiidft
Piano works bearing thetitle6mde, or "smdy," date back to the early nineteenth
century. By this time, the piano had superseded the harpsichord as the most common
domestic keyboard instrument. More and more people were drawn to the piano, hoping to
achieve technical mastery of the instrument The piano had become the primary vehicle for
musical expression by amateur and professional musicians and touring vhtuosos. It had
assumed a prominent role in the social gatherings of therisingmiddle-class as well as the
aristocracy. In the early nineteenth century, the piano inspucd mmierous musical genres
and media which were ideal for music-making in the home as well as the concert hall.
Lieder, piano trios and quartets, and pedagogical smdies were distributed in great numbers
to the public by a burgeoning publishing industry (Todd, 1990,4-9).
The solo sonatas of Mozart, Haydn, and others declined in popularity as the new
Romanticism dictated the need for a noore compact, emotion-laden genre (Kirby, 1966,
229-230). The character piece, first explored by Beethoven in his Bagatelles, was soon
championed by Schubert, Schumann, Chopin, and mmierous other early nineteenthcentury con^sers. It rapidly emerged as the dominant expressive genre of the Romantic
composer (Dale, 1954,210-11). Some of these character pieces were programmatic,
while others were in absolute forms such as the nocturne, capriccio, intermezzo, and
impromptu. The focal point of thisresearch,the 6tude, falls into the latter category.
The demand for compositions which could make piano playing more accessible by
teaching its techniques, coupled with the establishment of compact and emotionally-charged
forms, served as the unpetus for the development of the early piano 6tude. In this genre.

the composer could present pianistic techniques m a musical statement marked by formal,
interpretive, and aesthetic values.
The 6mde for piano is a well-defined genre m its capacity to project physical challenges
for the pianist. The composer's task has traditionally been to constmct a compositional
idea which addresses technical problems, e.g., scales, arpeggios, or chord playing, while
retaining musical interest. The pianist must then solve the technical as well as the musical
challenges. If the smdy of 6mdes is approached in an effective manner, the piano smdent
may see significant advancement in aspects of his or her playing, from both a physical and
musical perspective.
The emderepertoryreveals various approaches to the genre, rangingfromsmdies in
which musical interest is evidentiy the foremost concem of the composer, to those in which
technical focus is apparentiy the greater concem. Some emdes present a single pianistic
problem within the confines of a work, while, in others, a variety of pianistic techniques
may be present.
As this research will reveal, a vast array of techniques have been addressed by
nineteenth- and twentieth-century composers of emdes. The present-day pianist can
virtually choose an aspect of his or her technique to develop, and, with enough searching,
find a suitable etude in which to study the issue. Many facets of piano technique have been
explored by so many composers that the pianist may even choose a specific stylistic context
in which to study the problem at hand.
Regardless of the type or nature of the piano 6mde, the genre has continued to be one
of the most significant within the larger body of Uterature for the piano; this is clearly
shown by the consistent output of emdes throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Scope and Intent of the Smdv
Many emdes are highly unified, either musically or technically. Thisresearchwill first
examine the many ways composers have achieved unity in their piano emdes. Chapter n
will focus on the nature, roles, settings, and characteristics of unifying features. Examples
from the 6mde repertory will serve to illustrate the many facets of unifying features.
Emdes which displayfidehtyto a single musical idea or technical element engage the
creativity and ingenuity of the composer. The second major thrust of thisresearch,then, is
to determine the manner in which musical, aesthetic, or artistic interest is incorporated into
6tudes which rely so heavily on one or more imifying features. Chapter HI will detail
compositional and musical devices which have been exploited by composers of 6mdes in
order to bring aesthetic interest to their imified compositions. These devices will also be
examined for their impact on piano technique.
In the twentieth century, expanded or new harmonic, scalar, and rhythmic materials
have been introduced. Traditional piano techniques have been augmented by these aspects
of twentieth-century music. Chapter IV will examine the altered or modified unifying
featuresfrequentiyfound in 6mdes written in the present century.
Finally, the research of this document is accompanied by creative work in the form of
a set of original €mdes for piano. These were written by theresearcherin an effort to
implement a variety of imifying musical and technical features. Chapter V contains the
score of Eight Emdes. while Chapter VI outlines compositional and technical characteristics
of these works,relatingtheh features to previously discussed material contained in the
body of the document

TvpesofFmdp^^,
In surveymg the 6mderepertory,tiiisresearch has identified several types of emdes.
Some of these are less mclined toward musical or technical unity, while otiiers are sttongly
unified.
Technicallv-specific 6mdes were written by both nmeteenth- and twentietii-cenmry
composers, but are particularly common in the output of Czemy and other early composers
writing in this genre. These works are frequentiy found in large collections, often intended
to be part of a comprehensive technical program or regimen. Individual 6mdes in these sets
contain tities which clearly suggest the specific technical problem being addressed, e.g..
Octave Study, Smdy of Trills. Many of these are highly unified technically, and have
assumed a significant role in this research.
Among the major composers who wrote variation emdes are Brahms, Liszt, and
Schumann. These works often display a higher degree of musical than technical unity, as
thematic material is manipulated in each variation. Because of the substantial level of
musical organization, technical unity may occasionally be diluted.
For the purposes of this document, the category of generic 6mdes will be comprised of
works simply tided "etude." Works in this category beartitieswhich make no attempt to
suggest technical emphases, nor do they hint at programmatic content The 6mdes of
Chopin and Scriabin are of this nature. This category contains a great range of technical
and musical unity, varying from one composer to another. This category of emdes might
also include combination-types such as the toccata-6mde, noctume-^mde, and fiigue-^mde.
Composition emdes are based heavily on a chosen compositional device or technique.
In these compositions, the composer has opted to forego technical specificity in favor of
musical, sonorous, or aesthetic themes. Composition 6tudes are especially common in the
twentieth century, the first examples being written by Debussy. Few works in this
category contain a high degree of technical unity, though many are unified musically.
4

The programmatic ^^tlldfj is especially common m the output of Moscheles, Liszt and
MacDowell. Works m this category bear descriptivetities,and tend to be musically and
technically diverse. The Trancendental RmHp.^ of Liszt iUustratetiiispomt intiiesense that
extramusical considerations have a significant bearing on compositional ideas and forms,
making h difficuh or undeshable to mamtamfidehtyto a specific technical challenge or
musical figure. Few programmatic 6mdes quahfy for mclusion m this research.
It is necessary to point out that there are many challenging works in the piano repertory
that are not called "€mde", buttiiatare clearly unified technically. Among these are some of
Chopin's Preludes, and Schumann's Toccata, Op. 7. Inclusion of these works would
unfortunately make an already expansive subject difficuh to manage. Therefore, only
works contained in a collection of etudes, or bearing the tide "€mde" or "smdy," will be
included in this research.
Review of the Literamre Concemmg the Piano Emde
Despite the importance of the piano emde, relatively httie has been written about its
history. The only smdy which attempts to detail in a structured way the history of the
piano 6tude is Peter Felix Ganz's The Development of the Emde for Piano £1960). His
research is comprehensive and detailedregardingthe beginnings of the emde through the
contributions of Chopin and his contemporaries. However, his discussion of the late
nineteenth-century 6tude as well as the twentieth-century 6mde is at best a thumbnail
sketch.
Since one of the aims of this study is to survey the etuderepertoryin an attempt to
determine which works are technically or musically unified, it was necessary to consult
numerousreferencesindexing the literature for piano. Among these works is Maurice
Hinson's Guide to the Pianist's Repertohe (1987, 2nd ed.), which, along with the same
author's Supplement to the Pianist's Repertoire (1979), revealed over 150 emdes or sets of

emdes by various composers. Albert Lockwood's Note.s on the. T .iteranire. for the Pi;^nn
(1966), F. E. Kfrby's A Short Historv of Kevhoarrj ]v^,|^j^ (1966), and Katiileen Dale's
Nmeteentii Cenmrv Piano Music (1954) were also of some value mrevealmgsignificant
works which merited smdy.
Bibhographic searches m Repertouie Intemarional He Litt^ratiire Mnsicalp. and
Dissertation Absn^cts revealed numerous smdiesregardingspecific 6mdes or groups of
6mdes to be discussed in the presentresearch.Many of these attempted to deal with the
6mdefix)ma performance, interpretive, or pedagogical pomt of view. The nature of these
writings was not specificallyrelevantto the approach taken in this smdy; however, some
information proved to be of value. Among these sources are Pauline Marie Clinchard's A
Smdv and Analvsis of Selected Emdes of Frederic Chopm witii Imphcation for Teachmg
and Performance (1972), and J. Hymnovitz's "Playmg tiie Scriabm Emdes" (1983).
Since the impact of compositional and musical devices upon piano technique is an
important thrust of thisresearch,it was necessary to consult numerous writings on piano
technique. These provided perspectives on approaches to physical challenges and
physiological bases for movements and gestures, as well as general thoughts on velocity,
endurance, fatigue, and otherrelatedphysical matters.

CHAPTER n
ASPECTS OF UNITY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY ETUDE
Background and Hi^^ff^ry
The beginnings of the 6mde as a distmct genre are rooted m classicism. Many of the
lives of early composers of emdes straddletiieyear 1800. Classical melodic, harmonic,
and textural consttuctions typify the early examples m this genre (Uszler et al., 1991, 30506). In general, composers sought clarity, simphcity, and accessibility in their writing.
The goal of many early smdies was to endow the student with fluency, finger
independence, and considerable velocity (Schonberg, 1987,96). Accounts of Muzio
dementi's playing—himself the founder of a school of piano playing-center around his
flair for evenness and velocity:
Yet, quiet hand position and all, Clementi was an amazing virtuoso,
and Friedrich Kalkbrenner, one of the great pre-romantic pianists, claimed
that Clementi was the most vigorous pianist he had ever heard. Clementi's
velocity, the clarity and evenness of his scales, the fullness of his tone, his
technical strength....these were epochal, and left competing pianists of the
1780s and 1790s gasping far behind. (Schonberg, 1987, 60)
The playing of John Baptist Cramer, a contemporary of Clementi, is
characterized as "...unusually deft. He cultivated evenness of hands, an expressive touch
and a superlegato." Ignaz Moscheles refers to Cramer'sfingers"gliding softly from key to
key" (Schonberg, 1987, 67).
To satisfy the pubhc's need for accessible teaching materials which addressed the
technical features of piano playing, composers poured out Etudes, or "smdies," at a rate
probably never since equalled (Loesser, 1954, 254-259). Many of these works are
"school" emdes, built uponrepetitiveformulas designed to buildfingerspeed, strength, or
independence (Ganz, 1960,178). By subscribing to a particular school of piano playing,
pianists hoped to achieve a high level of technical proficiency. Numerous composers,
performers, and teachers pubhshed programmed courses of smdy in an attempt to establish
a following.

By die end of the eighteenth cenmry the piano had become a commonplace msuiiment
in tiie homes of middle-class citizens. Throngs of people sought to mastertiieart of piano
playing. Music-making m the home and public concerts of piano music were rapidly
gaining popularity. Yet, at the time, therepertou^for the piano was fakly Umited
Students wanting to master the art of piano playing did not have a large body of technical
and preparatory smdies from which to draw. Countiess teachers and pianists took it upon
themselves to compose smdies to address students' shortcomings or to fortify technical
proficiency m a given area (Dale, 1954,181). As aresult,many of the eariy 6mdes were
hastily produced, with littie thought given to musical interest, while a high priority was
placed on piano technique (Schonl)crg, 1987,99-101).
The early writers of Etudes were inspued by the expanded lyrical and dynamic qualities
of the piano and its improved construction. Its expressive capabilities were quite different
from those of its predecessors, the harpsichord and the fortepiano. Certainly, one of the
goals of early 6mde composers was to explore the potential of the instrument at atimewhen
it was becoming much more refined and sophisticated when compared to the very first
pianofortes of the early 1700s (Ganz, 1960,65-67).
During the early decades of the nineteenth century, the piano went through a rapid
change as builders sought torefineand expand its capabilities. By the late 1830s the
instrument was essentially the same as we know it today. Theregisterof the piano was
expanded to seven and one-half octaves, greater string tension capabilities allowed for a
more varied tone as well as a greater dynamic range. In addition, the pedal had only
reccntiy been mvented (Dubai, 1989,19).
As the piano was undergoing rapid and radical changes, developments in
compositional style were also taking place, due in large part due to the contributions of
Beethoven. The hannoniclanguage became more diverse and complex, allowing the
composer to have at his disposal an array of colors and effects (Dubai, 1989,18).
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Perhaps most miportant during tiiis period of development wastiiechange m die
composer's conception of his goal and purpose in writing. Previously, composers were
concerned about mass appeal and acceptance oftiieirwork. As Romanticism began to
flourish in the 1820s and 1830s, composers became more attuned to the personal nature of
their writing. They sought to evoke inner emotions,reflections,or moods through an
instt^ment that now allowed them to speak more powerfully (Ferguson, 1947). It is from
thistimein the history of the piano 6tude that some of the mostreveredand enduring works
have emerged. Onereasonfor the continued appeal of the 6mdes of Chopin, Schumann,
Brahms and other Romantic composers was their ability to balance musical and technical
concems.
Shortly after the middle of the nineteenth century a distinct new breed of piano 6tude
emerged. Composer-pianists specialized in creating "virtuoso" 6mdes, written primarily as
vehicles for technical display . These included Sigismund Thalberg, Carl Tausig, Anton
Rubinstein, and Franz Liszt, among numerous others (Ganz, 1960, 221-223). Many of
the 6mdes of these composers are now difficult to find in print and are rarely played.
Frequentiy, virtuoso 6mdes are lacking in musical interest, and are not considered worthy
of countiess hours of technical preparation. However, as with the early school 6mde, it is
important to view them in terms of their context and goal, rather than dismissing them as
having no merit whatsoever.
Tvpes of Unifying Feamres m the Nineteenth-Cenmrv ttude
In the 1830s certain conventions emerged withregardto the construction and
characteristics of piano 6mdes. Most influential in establishing these norms was Chopin,
who effectively constructed Etudes based upon a single musical idea or pianistic challenge.
Chopin and his contempwaries most commonly unified their works through a figure,
motive, rhythm, or pervading technique. Various levels of unity are achieved when these

are employed smgularly or m combmations. The highest degree of unity is achieved when
all of these features are present throughout a given composition.
Figural Unity
Fortiiepurposes of this smdy, the term "figure" willreferto die briefest unifying
musical idea of a composition-generallyfiromtwo to four notes. The musicalfigureupon
which an 6mde is based will generally be stated at the outset of the work. Thefigurewill
then be developed through Classical procedures such as: modulation, fragmentation,
expansion, decoration, sequence, repetition,retrograde,inversion, and metamorphosis.
These serve to bring musical interest to subsequent statements of thefigure,and will be
discussed in Chapter HI. Other structural features may be present in the form of bridges,
transitions, and episodes.
Monofigural 6mdes were first written by Clementi, and are an important class of 6mde
throughout the history of the genre. In the Preface to the Schirmer edition of Clementi's
Gradus ad Pamassum. C.F. Weitzmann alludes to the importance of thefigure(and
motive) in the construction of the works contained in the volume:
Each of them treats either some specialfigure,or rolling or undulation
passages, broken chords, some purposely selected difficulty, or some other
motive calculated to make thefingersindependent, or to develop the
player's agility, strength and endurance; working out the motives in the
most various forms, with changes of position and modulation, throughout
the piece. (Clementi, 1903, iii)
Several examples will serve to illustrate various constructions of figures. Clementi, in
Example 2.1, provides a two-note figure (in brackets) which is present throughout the
composition. In addition to thefigure,the composition is further unified by canon
technique.
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Ex. 2.1. Smdy in E-flat from Gradus ad Pflm^^^,,^! Muzio Dementi, mm. 1-3.

Copyright © 1898 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. (ASCAP)
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by Pennission.
Stephen Heller, anotiier miportant early composer of 6mdes, provides a tfuee-note
figure in Example 2.2. Here, die bracketedfigureis comprised of harmonic intervals, as
opposed totiiestrictiy Imearfigureconstmcted by Qemcnti (see Ex. 2.1).
Ex. 2.2. Smdy m F-sharp minor. Op. 45, Stephen Heller, mm. 1-4.

Example 2.3. by Chopm, contains a four-note figure comprised of a unison, followed
bytfiemterval of atimd,succeeded by two octaves (m brackets). This figure is everpresent in die composition, but is manipulated and altered m numerous ways.
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Ex. 2.3. Etude Op. 25. No. 9, Frdd^ric Chopin, mm. 1-3.

^^m

^

^

^

Inherent in manyfiguresis an impUcit piano technique. Mwitz Moszkowski, an
important contributor to the piano 6mderepertory,employs a two-notefigurein Exan^le
2.4, suggesting the alternation of chords and single tones for the pianist
Ex. 2.4. Etude Op. 72, No. 3, Moritz Moszkowski, m. 1.
Vivo € con Tiioco I

\

Motivic Unity
Motives, in the context of thisresearch,are longer musical ideas often con^rised of
two or more figures. The J.N. Hummel ^mde. Example 2.5, exhibits a six-note motive
presented in a classical, well-defined design. The four measures of the example are a
complete phrase. The first measure contains the principal motive (bracket A), which is
built upon twofigures(brackets B and C). The motive isrestatedin measure two, then is
expressed in altered form on the dominant in measure three. The fourth measure contains a
common device in nx)nofigural and monomotivic 6mdes, that being a bridge which leads
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back to tiie motive. As often occurs,tiiebrief bridge is similar m texture totiieoriguial
motive, but deviates from die pure motive.
Ex. 2.5. Etude Op. 125, No. 5, J.N. Hummel, mm 1-4.
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Motives are also able to imply a specific piano technique. The accompanimental
motive in the left hand of the Sigismund Thalberg 6mde, bracketed in Example 2.6,
suggests arpeggio technique for the pianist
Ex. 2.6. Study Op. 26, No. 5, Sigismimd Thalberg, mm. 1-4.
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Motives andfiguresmay be incorporated into larger phrase structures. The Heller
smdy. Example 2.7, contains a lengthy, inner-voice melody. Here, the motivic material is
functioning as an accompaniment and the number of itsrepetitionsare determined by the
note values of tiie melodic hne.
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Ex. 2.7. Study m E, Op. 45, Stephen Heller, mm. 1-7.
Andante.quasl Allegretto. J:i*i-rf
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Figural or Motivic Unity m Formal Designs
6mdes unified by a singlefigureor motive are most often in bmary, ternary, or
through-composed form. Binary and ternary forms create an interesting challenge for die
composer. For die composition toremammonofigural or monomotivic, tiie B section must
contam significant alteration of diefigureor motive, or die context m which citfier is
placed Yet,tfiemtegrity of tiie composed idea must not be destroyed
TTirough-composed fonn is especiaUy weU-suited totiiemonofigural or monomotivic
setting, for it aUows die composer to continuously state die unifying musical idea. The
brevity of most ^mdes makes it possible for die umntemiptcd presence of diefigureor
motive to serve as a unifying device witfiout becoming overbearing for die listener. Witiiin
tiietim>ugh-composedstmcture, composers have exercised considerable mgenuity, often
building phrase and period structuresfromtiiefigureor motive in a cleveriy conceived
microform, yet givmg tiie impression of continuous flow of musical tiiought
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While through-composed, binary, and ternary structures dominate unified 6tudes,
otiier forms do exist. Henselt's 6mde Opus 2, No. 6, for example, demonsttates a more
complex AABB'A' witii coda form. Etude No. 8 from Charles Alkan's Op. 35 is a rondo.
Numerous other 6mdesrevealhow composers have been able to maintainfidelityto a
figure or motive in a diverse structural setting.
Rhythmic Unity
One of the most common unifying features of 6mdes is rhythoL Composers may rely
on rhythmic patterns or rhythmic consistency to unify their 6mdes. Rhythm patterns are
determined by the meter, by the grouping of subdivisions, or by a pattern of accents.
Rhythmic consistency is achieved by the constant statement of a single note value.
Rhythmic unity is one of the looser fonns of unity, particularly when it is not accompanied
byfigural,motivic, or technical unity.
Many €mdes featurerepetitionof single note values because they are apparentiy
intended to promotefluencyand continuity. Virmally all of the early composers of Etudes
were pianists who understood the importance of these principles in piano technique.
Continuous pianistic motions or gestures could be achieved by constructing continuous
musical ideas. Velocity could be developed by placing before the pianist an uninterrupted
flow of simple rhythms. Endurance could be fortified by constant use of the same
muscles, while withholding the opportunity forrestperiods provided by diverse note
values.
If the rhythmic diversity of the composed idea is too great, it tends to lose identity in
terms of technical focus. For example, MacDowell's £mde Opus 39, No. 5 (Ex. 2.8),
contains three different note values in its presentation of a stepwise figure. Such afigureis
likely perceived initially for its musical content The technical element, perforaiance of
tetrachords with specified articulations, is less striking. In these cases, the 6mde-like
character of the composition may even be questioned
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Ex. 2.8. Etude Op. 39, No. 5, Edward MacDowell, mm. 1-4.
Allegretto con moto.

?:33r
For the pianist, rhythmic continuity and endurance arerelatedissues. When a single
rhythmic value is used throughout, the pianist is forced to sustain energy without the aid of
rhythmically induced, or "built-in,"restingplaces. A rhythmically diversefigureor motive
will generally afford the pianist opportunities for momentaryrelaxation.For example, the
harmonically decorativefigureexpressed in the alto voice m the Moscheles smdy (Ex. 2.9)
contains one short and one long rhythmic value. Afigureof this design allows the pianist
to exert a surge of energy initially, after which he or she mayrestduring the holding of the
longer note. Therelativelack of endurance challenges in this composition does not negate
its 6tude-like character, rather, it merely sets it apartfromthe larger body of dtudes which
do address the underlying principle of endurance.
Ex. 2.9. Smdy Op. 95, No. 12, Ignaz Moscheles, mm. 1-3.
Allegretto grazioso. (J*. T<.

%&.
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Buildmg endurance is a worthy technical goal, but die physical dangers of overuse are
very real. Pianists must be sensitive to die distinction between healtiiy exertion and
overuse. They must determine when, where, and how to introducerestingplaces even into
an unbroken musical figure.
Technical Unity
Some 6mdes are unified by a specific technical focus. Generally, the problem will be
presented in the initial notes, continuing to assert itself for the duration of die composition.
For example, Chopin's 6tude Op. 10, No. 11 is a smdy of rolled chords. Here, die piano
technique is projected immediately as a vehicle for expressing thefive-notemusical motive.
Ex. 2.10. fimde Op. 10, No. 11, Fr6d6ric Chopin, mm. 1-3.
Allcgrcfto. J s 76.
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In the Robert Schumann dmde. Example 2.11, the uppermost note of each chord
serves as the melodic idea, but chord technique is immediately estabUshed as the technical
subject matter of the ^mde. The rhythmic continuity and imitative treatment of material lend
a high degree of musical unity to die work as well.
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Ex. 2.11. Symphonic Emde Op. 13, No. 4, Robert Schumann, mm. 1-2.
MM. J=132
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Some ^mdes address the technical problems posed by the playing of a particular
interval. Especially prevalent in the Romantic era were compositions exploiting thuxis,
sixths, or octaves. In addition to technical unity, these compositions exhibit sonorous
unity. Often, the featured interval in a composition will be incorporated into afigure,also
implying a degree of musical unity.
Other piano techiuques which may unify €mdes include tone production, balance,
voicing, phrasing and legato. These compositions often contain long, spun-out melodic
ideas over accompaniments. In keeping with Romantic tendencies, phrases are frequentiy
not balanced or symmetrical Also, in many cases there is littie evidence of rhythmic
continuity or rhythmic patterning. In the end, it is the technical issue which permeates and
unifies many of these woiks.
Other Unifying Features
Tempo is one of the most unifying elements of the entire 6mde repertory. Perhaps no
other genre so consistentiy utilizes fast tempos. Individual €mdes generally establish a
t e n ^ , maintaining it for the entire con[^x>sition. Among the most common tempo
designations for 6mdes are allegro, vivace, 2a)d presto. Those with slower t e n ^
indications are often marked as such because of significant subdivision of the beat,
requiring the pianist to execute many notes within the confines of a single beat
Relatively few slowfiguresor motives exist in the 6mde literature. Many of those that
do exist are accompanimental, or are designed to feature legato playing or voicing.
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Particularly worthy of mention mtiiisregardis Chopm's Emde Opus 10, No. 6, Example
2.12, in which groups of six sixteenth notes serve as an accompanhnental motive, and are
executed in an Andante tempo. The meanderingfigureinvolves up and down motions in
small intervals. It lends itself particularly well to the slow tempo and is appropriately suited
as an accompaniment to a highly expressive melody.
Ex. 2.12. femde Op. 10, No. 6, Fr6d€ric Chopm, mm. 1-3.
Andante. M.M. J-« n.

I, L I -. t^? >V^lta eepreteipne

aewpre legatissimo

Afigureexecuted at a slow tempo may call into question the classification of the
composition as an €tude. The Edward MacDowell excerpt. Example 2.13, contains a slow
accompanimental figure. We may not perceive thefigureas imbuing the piece with dtudelike characteristics, but rather serving as inner voice decoration. Velocity and endurance
demands of thisfigureare not great However, there is a clear-cut technical problem
presented, that being projection of the octave melody. Here, it is the material surrounding
thefigurewhich contains the technical challenge, not thefigureitself. As in the Chopin
6mde just cited, the composer maintains therestrainedtempo for the duration of the
composition for the sake of unity.
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Ex. 2.13. ttudc Op. 39, No. 10, Edward MacDowell, mm. 1-4.

Andantino
la inelodia seinprr tenuta
^

^

s ^ ^^m a ^^m^m

Lyricism and the use of slow figures in €tudes, though somewhat rare, are admirable,
for they give the genre some diversity. They may also present material that is more
accessible to less advanced pianists. Figures executed at slow ten^)OS allow for a variety of
issues to be addressed that one might find less frequentiy in faster tempos: cantabile
playing, tone production, voicing, balance, and phrase contour and nuance. Many of these
6mdes may be considered smdies of the expressive and communicative aspects of piano
playmg.
The Role of die Unifying Feamre
The unifying musical or techiucal feature may assume any of four roles in piano
6mdes. It may present itself as melodic material, as a combination of hamaonic and melodic
substance, as a purely harmonic idea, or as decorative passagework.
The Melodic Role of the Unifying Feature
The first of the roles for the unifying feature is as melodic material. In these dmdes,
the composer has chosen to presentfigural,motivic, rhythmic, or technical material as the
principal melodic interest of the piece. Often, the feature is delegated to therighthand.
The melodic presentation of a unifying feature is especially common in the early nineteenth
century, a time when Classic ideals of melodic and harmonic delineation were still
prevalent £mdes which feature naelodic material dominate Muzio Qementi's Gradus ad
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Pamassum and numerous otiier early sets of 6tudes for piano. However, melodic figures
can be found m 6mdes of late Romantic and twentietii-century 6mdes as well.
Example 2.14, a smdy by Carl Czemy, demonstrates a sequencing melodic figure.
The left hand merely provides the harmonic underpinning for the rapid melodic sequences
of thefigurein dierighthand. This type ofdmde will often address techniques such as
finger patterns,fluency,fingerindependence, or velocity. As stated earlier, these aspects
of piano playing were particularly stressed during the time many of the early 6mdes were
being written.
Ex. 2.14. Smdy Op. 740, No. 3, Carl Czemy, mm. 1-3.
Presto, veloce.(J = «6.;

Copyright © 1893 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. (ASCAF).
International C(^yright Secured All Rights Reserved. Used by Pennission.
Early 6tudes in which the unifying feature is melodic may often be characterized by an
apparent lack of musical substance or depth. They present a single harmonic vocabulary,
over which melodic passagework flows. We are likely to concede, and perhapsrightiyso,
that a more suitabletitiefor many of these types of pieces might be a musically enhanced
"exercise." Piano exercises written by composers in the late 1700s and early 1800s
genendly involved both hands executing a particular technique in synchronized fashion. In
early 6mdes in which unity is achieved through melodic means, the composer has merely
stripped one hand of hs melodic role and redesignated h for hannonic purposes. But as the
harmonic vocabulary of the Romantic composers expanded, the level of musical interest in
6mdes of this nature also blossomed Later Romantic composers who utilized nxlodic
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feattires were able to placetiiemm a volatile, diverse, and emotionally suggestive harmonic
setting.
The Harmonic Unifying Feature
Unifying aspects of 6mdes may also be presented harmonically. This type also has its
roots in the classical textures. Harmonic features are often expressed by the left hand,
taking advantage of therichnessand warmth of die lowerregisterof the piano.
Example 2.15 reveals a harmonicfigureby Chopin. The musical idea is expressed as
a continuous rhythmicfigurecontaining a fundamental tone leaping up to an interval.
Ex. 2.15. Emde Opus 25, No. 4, Frederic Chopin, mm. 1-3.

It is quite common for the principal harmonic substance to be presented through
broken chords, rolled chords, or arpeggiated figures. These techniques are frequentiy used
to support melodic ideas. Occasionally, composers have placed harmonicfiguresin the
right hand. The smdy by J.B. Cramer, example 2.16, shows how the four-note figure,
though stated melodically, really serves as harmonic substance of the work. There may
exist a fine line between the hnplementation of the unifying feature as melodic
embelhshment or harmonic underpinning. A closer scrutiny of the same example reveals
that the melodic interest of the piece is acmally embedded in the harmonicfigure,occurring
on the second and fourth subdivision of each group of thirty-second notes.
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Ex. 2.16. Study in A minor, J.B.Cramer, mm. 1-2.

Moderate espressivo.(«^= ise)

p sempre leg-aio
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The Combined Harmonic and Melodic Role
The third potential role of the imifying feature is to serve as the essential substance of
the piece, incorporating both melodic and harmonic elements. Composers have achieved
this combined harmonic and melodic musical (x technical function through a variety of
means. In Example 2.17, Chopin utilizes accentuation to highlight a brief melody placed
within a broken-chord figure.
Ex. 2.17. 6mde Op. 25, No. 12, Fr^^ric Chopm, mm. 1-2.
Allegro moHo con faoco. M.M. J « so.

Another technique employed by composers involves the expression of the melody in
longer note values. The initial note of afiguremay be part of a melodic line. Succeeding
notes of thefigureor motive then assume a harmonic role. This is illustrated in the Henselt
6mde, Example 2.18.
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Ex. 2.18. Emde Op. 2, No. 2, Adolf Henselt, mm. 1-2.
Allegro moderato.(J^siiO
Oraxxota e mareata la melodia

Copyright © 1902 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. (ASCAP)
IntemaUonal Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by Pennission.

Specific intervals serving as a unifying feature in €mdes also project a dual melodic
and harmonic role. In these compositions the musical material is harmonic through its
constant presentation of a particular interval, and melodic as the interval is moved up and
down the keyboard at the dictates of the composer. The harmonic nature of the interval
remains constant while the melodic patterns and directions of the interval may be freely
constmcted by the composer.
The Decorative Role of the Unifying Feature
A final role of the unifying feature is as a decorative element Wliat is implicit in this
usage is that the feature serves no principal function odier than to embelUsh the melodic or
harmonic interest of the work. In these dmdes the musical function of the feature is
subsidiary, while its technical role may be primary. The decorativefigureor motive will
often imply a "three-hand" or multiple-layer effect In the first smdyfixMnhis Opus 26,
Example 2.19, Thalberg achieves this by designating the uppermost voice in therighthand
as the decorativefigure,while distributing the harmonic and melodic elements of the dtude
between the left hand and the lower voice of therighthand
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Ex. 2.19. Smdy Op. 26, No. 1, Sigismund Thalberg, mm. 1-3.
Al.L?ORO.

Composers have also combined harmonic and melodic interest in one handfreeingthe
odier for a decorative figure. Beginning with the fifdi measure of the Chopin excerpt.
Example 2.20, the left hand assumesresponsibilityfor both melody and harmony, over
which dierighthand spins out decorative treatment of the chromatic scale.
Ex. 2.21. Emde Op. 25, No. 11, Fr6d6ric Chopm, mm. 1-7.
Allegro coo krio.X.M.J'.c]i.
Lento

Many decorativefiguresare characterized by brief scale passages, collections of
melodic steps or skips, as well as combinations of ascending and descending movement
The most common compositional characteristic of the decorativefigureis its expression in
Uke note values. The function of tiie decwative element which exhibits such rhythmic
consistency is similar to that of an ornate frame surrounding a painting; the frame serves to
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enhance tiie characteristics of die object which it sun-ounds, widiout bringing undue
attention to itself.
Placement of the Unifying Ve^t^i^^
The composer of €mdes has numerous options for pianistic placement of unifying
features. These are to some degree dependent upon die role of die feature just discussed.
The unifymg feature might be placed m one hand alternated between die hands, or placed
in both hands simultaneously.
Setting of the Unifying Feature for One Hand
The most common setting of the unifying feature in the early nineteenth-century €tude
was for one hand alone, often the treble part (see Ex. 2.14). A distinct advantage of the
"one-hand" 6tude is that the performer could easily isolate and smdy the technical matter,
not having to deal with the coordination of a more complex setting. In these 6mdes, the
composer could present the pianist widi a variety of technical problems. AnK>ng the most
common of these were velocity, fluency, passagework, scales, or broken-chord technique.
On a musical level, there are potential shortcomings of this type of €mde. The most
obvious of these is the lack of textural change and diversity. The extended use of a figure
or motiverenderedonly by one hand mayresultin noonotony. Despite these apparent
problems, many of the one-hand dmdes are charming in their own way. Their appeal may
be attributed to robust tempos, sprightiy rhythms, brilliant passagework, or numerous
odier cleverly crafted ideas or concepts of the composer.
From a techiucal perspective it must be stated that the one-hand €tude allows for the
development of technical skill for only half of the player's equipment Though the 6mde
may effectively address elements of piano technique, only one hand may reap benefits from
die smdy of such pieces.
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Alternating Placement of the Unifying Feature
The second option for placement of the unifying feature was to first delegate it to one
hand, followed by its movement to die otiier hand Oftentimes, tius was accomphshed by
assignmg thefigure,motive, or technique to therighthand witiiin thefirstsection of a
tripartite form, moving it to the left hand m die B section, thenretummgh to the original
hand with thereturnof A material. This setting of the feature and dieresultanttexture
change arc often the primary determinant of formal stmcture for some 6mdes. Moszkowski
demonstrates this technique in Examples 2.21 a-c, which are excerptedfromdie beginnings
of the A and B sections, and the modifiedretumof A' in his 6mde No. 14fromOpus 72.
Ex. 2.21a. 6mde Op. 72, No. 14, Moritz Moszkowski, beginning of A Section.

ModeiHto

Ex. 2.21b - fimde Op. 72, No. 14, Moritz Moszkowski, begmnmg of B Section.
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Ex. 2.21c - 6mde Op. 72, No. 14, Moritz Moszkowski, retum of A' Section.

The advantage of this particular type of 6tude is that the pianist is given the opportunity
to gn^ple with the technical problem with both hands. On a musical level, the textural
change provides variety and diversity. The 6mde in which both hands participate in the
execution of musical materialOTa technical matter, explored even by early composers of
6mdes, continued to be one of the most dominant types throughout the nineteenth century.
In some Etudes, con^sers alternated the unifying feature not on a larger sectional
scale, but on a phrase-by-phrase basis, producing some interesting results. The dialogue
apparent in these 6mdes is accompanied by rapid changes inregister.This setting
minimizes the demands for prolonged endurance, yet creates greater concem for tonal and
dynamic consistency. In practice, die technique of rapidly shifting a musical idea or
technical problem from one hand to the other is fairly rare in the Romantic €tude, and is
almost never employed continuously throughout a piece. Example 2.22 contains an
antiphonal motive. The altemation pattem established by J.B. Duvemoy in this smdy
evenmally breaks down, though he does maintainfidelityto the motive.
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Ex. 2.22. Smdy Op. 120, No. 1, J.B. Duvemoy, mm. 1-4.
Allegro vivace.

(J=J*4J

Years later, Edward MacDowell also experimented with dialoguing of afigurein his
£mde Op. 39, No. 6 (Ex. 2.23). His brief, three-note slurredfigureis rapidly passed from
one hand to the other. However, he constructs the piece in a quasi-rondo form, inserting
brief chordal interludes in which he abandons thefigurealtogether. In so doing, he also
abandons a pure form of technical, rhythmic, andfiguralunity.
Ex. 2.23. 6mde Op. 39, No. 6, Edward MacDowell, mm. 1-6.
Prestissimo con fuoco
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Nmeteenth-century composers also experimented with dividing the musical idea
between the hands. This type of setting may be somewhatrelatedto earlier organ toccatas
of the Baroque. The musical effect of split-figurations is often one of rhythmic drive and
intensity. In some cases, as in Henselt's dtude, Example 2.24, the divided motive
produces an undulating effect, as broken chords descend from higher to lower registers.
Therighthand is responsible for the initial three sixteenths of each group and the left hand
completes the accompanimental motive with the final five notes.
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Ex. 2.24. Emde Op. 2, No. 3, Adolf Henselt, mm. 1-2.

Tempo g'iusto.(Js«t)
mareaio * fortando U wuiodia

com ftnttiome dolorosa

Copyright © 1902 (Renewed) by G. Schinner, Inc. (ASCAP)
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Placement of die Unifymg Feature m Botii Hands
Finally, tiie musical, rhytiimic, or technical idea may be set for botii hands sunultaneously. Often, die idea will be stated m parallel or conttary motion. Brahms, in his
Sttidign r»r Pianpfpne, Opus 35, skillfully mamtainstiiefigurem botfi hands m some of
die variations. Noteworthy is number 11,fromtiiesecond set, m which a two-note figure
is stated in contrary motion (Ex. 2.25).
Ex. 2.25. Smdy Op. 35, Set 2, Var. 11, Johannes Brahms, mm. 1-4.
Vivace
|}^
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From Complete Sonatas and Variatinns for Solo Piano
Eusebius Nfandyczewsld. editor. Dover Publications, 1971.

The nx)st complex settmg of die unifying feature by nineteendi-century 6mde
composers mvolves clearly definable, yet separate features for each hand This type of
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setting isrelativelyrare. It involves tiie creation of two musical ideas, two techniques, or
two distinct rhytiimic patterns. Scriabin effectively juxtaposes two feattu^s m some of his
^mdes. Example 2.26 iUusttates two distinct creative ideas m itsrighthand and left hand
parts. However, diefiguresand techniques are somewhat similar. It is primarily die two
rhytiimic patterns which differ m tiiis 6mde.
Ex. 2.26. 6tude Op. 42, No. 1, Alexander Scriabin, mm. 1-3.

Preato Jst»»-a««

From The Complete Preludes & Emdes for Pianoforte Soln,
K.N.Igumnov, editor. Dover Publications, 1973.
Chopin's 6mde Opus 25, No. 2, Example 2.27, demonstt^tes a melodic passagework
figure set above a broken chord bass, further complicated by eighth-note triplets in one
hand as opposed to quarter-note triplets m die odier. Here, each of the juxtaposed
technical, musical, and rhythmic features are dissimilar.
Ex. 2.27 - 6mde Op. 25, No. 2, Fr6d6ric Chopm, mm. 1-3.

Presio. ir.ir.«>ta.
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Piano Techniques Functioning a^ Unifying Feamm^
By and large, piano techniques fall into two broad categories, horizontal or vertical.
Admittedly, die horizontaVvertical polarity is not descriptive of certain pianistic motions or
techniques such as rotation and voicing. Nevertheless, for the purposes of tiiis document,
vertical and horizontal techniques will serve as organizmg principles for the discussion of
pianistic techniques which permeate and unify 6mdes.
Horizontal Techniques
In the case of horizontal motions, it is the linear aspect-movement parallel to the
keyboard-which is the primary consideration. This is not to imply that there is no vertical
activity. Within the broad category of horizontal techniques are several types. Foremost
among these are finger pattems, scales, passagework, broken chords, and arpeggios.
Finger-Patterns
The most physicallyrestrictiveof the various types of horizontally conceived
techniques are those mvolving brief finger pattems. Typically, these will keep the hand in
one position. Example 2.28, a Cramer €mde, illustrates a lengthy and expansive finger
pattem which is comprised of eight notes spanning an octave. Examples of finger-pattern
^mdes abound in the output of Clementi, Cramer, and Czemy.
Ex. 2.28. Smdy in F minor, J.B. Cramer, mm. 1-2.

AHegTO non(roppo.J=T«>

Copyright © 1914 (Renewed) by G. Schirmer, Inc. (ASCAP)
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The technical focus oftiiefinger-pattern^mde is die management and development of
die smaller muscles and mechanisms. Fmger and wrist usage dommate, while tiie ann
primarily serves as a transporting device for horizontal movement over die keyboaid as tiie
musical pattem dictates.
Sgaigs
Technically-unified 6mdes feamring scales or scale fragments generally mvolve a
greater degree of horizontal movementtfianfingerpatterns. In diefingcr-pattemtechnique
just discussed everytiimg is self-contained witiiin die hand, whereas, m die scale €mde,
tiiere is a need to shift to new hand positions. As aresult,it is necessary to perform crossover or passmg-under maneuvers m die scale €mde. Example 2.29, from Czemy's femdes
dg M^anismCt Opus 849, is a rare example of an 6mde which utiUzes tiie entire scale as a
motive.
Ex. 2.29. 6mde Op. 849, No. 8, Carl Czemy, mm. 1-2.
Vivaco.(Jt8*.)
Uffato

Romantic 6mdes are generally based upon die traditional major and minor scales.
However, numerous composers wrote 6mdes whosefiguresor motives are based on die
chromatic scale. Among tiiese are Samt-Sagns 6mde Opus 111, No. 2, and Hermann
Berens ttude Opus 89, No. 16.
Passagework
The passagework ^mde is one of the mcxre common types. Passagework figures or
motives generally mvolve a combination of melodic steps and skips. In 6mdes of this
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nature, die passagework may frequentiy involve large-scale gesmres widun which many
small-scale motions occur. Most frequent are brieffiguresor motives of two- to sbc-note
duration. The musical idea is often moved up and down die keyboard by crossmg-over
and passing-under technique, as in Chopin's "Revolutionary" Emde (Ex. 2.30).
Ex. 2.30. Emde Op. 10, No. 12, Frdd6ric Chopin, mm. 1-3.
AUe;;ro cou fuoco. e : i«o.
H

Reiterated pattems m passagework 6mdes are common. One of the greatest challenges
to the pianist posed by successions and combinations of various intervals and directions is
not in the initially stated pattem, but in its subsequent permutations. The pianist is quick to
leam a presented pattem, and may assimilate it quite easily. Problems arise when the
pattems or directions change, and the playing mechanisms are required to alter the size and
direction of a smdied routine. This will be discussed in the succeeding chapter, which
details compositional devices used by conq>osers to manipulate musical material and the
impact this has on piano technique.
Broken Chords
In broken-chord technique the range of the musical material becomes iiK>re expansive
and die territory of the keyboard is covered more quickly. For the purposes of this
document, broken chords will be characterized by one limiting feature—that the composed
idea allow for execution without the passing-under of the thumb or the crossing-over of
fingers. Thus, broken-chords figures or motives fit within the confines of the hands.
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Broken-chord techniquefrequentiyserves m an accompanhnental role, providmg an
undulating orrichharmonic background. Examples of tiiis texmre abound m die dmde
repertoue. Particularly prolific attiiistype of writmg weretiiecomposers Henselt,
Thalberg, and Scriabin.
The Heller smdy. Example 2.31, illusdates broken-chord technique. Intiiisexample
each triplet group fits within the hand not necessitating thumb-under or finger-over
maneuvers. Here, the broken-chordfigureassumes a melodic role.
Ex. 2.31. Study in F, Op. 45, Stephen Heller, mm. 1-4.
Alleg-ro vcloce. Jr«t.
* 11±*

In the following Mendelssohn excerpt. Example 2.32, the left hand accompanimental
figure does not extend outside the hand, though it does requue large leaps. In afigureof
this nature, mere wristrotationwill not likely suffice, thus the need for involvement of the
larger playing apparams.
Ex. 2.32. £mde Op. 104, No. 3, Felix Mendelssohn, mm. 3-5.

From Complete Works for Pianoforte Solo. Vol 2.
Julius Reitz, editor. Dover Publications, 1973.
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Broken-chord technique can also mvolve expansion and conttaction of tiie hand at a
rapid rate. Through inversions and changes of dhection die broken-chordfigureor motive
can be compressed or expanded. In such cases, a variety of motion pattems can emerge as
well as a great diversity in the size of successive intervals. Chopin's Emde Op. 10, No. 1,
Example 2.33, illusd^tes how chord tones can be omitted and inversions presented,
resulting here in the need for expansion and contraction of the hand
Ex. 2.33. 6mde Op. 10, No. 1, Fr6d6ric Chopin, mm. 1-2.

A l l e g e . M.M.J. s i7«.
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Aypgggios
Arpeggio technique, for the purposes of this smdy, is characterized by the need for
thumb-under orfinger-overtechnique. It is the most physically encompassing of the
horizontal techniques. Arpeggios appearfrequentiyas the prescril)ed technique in 6mdes of
nineteenth-centuiy composers. In a majority of such works, the unifying technique and
musical material is employed as an accompanimental idea, as in the Henselt 6mde, Exanc^le
2.34. Such a setting is capable of producing an cxx;hestral effect in therenderingof the
piece. The arpeggio provides a low chord root and fills m harmonies over which a melody
is often spun out
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Ex. 2.34. Emde Op. 2, No. 11, Adolf Henselt, mm. 1-4.
Altcgretlo sosfenulo ed amoroso. (J = looO
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Romantic composers were particularly fond of this technique and its ability to produce
fiom the piano a three-layer effect Accompanimental arpeggio techniques were exploited
by Thalberg, Liszt, and others in their 6mdes during a time when virtuosity, bravura, and
orchestral effects become common components in piano music.
Variants of Broken-Chord and Arpeggio Technique
Before leaving a discussion of broken-chord and arpeggio techniques, worthy of
mention are common variations of these techniques demonstrated in the 6mdes of some
composers. Occasionally, composers have divided thefigurebetween the hands, as Liszt
does in his £mde Opus 1, No. 6, Example 2.35. This type offigurationis common in the
broader pianorepertoryand has been addressed in 6mdes by numerous composers.
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Ex. 2.35. 6tude Op. 1, No. 6, Franz Liszt, mm. 1-5.

Molto agitato. M. 4:-ISP.
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Moszkowski, in his E-flat 6mdefromOpus 72, Example 2.36, delivers what is
essentially a "broken-interval" figure. The hands, separated by an octave, melodically
perform various intervals in what is basically a two-note compositional figure.
Ex. 2.36. £mde Op. 72, No. 7, Moritz Moszkowski, mm. 1-2.
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A third variation of broken-chord and arpeggio technique can be found in the Heller
smdy. Example 2.37. Here, an accompanimental idea is shared between the hands, which
altemate two-note slurs comprised of successive chord tones. The listener hears ascending
arpeggios, but since the passage is performed by crossing-over the hands, no fingercrossing technique is required.
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Ex. 2.37. Smdy in B minor. Op. 46, Stephen Heller, mm. 1-5.
Andantino. (^ : tos.)
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The broader category of horizontal techniques just detailed is not mtended to be
completely inclusive. Numerous cases arise in which thefiguremay merge horizontal and
vertical elements. Horizontal technique may be coupled with vertically-oriented motions,
such as staccato or dropping into and lifting out of phrases.
Vertical Techniques
In vertical techniques, one or more of the principal playing mechanisms moves
primarily perpendicular to the keyboard There may be a degree of horizontal movement
involved in these techniques, but it is the vertical motion which dominates.
Vertically conceived techniques have been less exploited than horizontal techniques by
composers of piano 6mdes. Among the major types of vertical techniques are repeated
notes, phrasing or slurring, chord playing, and various articulations.
Repeated Notes
Repeated-note technique wasfrequentiyaddressed in the early years of 6tude writing,
at a time when rapid finger motion was stressed. The light action and shallow keybed
probably facilitated easier performance of these works on the piano of that day as opposed
to playing them on the modem grand piano. Example 2.38, a smdy by Czemy,
demonstrates arepeated-notefigure.
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Ex. 2.38. Emde Op. 849, No. 12. Carl Czemy, mm. 1-3.
Alle
legretto animato.(J=70.)

Repeated Tntetvals or rhon^s
Repeated-notefiguresoften afford die opportunity fw fmger changes, to some degree
alleviating tiie amount of stress on die larger muscles. Repeated mtervals and chords,
however, do not always make such concessions. The Samt-Sagns €mde. Example 2.39,
containsrepeatedtiurdsaltemating between die hands m triplet groupmgs, often
complicated by hand-over-hand technique.
Ex. 2.39. 6mde Op. 52, No. 3, Camille Saint-Sagns, m. 1.
Allegro

Repeated chord technique, as in Example 2.40, often entails greater use of die arm.
Here, it is coupled witii die voicing demands of the inner-voice melody.
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Ex. 2.40. Etude Op. 52. No. 2, Camille Samt-Saens. mm. 1-2.
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Changing Chords
Since chords are a harmonic pianistic phenomenon in which three or more keys are
depressed simultaneously, they will be considered a vertical technique. However,
horizontal movement, in the form of travel up or down the keyboard is certainly present in
many chord smdies.
Chord-playing constimtes one of the most encompassing piano techniques for the
playing apparams; fingers depress keys, wrists may serve as cushions or regulating
devices, arms and shoulders transport the smaller mechanisms and initiate weight
production.
Chord technique may take on several forms. Both hands may be involved in playing
large chords, as in the Schumann 6mde cited earlier (see ex. 2.11). Large horizontal leaps
may be coupled with chord playing (Debussy's pour les accords from Douze femdesV
Frequentiy, chord technique assumes an accompanimental role, as illusttated in the SaintSaens excerpt. Example 2.41.
Ex. 2.41. 6mde Op. I l l , No. 3, Camille Saint-SSens, mm. 1-4.
Mod" a^il.t* (84 = J)
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Chord technique may also be presented in broken fashion. Four-note vertical
sttTJcmres are broken into mtemal and extemal mtervals m die Thalberg smdy. Example
2.42.
Ex. 2.42. Smdy Op. 26, No. 6, Sigismund Thalberg. mm. 1-4.
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Many chords present hand shapes which are unnatural or uncomfortable. This may be
further compUcated by the need to cover large distances between chords. Judging distances
between chords, a horizontal matter, often poses great difficulty for pianists (Whiteside,
1961, 67).
Phrasing and Articulation
Implicit in phrasing and certain types of articulations is a vertical drop and ascent upon
die initiation and completion of the brief musical idea. A clear-cut example of slurring
technique is found in Scriabin's l^mde Opus 49, No. 1 (Ex. 2.43). Here, the composer
provides the luxury of a Ixief rest between slurredfigures,accommodating momentary
ascent before dropping into the next slur.
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Ex. 2.43. Etude Op. 49, No. 1, Alexander Scriabm, mm. 1-3.
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From The Complete Preludes and Etudes for Pianoforte Solo.
K.N. Igumnov. editor. Dover Publications, 1973.

Schumann also provides a well-defined case in which slurring technique is indicated
The seventh of his Symphonic ^mdes. example 2.44, employs a three-note slur separated
by chords. In addition to this vertical dimension of thefigure,there is also the added
challenge presented byrepeatedchords.
Ex. 2.44. Symphonic £mde Op. 13, No. 7, Robert Schumann, mm. 1-4.
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Among the articulations which involve the highest degree of vertical motion are accents
and staccato. However, thesefrequentiydo not con^rise the principal pianistic
technique. In Example 2.45, staccato techiuque is used in conjunction with a scalar
figure.
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Ex. 2.45. Etude Op. 125, No. 19, J. N. Hummel, mm. 1-3.

Allegro

© by Heugel SA. Paris. Used by Permission.

Other composers have used staccato, tenuto,OTaccent indications as an adjunct
technical feature to a variety of figures: finger pattems, arpeggios, broken chords, and
chords. In many instances, these vertical techniques function stylistically to lend levity,
Ughmess, or rhythmic intensity to musical material.

Conglusion
An attempt has been made in this chs^ter to define and clarify the types, nature, roles,
and settings of unifying features. Figural, motivic, rhythmic, and technical features played
a key role in unifying piano 6mdes of nineteenth-century coursers. By involving these
features singularly or in combinations, composers could achieve varying degrees of unity.
In any case, many Romantic 6mdes clearly express attempts by composers to build their
works on unifying principles.
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CHAPTER m
DIVERSITY IN TECHNICALLY UNIFIED
ETUDES, WITH EVIPLICATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE
Intent of thftrhflptrr
Therestrictiveuse of a particular pianistic technique as a unifying device m 6mdes
would seem to mn the risk of making such works musically tedious or ineffective. If die
musical idea is manipulated too radically in an effort to create interest, focus on the
technical issue at hand may be jeopardized Nevertheless, many composers have been able
to maintain a balance between technical unity and musical integrity. The intent of this
chapter is to examine ways in which the composer may achieve musical diversity in a genre
so narrowly devoted to consistency of piano technique. Among the most frequentiy
encoimtered compositional strategies which impart variety to 6mdes are: flexibihty of the
composed idea itself, manipulation of its content, and manipulation of its musical setting.
Flexibility of die Composed Idea
Figures or motives upon which 6mdes are based have a great impact on musical and
aesthetic effectiveness. The 6mdes generally considered to be of the highest quahty by
pianists and teachers are often based upon a versatile and vivid musical kernel, which lends
itself well to creative treatments. The composer of emdes must also be sensitive to the
technical effectiveness of his or her musical ideas.
Composers have synthesized theirfiguresand motives in various ways. Landmark
^mdes such as Chopin's contain focused and compact musical ideas into which technical
challenges are keenly integrated. Brahms' and Schumann's variation 6mdes show their
command of varying a singlefigure,placing it in different musical and technical contexts.
Liszt, the virtuoso, often dominated Liszt, the composer. Despite the musical and
descriptive effectiveness of Liszt's many 6mdes, he rarely based these works on a single
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musical idea, and was periiaps not interested m domg so. A single 6mde of Liszt's may
abound with musicalfiguresand technical display, but are employed in a more volatile
way, and often based on the dictates of a programme (Dale, 1954.196).
Manipulation of the Content of the Figure or Morivft
In addition to the importance of the musical and technical potential offigures,the
composer of 6mdes will very carefully choose ways in which to develop his or her ideas.
The rhythmic, harmonic, or melodic content of the composed idea may be enhanced
altered, or manipulated m order to heighten variety. The extent to which the musical idea is
modified has varying degrees of impact on piano technique.
Rhythmic Manipulations and Settings of the Musical Idea
After the initial statement of the primaryfigureor motive, it may be subjected to
rhythmic modifications. This is generally done in arestrainedor subtie way since radical
rhythmic manipulations can easily jeopardize technical focus. For example, in Chopin's
£mde Opus 25, No. 1, ("Aeolian Harp") a sexmplet broken-chord figure in the left hand is
occasionally truncated by one or two sixteenth notes,resultingin quadruplet or quinmplet
groupmgs; yet, the broken-chord techniqueremainsintact (compare Examples 3.1a and
3.1b). This rhythmic alteration demands that the pianist spontaneouslyrespondto varying
rhytiimic groupings of the musical idea without dismpting its flow. In the case of the
Chopin 6mde just described, cross-rhythms may be a natural consequence of rhythmic
truncation.
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Ex. 3.1a. Emde Op. 25, No. 1. Fr^^ric Chopin, mm. 1-2.
Allegro Bostcnqto.M.M.J = to*

Ex. 3.1b. 6mde Op. 25, No. 1, Fr€d6ric Chopin, m. 29.
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Extension of the primary musical material may also occur. Botii extension and
reduction procedures mvolve not just dieriiytiimbut also affect tiie melodic or harmonic
contenttiiroughtiieaddition or subtraction of notes. In die Cramer smdy. Example 3.2,
die ascendmg and descendmg mner voices comprise die nx)tive. In measure two,
however, die motive is extended melodically and rhydimically by one beat Musical
content of die extension is based on tiie stepwise motion of diefigure,essentially retaining
die purity of the pianistic technique.
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Ex. 3.2. Study in E minor, J.B. Cramer, mm. 1-3.
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Dismption of a statedfiguremay occur. Qementi demonstrates diis principle in
Example 3.3. The openingfigureis stated andrestatedover the first three beats in the first
measure, whereas, in measure two it is melodically dismpted resulting in its reduction to
one-beat units.
Ex. 3.3. Smdy in F, Muzio Clementi, mm. 1-3.
Vlvaclsslmo.
*)

Copyright © 1898 (Renewed) by G. Schinner, Inc. (ASCAP)
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by Pennission.

Figures or motives that are extended will often requue a broader, more comprehensive
pianistic gesture, while those that are shortened will entail the use of a more compact
physical motion. The actual pianistic technique will not be altered in a significant way; yet
die breadtii of the dominant gesture may be radically affected
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Rhytiimic diversity may also be accomplished by mere placement of die musical kernel
m a complex settmg. Beginning witii tiie Etudes of Chopm.tiiisbecame mcreasmgly
common. Two of tiie Nouvelles Emdes contain cross-rhythms; die first presents a melody
over accompaniment mtiiree-against-four.while die second is essentially a chord smdy
utihzing two-against-three. In both cases, the pianistic technique is maintained throughout,
but is compUcated by the presence of cross- rhytiuns. This technique became even more
prevalent in the later nineteenth century. It confronts the pianist with not only the need to
execute a particular techrucal problem, but to deal also with the mind and body conftision
arisingfromperformance of different meters by each side of the body. Performers must be
govemed by their mner rhythmic sense and a sensitivity to the larger pulse of the meter, not
allowing the juxtaposed meters to battie each other in a mathematically calculated way, but
to each have a life of its own (Whiteside, 1961,7).
Scriabin and Rachmaninoff were especially fond of such cross rhythms as threeagainst-five, three-against-four, andfive-against-nine,imparting to their works a
characteristic textural density. This is often further enhanced by the use of expansive
registers, as in the Scriabin 6mde, Example 3.4. Two differing figures may be present in
€mdes demonstrating cross rhythms. In this 6mde, Scriabin disburses a broken-chord
figure to the left hand and a wrist-rotationfigureto therighthand
Ex. 3.4. £mde Op. 42, No. 7, Alexander Scriabin, mm. 1-4.
Agitato J<i*«

From The Complete Preludes and Etudes for Pianoforte.
KJ^. Igumnov. editor. Dover Publications, 1973.
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Harmonic Devices
Developments m Romantic harmony had a great hnpact on die expressive and
communicative potential of piano 6mdes. Chromatic modulation and extensive
reharmonization were commonly used as developmental devices m die nmeteentii cenmry
for tiie sake of color, sonority, or expressive potential. In the following excerpt,
Moszkowski rapidly sequences afiguredownward chromatically, endowmg a shnple
tt-ansitional passage with significant dramatic power.
Ex. 3.5. 6mde Op. 72, No. 5, Moritz Moszkowski, mm. 23-24.
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When musical ideas are transposed, the performer must be aware of the potential
technical challenges of the new key or pitch location. The original statement of the figure
or motive may be presented in a comfortable configuration of white keys and/or black keys
but, moved to the new tonal center or location, its execution may be hampered by a less
comfortable configuration. The pianist who is not alert to these possibilities may make the
dangerous assumption that tonal center has littie impact on physical execution, risking
technical inconsistency in performance.
Another way in which Romantic composers sought to bring harmonic interest to the
figure was throughreharmoruzation.Different chords, chord colors, or modes could be
used to alter the harmonic context of the figure. Composers readily exploited the
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expressive potential of altered chords, bon-owed chords, seventii and nindi chords,
enharmonic keyrelationships,and a highly chromatic idiom
Expanded nmeteentii-century harmonies requhed many new hand configurations. The
pianist of today, however, is likely to have grown up witii tiiis vocabulary and may be
comfortable witii tiie feel of Romantic harmony. Nevertheless, sensitivity to hand comfort
and care of the playing apparams is still a vital consideration.
Melodic Devices
Among the most common devices for manipulation of the melodic content of a figure
or motive are sequences, fragmentation, decoration, extraction, metamorphosis, inversion,
andretrograde.Many of these are demonstrated in Chopin's l&tude Op. 25, No. 9
C'Butterfl/*).
The initial four sixteenth notes of this €tude comprise thefigure(bracket A in Ex. 3.6).
It is characterized by a unison, followed by upward movement to a third, followed by
ascending octaves. The variant of thefigure(bracket B) occurs on beat two. In this
variant, the interval on the second sixteenth note is changedfroma third to a fourth, while
the octaves descendratherthan ascend
Ex. 3.6. £mde Op. 25, No. 9, Fr6d6ric Chopin, m. 1.

^
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Measure two contains a complete sequence of the original motive (bracketed in Ex.
3.7), here presented a major third below the original statement
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Ex. 3.7. Etude Op. 25, No. 9, Fr6d6ric Chopin, mm. 1-2.
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A retrograde of a portion of thefigureoccurs in measure five, beat one (bracketed m
Ex. 3.8). The unison-third sequence presented in the first two sixteenths of die original
figure (see m. 1 in Ex. 3.7) arereversedso that the interval now precedes the single note.
Ex. 3.8. 6mde Op. 25, No. 9, Fr6d^ric Chopin, m. 5.

?y|.'i,V- U t J
Measure ten illustrates how a portion of afiguremay be extracted (bracketed in Ex.
3.9). The unison-interval pattem expressed in the first two sixteenths of the original figure
(see Ex. 3.6) provides the material for beat two of this measure. Here, the extracted pattem
of thefigureisrepeatedtwice, comprising a varied statement of the original figure. The
derivedfigurein measure ten also contains expansion of the origmal interval to a fifdi and a
sixth.
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Ex. 3.9. Etude Op. 25, No. 9, Frdd^ric Chopin, m. 10.

"Sid.
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Technical and musical unity are present in this 6mde. Despite the many devices
Chopin has employed to alter or diversify thefigure,the 6mde maintains its focus as a
highly effective study of articulation. Thus, the attempt by the composer to create musical
interest can lead to greater technical depth for the pianist
The performance of works containing alteration of pattems, intervals, directions, or
sequences poses marked technical problems. A pattem may be presented which is readily
assimilated by the playing mechanisms. Yet, when variations of the pattem occur, physical
confusion may arise. Weight distribution and direction, sequence of hand expansion and
contraction, finger strength and independence, andfluencyare issues with which the
pianist must deai The new configurations may be isolated so that the muscles can become
familiar with kinesthetic peculiarities. Eventually, the body willrenderthose alterations in
a very natural way, calling upon only those muscles and mechanisms necessary or most
qualified for the task.
Range Expansion or Contraction
The next major area for consideration is the range of the con^sitional figure.
Generally, composers establish a range setting for thefigure,moving it to different
locations on the keyboard. Changes ofregisterare more common than changes of range.
Nevertheless, both can be found in the 6mderepertory,and each present challenges for the
pianist
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Adjustments to die range of afigureare generally quite conservative, frequentiy
extending or reducing die tessimra by an octave or less. Extension of range mayrequhca
corollary broadenmg of gesture while reduction unphes a more compact motion.
The most common range alterations aretiiosehnposed by mversions or intervalhc
adjustments. Again, the pianist's recourse is to react physically and musically to subtie,
and sometimes fine, range alterations oftiiefigureor motive. Tone production and
dynamics can be difficult to control when the size of die intervals is changed. The initial
triplet figure in the Hummel 6mde, Example 3.10, spans die interval of a fourth. Its
various presentations in thefirstfour measures show minute range changes in which the
figure encompasses thirds, fourths, and fifdis. The adjustment fcM* the pianist rendering
such a passage is shght, here often requhing only that a different finger be called upon to
depress keys as thefigureexpands and contracts in a compass that fits well within the
hand.
Ex. 3.10. Etude Op. 125, No. 20, J. N. Hummel, mm. 1-4.
.Allegro moderato

© by Heugel SA. Paris. Used by Permission.
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In die Lccouppey study. Example 3.11, die lower notes of diefigureremamstationary
whiletiieupper portion gradually expands outward, extendmg die rangefromits mitial
fourth to as much as a seventii.
Ex. 3.11. Smdy in G, Op. 20. Felix Lecouppey. mm. 1-4.
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Manipulation of the Musical Setting
Musical diversity can also be achieved through general changes in tempo, meter,
register, articulation and dynamics. These devices often have a dramatic impact on tiie
communicative power of a composition.
Tempo and Meter
Some composers were far ahead of their time in exploring the possibilities of more
radical rhythmic devices, anticipating developments that would be exploited in the twentieth
century. Noteworthy among these progressive composers was Chopin, whose £tude Opus
25, No. 10 is aremarkableexample of compositional finesse in which the primary technical
issue is placed in differing tempos. In the A section of this ^mde Chopin is demanding
velocity and power in octave playing, designating the tempo of Allegro con fuoco (Ex.
3.12a).
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Ex. 3.12a. Etude Op. 25, No. 10, Frdd^ric Chopin, mm. 1-2.
Allef;;ro con fooco. j*. X. J,ix
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The highly conttasting B section continues to employ octave technique, buttiietempo
is now arelaxingand resn-ained Lento (Ex. 3.12b).
Ex. 3.12b. 6mde Op. 25, No. 10, Fr6d6ric Chopm, beghming of B section.
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Such a drastic tempo change has several functions. On a formal level, it provides a
clear contrast between the A and B sections of the work. Musically, it affords the listener a
respitefromthe emotional intensity of the preceding material. From a pianistic perspective,
the tempo change allows for arestorationof physical and emotional energy. Such a
dichotomy of tempo is quite rare in 6mdes, but here lends an epic aura to this miniature
form. One cannot underscOTe enough the genius of Chopin's musical and technical
conception in this work. There is a gracious understanding of the demands on the
performer as well as a sensitivity to the needs of die listener.
Romantic ^mdes frequentiy contain subtie tempo shifts, often to accelerate thefigureor
motive near the end of a work, creating a heightened sense of intensity or drama.
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Schumann effectively employed tiiis technique mtiiefirstof his Paganini Etude.. Op. 10.
The tempotiiroughoutis Allegro molto until diefinalfew bars, m whichtiiefigureis
accelerated to vivace. Odier composers have also used graduated tempo changes,
generally movmg fix)m a slower to a faster tempo designation. Pianistically, this requires a
corollary acceleration of tiie dommant gesmre. The pianist must assess his or her velocity
Umitations, choosmg a beginnmg tempo which takes mto accounttiiesealterations of
tempo.
Transient or temporary tempo adjustments are die most common type found in die
Romantic 6mde. Ritardandos, accelerandos, rallentandos and otherrelativelybrief
alterations naturally serve a musical purpose for the composer. In die nineteenth-century
6mde. the mcrease or slackening of tempo adds expressivity to a musical idea, arousing in
the listener a variety of emotions such as whimsy, impemosity, contentedness and
ponderousness. Temporary tempo adjustments camouflage the technical focus of a work,
while bringing to the fore its musical and expressive content
For the pianist attempting to execute a particular pianistic technique which is subjected
to tempo adjustments, the challenges are musical as well as technical. The pianist must
familiarize the playing apparams with thefigureat hand to such a degree that it is capable of
responding to the tempo mandates of the composer, whatever they may be.
Meter changes in the nineteenth-century dtude are extremely rare. Etudes in theme and
variation form, such as Brahms' Paganini Variations and Schumann's Symphonic ^rndes.
place the musical idea in various meters in the variations; however, each variation utilizes
its ownfigureor motive. Thus, unifying musical material is not subjected to meter
changes.
Of die nineteenth-century 6mdes smdied fot diisresearch,the most noteworthy work
m which a meter change occurs without altering the pianistic technique is Chopm's 6tude
Opus 25, No. 10 (see examples 3.12a and 3.12b). Here, the opening bravura octaves are
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expressed in cut time, givmg way to triple meter m die lyrical middle section. Meter
changes m piano 6mdes will be exammed m more detail m die context of tiie twentietii
century (Ch. IV), where they occur frequentiy.
Register Considerations
Placement of the musical idea m an effectiveregisteris a worthy concem for die
composer. The nature of thefigureor motive will often determine die most effective
register for its placement Register may have a great hnpact on texture, stylistic nature,
dynamics, articulation, timbre, mood, and character of a compostion. The composer will
likely take these matters into consideration when selecting an tq^propriateregisterfor his or
her composed ideas.
A myriad of possibiUties fw placement of thefigureor motive are available to die
composer. Many 6mdes present theirfiguralor motivic material in the two octaves
extending up from middle C, aregisternoteworthy for its clarity and melodic appeal. Not
infrequent, though, are accompanimental left handfiguresin the two octaves below middle
C, a versatileregistertypified by hannonic warmth.
Playing in the variousregistersof the piano requires sensitivity to dynamic, tunbral,
and projecting characteristics. Since much of the nineteenth-century piano repertory is
symphonically conceived, the pianist must be a discerning orchestrator at the keyboard
Musical material set in the upperregister,such as theright-handoctaves in the Brahms
excerpt. Example 3.13, project well without the need for expending of much energy, due to
the comparative brilliance of thisregisterof the piano. Projection is also aided by the lack
of dampers.
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Ex. 3.13. Studien fiir Pianoforte, Op. 35, Set 1, Var. 13, Johannes Brahms,
mm. 1-4.

From Complete Sonatas and VariatJons for Piano Solo.
Eusebius Mandyczewski, editor. Dover Publications. 1971.

The lower extreme of the piano presents even greater challenges because the lack of
tonal clarity in thisregisternecessitates precise articulation and cautious use of pedal. Even
linearfigures,such as those in example 3.14, need to berenderedcrisply for the pitches to
project effectively.
Ex. 3.14. Paganini £mde No. 6, Var. 2, Franz Liszt, mm. 1-5.
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In many 6mdes, the principalfiguremay shiftrapidlyto variousregistersor may itself
have a range which spans registers. In such cases—in addition to articulation, weight, and
pedalling concerns-balance t)ecomes problematic since playing in the extremes of die piano
can create different angles for the shoulders, arms, and wrists. The pianist must move in
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hne widi a given passage to reduce die severity of angle shift m order to mamtam a
perpendicular angle to die keyboard and allow even disbursal of weight and energy. The
performance of brilUant upper-register passagework or bravura lowerregisteroctaves is
easily hampered by isolating die smaller mechanisms and faihng to shift die physical center
sotiiatpower or strength may be initiated by the larger muscles.
A much less common compositional technique exploiting matters of register is the
momentary displacement of pitches within thefigure.The third measure of the Hummel
6mde, Example 3.15, illustrates displacement of pitches to aregisteroutside one that has
been established. The octave displacement here compels the pianist torapidlycover a
considerable amount of keyboard territory in a short time. He or she must obtain assistance
from the larger carrying mechanisms, as thefingersand wrist alone cannot negotiate the
rapid leaps and changes of direction. Unfortunately, the larger muscles do notrespondas
quickly as the small muscles, making accurate execution of these passages particularly
troublesome.
Ex. 3.15. Emde Op. 125, No. 17, J.N. Hummel, mnL 1-4.
Allegro briUanCe
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Articulation
Articulations serve to enhance the styUstic or expressive intent of the musical idea and
die 6mde as a whole. They can function as the principal technical focus of an 6mde or they
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may be blended widi otiier technical issues, e.g., a staccato smdy of arpeggios. Once
estabhshed, touch indications are generally maintainedtiiroughouta work.
An hnportant sub-class of technically unified 6mdes includes works designed to
develop legato playmg. a technique which gained respect largely due to die contributions
of Chopm and his affinity for vocal melodic hues. The Scriabm dtude, example 3.16, is
just such a piece, where die projection oftiiemelodic Ime is set forth as die principal
challenge.

Ex. 3.16. £mde Op. 8, No. 11, Alexander Scriabin, mm. 1-3.

Andante cantabile J = 63

From The Complete Preludes and Etudes for Pianoforte Solo.
K.N. Igunmov. editor. Dover PuUications. 1971.

Especially challenging are 6mdes in which the composer has prescribed different
articulations for therightand left hands, or different touches within the same hand
Commonly, articulation is used to isolate the voice which is of greatest melodic interest
Emo Dohn^yi, a Romantic composer of 6mdes, specifies that two touches be performed
simultaneously in his 6mde, Example 3.17. A staccatoright-handfigureis pitted against a
legato left-hand idea, the differentiated touches giving each line its own articulated
independence. The two voices are further delineated by then- different rhythmic
groupings.
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Ex. 3.17. 6mde Op. 28, No. 2, Emo Dohn^yi, mm. 1-4.
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Different articulations within the same hand are illustrated in the Concone 6mde,
Example 3.18. In this excerpt, theright-handlegato line is accompanied by afigurein the
lower voice in the same hand which is performed staccato. The contrastmg touches
highlight the importance of the melodic line, yet require the pianist to implement horizontal
movement by one part of the hand, while performing vertical movement with the other.
Ex. 3.18. Study Op. 25, No. 7, Guiseppe Concone, mm. 1-3.
Allegro agitato. (J = tu.)
hen mareata la melodia
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Dynamics
Placmg die musical idea m various dynamic settings was a common and miportant
device of mneteentii-century composers of 6tudes. Despite die narrow technical focus of
unified €mdes, composers could create a sense of expressive volatihty, climax, or
resolutiontiirougha viable dynamic plan. Changes m dynamic levels may make technical
problems more challenging, or conversely, allowtiiemto be executed widi greater ease.
Dynamic interest is created by the composer m several ways. First, an overall
dynamic plan may be estabUshed Not uncommon in temary forms, for example, is a plan
calling for general volumeresttaintin the opening section, dynamic volatihty in the middle
section, and aretumto stabihty in therestatementof A material.
A second potential for dynamics is to endow thefigureand itsrepetitionswith a selfcontained contour. These are commonly indicated with crescendos or decrescendos^ as
in the Stravinsky 6mde, Example 3.19. A self-contained contour may heighten or reduce
the musical intensity of thefigureor merely clarify its dynamic shape. For the pianist, the
performance of these dynamic nuances within thefigureand itsrepetitionsinvolves
expending orreleasingenergy in the form of weight use and key speed control.
Ex. 3.19. l^mde Op. 7, No. 2, Igor Stravmsky, mm. 1-3.
Allegro brlllante. u.u. Jrw.

jgJN

Third, dynamic interest may be expressed through temporary or momentary
adjustments. These are often designated as sforzandi, subito, and possibly even accents.
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diough tiie last of tiiese may be morerelatedto articulation. These brief and sudden
dynamic shifts may mcrease drama, heightenrfiytiimicintensity, shock or surprise tiie
listener, or merelyrelieveemotional mtensity. The sforzandi m die Brahms 6mde,
Example 3.20, greatiy enhancetiierhythmic drive of die figure.
Ex. 3.20. Smdien fur Pianoforte, Op. 35, Set 1, Var. 1, Johannes Brahms, mm. 1-4.
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From Complete Sonatas and Variations for Soln Piann
Eusibius Nfandyczewski. editor. Dover Publications, 1973.

The subito pianissimo employed by Stravmsky m his €tude. Example 3.21, allows for a
sudden momentary collq)se of intensity brought about by the dynamic building in the
previous measures.
Ex. 3.21. 6mde Op. 7, No. 4, Igor Stravmsky, mm. 22-25.
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This last type of dynamic change is often die most problematic for tiie pianist; it
requires immediate adjustments m weight usage and key speed In die second type of
dynamic setting-that involving gradual changes-there istimeto gradually expend or
withhold dynanuc energy. Such is not the case with immediate changes, which necessitate
a sudden thmst or a withholding of weight and key speed
Expressive Designations
Composers vary greatiy in theu* specifications, some inserting numerous dhections,
others refraining from being too explicit As always, the interpreter must be wary of
editorial insertions. Stylistic suggestions have a significant impact on the musical
effectiveness of the creativefigureas well as a considerable bearing on the piano techniques
required in the performance of a woik. One need only glance through the piano repertory
to observe the myriad of stylistic or expressive suggestions made by various composers.
Among the more common indications encountered in ^mdes are dolce, appassionato,
energico, and expressivo, each of which creates a different physical experience for the
pianist

Conclusion
Manipulation of the content or setting of the composed idea were significant vehicles
dirough which the composer could endow their techiucally focused smdies with musical
diversity, enx)tional power and aesthetic appeal. The nineteenth-century technically unified
6mde became an estabUshed and versatile genre, capable of addressing facets of piano
playing in a valid musical setting; it played a prominentrolein therepertoryfor the
instmment and continued to merit the attention of pianists, teachers, smdents, and
composers of the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER IV
THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY UNIFIED ^TUDE
Background and Hi<;tory
Developments m the piano 6tude have paralleled broaderttendsm the music of the
twentieth century. Twentieth-century music is characterized by new, innovative, and
sometimesradicaltt-eaunentsof melody, harmony, rhythm, form, and texture (Copland,
1968).
Many composers of piano ^mdes write in a Neo-Classic vein. Their concem is for
objectivity, formal balance, and clarity. Others have continued the Romantic tradition,
writing in a highly subjective style. Numerous composers have adopted an eclectic style,
drawing on folk, classical, and jazz idioms. Nearly aU twentieth-century composers of
6mdes share in common theh* adoption of twentieth-century con^sitional techniques
(MachUs, 1979).
Unified dmdes written by composers in this century share many of the same
characteristics as those of their Romantic counterparts. Composers still maintain the
traditionalrolesof the unifying musical feature as melodic, hannonic, melodic/harmonic, or
decorative. Unifying features may appear as the principal substance of a work, as an
accompanhnental idea, or as decorative passagework. Musical material continues to be
altered through rhythmic, melodic, or harmonic means. Dynamics, articulations, register
and range changes, and expressive markings continue to be variables which the composer
may impose upon specific piano techniques. In twentietii-century 6mdes these features
tend to be exploited with great diversity, often to the point of polarization.
Several observations may be made here to give further background into the twentiethcentury €mde. Despite a continuous outpouring of works in this genre, there is a decline in
the percentage of workstiiatare at the most strict extteme in the continuum of unity. The
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reasons fortiiisare unclear,tiioughone might speculatetiiatdie modem composer, having
so many new creative materials and devices at his or her command, has found it difficult to
maintamfidehtyto a single technical issue or musical idea in a given work.
The Romantic 6tude was highlyreUantupon a tonal system,tiiroughwhich it could
express a variety of colors and moods. Composers sought to create musical and emotional
depdi dirough an expansive harmonic vocabulary. In die twentietii cenmry,tiiettaditional
harmonic system is not always present The composer may base his or her works upon
modaUty, free tonality, bi-tonality, atonality, serial technique, scalar manipulation, or other
systems of organization. Though these systems do not necessarily negate the potential for
musical or technical unity, an examination of the repertory hasrevealedcomparatively few
atonal or serial works that meet the criterion estabUshed for inclusion in this research.
Twelve-tone works tend to focus on compositional technique as opposed to matters of
performance technique. Serial works may exhibit a high degree of musical unity, but rarely
project or maintain a smgle technical issue. Unified 6mdes placed in an atonal context are
also atypical, sincerepetitionof thefigureor motive may easily begin to imply tonal
relationships when moved from one location to another.
Developments in rhythmic materials have had considerable impact on technical unity in
piano 6mdes. In the nineteenth century, most constmctedfiguresfor €mdes embodied a
prescribed number of rhythmic units which continued an established pattem of accents as
determined by meter. In the twentieth century, ihythmic materials have become extremely
diverse: meters may change frequentiy, phrases may be asymmetrical or fractured, and
barlines may be completely absent. Many of these factors tend to detract from the potential
for rhythmic unity, which previously hinged so greatiy on continuity and consistency.
Throughout the historic development of the piano 6mde, the trend has shifted away
frt)m the generic, almost mterchangeable early dmdes, towards highly personal musical
statements. The twentieth-century composer fi^uentiy has used the genre as a vehicle
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tiirough which he or she may propagate an individual style. For example, die Etudes of
Debussy are essentially a microcosm of his styUstic conttibutions to music in general.
Scriabm's dmdes track the development of his personal style, beginning with the mfluence
of Chopm to a highly unique d-eatment of harmonic materials. Numerous other composers
have also utiUzed the 6mde as a means to transmit compositional and styUstic characteristics
and idiosyncrasies radier than focusing intensely on matters of piano technique (Ganz.
1960, 319-324).
Afinalobservation may be maderegardhigdie output of unified 6mdes by twentietiicentury composers. During the early nineteendi century, the piano 6mde had secured such
a prominent stams that nearly aU major composers and pianists contributed sets of works in
this genre. Several composers contributed a substantial number of 6mdes; Chopin wrote
twenty-seven, Brahms composed two large sets of variation 6mdes, and Schumann also
wrote a large set of variation emdes. In the twentieth century, fewer major composers have
written piano dmdes. The number of Etudes within coUections has also declined Bart6k,
Stravinsky, and Prokofiev composed €mdes, but each contributed four or less. The piano
output of Schoenberg, Webem, Hindemith, Copland, and numerous other significant
twentieth-century composers is completely lacking in 6mdes for piano. As this chapter wiU
show, a considerable portion of the piano 6mderepertoryin this century has been written
by lesser-known composers.
Transition to the Twentieth-Century Unified 6mde
The conception of the 6mde as estabUshed by Romantic composers continued to
permeate twentietii-century thought The €tuderemameda fairly concise form featuring
one or more pianistic techniques; yet, the transition to the twentieth-century 6tude was
marked by rhythmic, melodic, textural and harmonic innovations by three major composers
of piano 6mdes.
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Igor Sttavmsky, aheady alluded to m die previous chapter, contributed Four Emde^.
Qpilll(1908) all of which are unified to one degree or anotiier. Stravmsky's set of
6mdes, however, expanded die late Romantic harmonic vocabulary, also hinting at
rhythmic mnovations. Some of the dmdes m die set employ asymmeoical or fracmred
phrases, and phrase smicmres overiapping bar Unes or beginning and ending on weak
beats (Ex. 4.1)
Ex. 4.1. fimde Op. 7, No. 4, Igor Stt-avmsky, mm. 1-2.
Vivo. MM. j = 76

Alexander Scriabin also served as a keyfigurein the transition to the twentieth-century
6mde, especiaUytiiroughhis final set of works m this genre, thefemdes.Opus 65 (19111912). Scriabin also exploits an extended and innovative harmonic system, experimenting
widi new sonorities; thefirstof the set is based upon nintiis (Ex. 4.2), while the thh-d
employs fifdis throughout Some of the vertical harmonies in Example 4.2 demonstrate
Scriabin's "mystic" chord, based upon various colors of fourths.
Ex. 4.2. iStude Op. 65, No. 1, Alexander Scriabin, mm. 1-2.
Allegro fantastico J^s{%«-teo

From The Complete Preludes and Snides for Pianoforte Solo.
edited by KJ^. Igumnov. Dover Publications. 1973.
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Many of Scriabin's early Etudes, like Chopin's, are highly unified. In his Opus 65,
however, diere is a breakdown of rhythmic unity dirough significant alteration and
dismption. Unifying intervals-projected as sonorous and technical features-are exploited
for sonorous effects and expressive potential, radiertiianpiano technique. Underiying
prmciples of endurance and velocity, so common to technicaUy unified 6mdes, are also of
lesser concem. Scriabin's last set of dmdes is perhaps more influential than any other early
twentieth-century work in this genre in establishing the direction of the twentieth-century
6mde through its emphasis upon expanded harmonic and scalarresources,compositional
manipulation of rhythmic and melodic materials, and focus on specific intervals.
The 6mdes of Qaude Debussy, written shortly after Scriabm's Opus 65, further clarify
the emerging trends of the twentieth-century piano 6tude. Debussy's Douzefemdes(1915)
containtitieswhich suggest the technical feature they are intended to project. Despite these
tities, few of them maintain technical or rhythmic unity because of the diversity of texture,
tempo, and mood Debussy also employs extensivefiguraland motivic manipulation of
composed ideas. In this expertly crafted set of 6mdes Debussy addresses many expressive
matters such as voicing, tone color, and legato. Each 6mde cleverly projects the prescribed
technical issue, often in various musical guises. Many of the 6mdes of Debussy
demonstrate less concem fw endurance or velocity in a setting characterized by rhythmic
continuity and consistency.
Four of the Douze Emdes feature a specific sonority. In Debussy's smdies of thirds,
fourths, sixths, and octaves, the selected interval is explored for its sonorous effects as
weU as technical chaUenges. Rhythmic diversity,figuralmanipulation, and technical unity
are present in the smdy of fourths (Ex. 4.3). Again, the Etudes of Debussy suggest
prominent features of later twentieth-century works in this genre in theh exploitation of
specific intervals, rhythmic alteration, and significant variety in the presentations of figural
or motivic material.
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Ex. 4.3. "pour les Quartes"fromPguze t^n,
Andantino

con

Claude Debussy, mm. 1-2.

moto

Score Appearance and Notation
Changes and developments in twentiedi-cenmry music have had an hnpact on die
appearance of scores and on notation procedures. Some oftiiesedirectiy affect piano
technique, while odiers merely affect die accessibiUty of tiie score. Many are new
conventions or contrived notations to effectively express tiie composer's ideas.
Many twentiedi-centuiy composers have dispensed widi key signatures altogedier due
to die expanded hannonicresourcesand scalar constmctions. Emdes based upon free
tonaUty, atonaUty, or serial technique contam an abundance of accidentals smce aU twelve
pitches of die chromatic scalefrequentiycomprisetiiepitch contem fortiiesewoiks. For
die pianist, scores which abound m accidentals require an expenditure of time m sortmg
tiirough die notes andtiieh-alterations. Example 4.4, an 6tadc by Louise Talma,
demonstrates die Uberal use of accidentals necessitated by an expanded scale system and die
lack of a tonal center.
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Ex. 4.4. Emde No. 4 from Six Emdes (1954), Louise Talma, mm. 1-5.
Allegro J = 132
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Meter signatures present a second visual consideration. They mayrangefromcommon
simple and compound designations to unusual or atypical meters. In addition, meter
changes may abound, or two meters may be utiUzed simultaneously. Again, these features
are arelativelynew concem for the pianist and may add to the complexity of the musical
score (Ex. 4.5).
Ex. 4.5. £mde No. 1finomEightfemdes(1993), Stephen Weber, mm. 1-4.
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Third, twentieth-century composers tend to be quite expUcit in notating their intentions
for performance withregardto dynamics, phrasing, and articulation. Though this is
helpful to the pianist, it does add to the density of the score. The performer must process
aU of the indications, imposing them upon the projected piano technique or musical idea m
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tiie unified 6tudc. The second andtitirdmeasures of die Karol Szymanowski excerpt
Example 4.6, contamtiireetempo indications, two articulation maricings, two dynamic
suggestions, and phrase markmgs. In addition,tiiereare rolled choid symbols and
indications regardmg which hand should perf-orm various voices. All of these are matters
which the pianist must mcorporate mto die performance of die figure.
Ex. 4.6. 6mdc Op. 4, No. 3 (1903). Karol Szymanowski, mm. 48-50.
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Finally, the twentietii century has brought about numerous new notational procedures
to express musical ideas clearly. These, too, mayresultm a more mtimidating SCOTC. In
some cases, tiiese notations are needed to express a pianistic technique which was not
addressed in die Romantic 6mde. An example of tiiis is shown m Example 4.7, where
Andrzej Panufnik beams semitones togetiier widi slanted stems. The piano repertory
abounds witii such new notations, many of which are easily understood OccasionaUy, tiie
score may contain detailed explanations of non-standard notations. In any case,tiievisual
appearance of tiie score may be radically different from typical nmeteendi-cenmry scores,
creating further reading challenges fcM* die pianist
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Ex. 4.7. Study No. 4 from Six Miniamre Smdies (1955). Andrzej Panufnik, m. 1.
dzc. 22, sempre pianissimo (una corda) e molto Iranquillo
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for die sole use of Stephen P. Weber.
Though many of the features just described add to the complexity of the score, some
composers have sought ways to make scores more accessible. The most common manner
in which this is accomphshed is torefrainfromexplicit or detailed fingering and pedaUng
suggestions. In a majority of twentieth-century €mdes these are not even specified
The Impact of Musical Innovations of Piano Technique
In the nineteenth century, musical ideas and their accomapanying techniques were
founded upon traditional major and minor keys and tertian harmony. The present century
has wimessed a tremendous growth of possible scale formations. Composers such as
Debussy and Bart6k have exploited pentatonic scales, church modes, whole-tone scales
and a variety of synthetic scales. Traditional tertian harmony has become augmented by the
possibiUties of quartal, quintal, and secundal harmonies.
For the piaiust, nx>vements and gestures employed in the performance of twentiethcentury Unear materials are similar to what one uses in the playing of traditional materials.
What has changed, however, is the geographical layout of scalar materials. This has led to
a variety of new hand configurations (Thomson, 1976,17). The arrangement of
semitones, whole steps and gaps in a synthetic scale may deviate radicaUy from a traditional
major or minor scale.
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To further illustrate tiiis pomttiiereaderisreferredto example 4.8. This 6mde
contains passagework comprised of steps, skips, and leaps, aU of which are rhytiunically
bound togetiier by tiie persistent sixteentii-note rhytiim The techniques of performmg tiiis
type of passagework do not deviate radicaUyfromwhat may be encountered m nmeteendicentury compositions. What is new,tiiough,is tiie expanded scale system. The pitches
which appear also intermingle sharps andflats,ratherthan employing only one or the
odier. The pianist must be open to the possibiUty that virtuaUy any pitch is fair game, not
just thoserelatedin some way to a tonal center. Also, since the pitch content of the scale
involves so many semitones, a compressed hand configuration is required. Arriving at
effective fingerings is a concem for the pianist in works based upon church modes,
syndietic scales, orfreetonaUty. Cross-over or passing-under technique may be more
frequent, as many of these scales contain more than seven pitches, have gaps, or exhibit a
more complex arrangement of intervals.
Ex. 4.8. Smdy No. 2 from 10 Konzert Emden. Op. 55. Vol. 1 (19311 Emst Toch, m. 1.
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© B. Schott's Soehne. Mainz. 1931. © renewed. AU Rights Reserved.
Used by permission di European American Dism'butors Corporation.
sole U.S. and Canadian agent Ux B. Schott's Soehne.
The playing of scales is an important aspect of piano technique. Many pianists
contmue to practice scales throughout their careers. Despite the inqxntance of synthetic
scales and modes in the twentieth century, most pianists continue to teach and play only the
traditional major and minor forms of scales. Littie attention has been given to the potential
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value of leammg and teachmg syndietic scales and modes, which form die basis for so
many of tiie compositions oftiiepresent era. To my knowledge no compendium of
commonly used syndietic scales and modes m aU keys, witii suggested fmgermgs, exists.
Nicolas Slonhnsky's Thesaums of Scales and Melodic Patterp^^ is viewed primarily as a
dieoretical or compositional tool and does not containfingeringsfor the pianist, even
diough it does contain many of the possible scale formations and mutations one is likely to
encounter in twentieth-century piano music. A compilation for the pianist of such
materials, with accompanying fingerings, would seem to be an invaluable source for smdy
of twentieth-century horizontal pianistic techniques and materials.
Execution of twentieth-century style arpeggios and broken chords also requires
adaptation to unusual or non-traditional hand configMrations. Romantic arpeggios and
broken-chord formations feature movements by thirds and fourths. The scalar stmctures
and organizational systems of the twentieth centuryresultin more complex interval
combinations. Aipeggio or broken-chord technique may even occur within a serial context,
as in the third of Roman Vlad's Smdi Dodecafonici (Ex.4.91 Here, the successive
arrangement of pitch materials is one which the pianist has not likely encountered in music
of the Romantic era.
Ex. 4.9. Smdy No. 3 from Smdi Dodecafonici (1957), Roman Vlad, mm. 1-2.
Presto

© Edizioni Suvini ZertxHii. Used by Permission.
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The pianist may need to devote a significant portion of practicetimetotiiephysical
famiUarity witii tiiese different Unear materials, explormg unusual configurations,
asshnilating kmestiietic and tactile peculiarities, and analyzmg movements, dhections, and
shapes of the playing apparams. Just as miportant is keen attentiveness to die auditory
sensations and relationships of tiie materials as they are played aUowmg die ear to become
atmned to sonic features of the given work.
Basic motions and gestures requhed in the playing of repeated notes or chords, fixedhand positionfigures,or chord playing have alsoremainedthe same astiioserequired for
playing of Romantic music. The harmonic materials, however, have been expanded so that
a wide variety of new hand configurations are possible.
The pianist who has been brought up in the Classical and Romantic tradition has
leamed to assimilate the fine motor control and hand shapes for commonly used chords in
the major and minor harmonic system. A majority of pianists are able to shape a given
chord away from the piano, then take that hand shape to the piano, placing it over the
correct keys with a high degree of accuracy. In general, our famiUarity with Romanic
harmony is such that we can indeed feel a chord without actuaUy playing it
Tertian harmony is no longer a dominant principle in twentieth-century music.
Secundal, quartal, and quintal harmonic systems are commonplace, as are more complex
chord constmctions. AtonaUty, bitonality, and serial technique are also organizational
systems that can create unusual vertical stmctures.
Each of these systems creates pianistic demands vastiy different from tertian harmony.
For example, the hand shape for playing quartal chords is slightiy more open than for triads
since a three-note quartal chord spans a seventh while a three-note triad encompasses only a
fifth. A quintal chord containing three pitches is even more expansive for the hand as it
spans a ninth. Secundal harmonies in cluster form require compression of the hand.
Added-tone chords oftenresultin one portion of the hand being compressed while anotiier
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portion of tiie hand is more expanded. The same pianists who can easUy shape traditional
chords awayfiromdie piano may be hard-pressed to do so widi many twentietii-cenmry
vertical stmcmres. It is quite likelytiiatmost pianists reaUy would not know exactiy how
tiie chords m die Bolcom dmde (Ex. 4.10) are shaped or what diey might sound Uke. Witii
time, experimentation, and asshmlation. diese types of vertical stmctures may become part
oftiiehand's tactile vocabulary. Much Uke the smger who becomes atmned to tiie shapes
oftiiesmging mechanisms whUe leaming to smg a foreign language, the pianist, too, may
need to become very aware of the physical shapes of various new arrangements of pitches.
Ex. 4.10. 6mde No. 7 from Twelve New ^mdes (1988), WilUam Bolcom, mm. 1-2.
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Chords in twentieth-century music may berelatedto previously leamed structures.
For example, the final chord of the Jean Bizet 6tude, example 4.11, clearly has its basis in
triadic harmony. The pianist has likely seen an E-flat minor chord many times and knows
the hand shape it requires. In this case the pianist simply needs to add a major seventh, a
minor seventh, and perfect fourths to the pitch content of the triad.
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Ex. 4.11. Emde No. 4 from Ouatre FtnHft^ (1963), Jean Bizet, mm. 124-129.
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Many chords differ radically fiom nineteenth-century stmctures. These may be
viewed simply as a coUection of pitches, aU of which have their own integrity and may or
may not have some harmonicrelationshipwith each other. In this type of reading, the
hands are not stimulated to a leamed position and then required to make necessary
adjustments. Rather, the pitch content of the chord is sorted out mentaUy, after which the
hand may experiment with the arrangement of its components. The playing apparatus may
require a substantial amount of time to assimilate the physicalrelationshipsof the
components, aUowing the ear as weU to absorb the sound of the vertical stmcture. This
approach is vaUd in that it ascribes to aU components within vertical stmctures equal
mtegrity, acknowledges new materials and stmctures, and takes into account the possible
abstract nature of much twentieth-century music by viewing sonorities as auraUy and
physicaUy unique. As interpretive demands of abstract music can be quite baffling, an
approach in which each note of a given work is explored for its significance seems vaUd
Frequentiy Encountered Tvpes of 6mdes
Developments m harmonic, ihythmic, and scalarresourcesin this century have
brought about a great outpouring of interval-^mdes and toccata-^mdes.
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The Interval-feudc
Romantic composers frequentiy wrote 6mdes exploiting die playing oftiurds,sixdis,
and octaves. In die twentieth century, however, die techniques involved m die playing of
fourths, fifths, seconds, seventiis, have been significantiy addressed. Composers such as
EmiUe Blanchet and Emojuhani Rautavaara have written complete sets of ^mdes. in which
each individual work features a particular interval. Interval-^mdes also abound in less
strictiy organized sets. As the interval-^mde has assumed such a significant role in this
century, and the intervals which it projects have become so prevalent in die broader piano
repertory, a brief examination of some examples wiU serve to iUustrate the technical
problems that may be posed
Seconds
]£mdes featuring the playing of seconds can present some interesting challenges for the
pianist The VirgU Thomson 6tude, exan^le 4.12, initially expresses major seconds in
almost triU-like fashion, changing to scalar seconds m the second measure. Throughout the
work, Thomson maintains these two ideas, tranferring the chosen intervalfriomone hand to
the other.
In this 6mde, the thumb is caUed upon to simultaneously depress two keys. This
technique is occasionally encountered in Romantic music, but is never exploited as a highly
integrated technical feature of a work, nor is it ever utiUzed to this extent Secundal
harmonies—so common in jazz, pop music, and art music of this century—frequentiy
requhe that the thumb depress two keys, so it would appear that the composer has
appropriately chosen a piano technique with many practical in^lications.
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Ex. 4.12. "Chromatic Major Seconds" from Nine Etudes. Ser 2 (1954), Vhgil Thomson,
mm. 1-2.
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Used by Permissicxi of G. Schirmer, Inc. (ASCAP).
Robert Helps, in Example 4.13, presents the playing of major seconds based on
broken-chord technique. This 6mde also requires the thumb to depress two keys
shnultaneously. What differs in this 6mde, though, is the more expansive register of the
figure and its greater emphasis on expansion and contraction of the hand
Ex. 4.13. fimde No. 3 from Three femdes (1966), Robert Helps, m. 1.
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Fingerings and die compressed hand positions characteristic of tiie playing of seconds
arc die most obvious technical challenges to die pianist The pianist often has few fingering
options. In 6mdes based upon parallel seconds it is occasionaUy necessary forfingersto
acmally cross over otiier fingers. This technique can feel quite foreign totiiepianist and is
likely derived from organ or harpsichord technique, where these types of maneuvers are
often required to maintain a legato line.
Fourths and Fiftiis
The playmg of fourths andfiftiisentaUs a sUght modification from tertian harmony m
tiiat die hand assumes a slightiy more open position. The technique of playmg fourths and
fiftiis fonns die basis for quartal and quintal harmonies, botii of which are common m the
piano repertory of tiiis century. As witii otiier mtervals, fourths andfiftiiscan be expressed
melodicaUy or harmonically. The JuUen FaUc 6tude, Example 4.14, is a broken-chord and
arpeggio study which employs fourths, fiftiis, and sevendis tiuoughout Because of die
expansive range of the broken chordstiiereis a need for a substantial amount of wrist
fieedom and rotation.
Ex. 4.14. 6mde No. 5 from femdes Atonales (1972), JuUen FaUc, mm.1-2.

Moderato

© Alphonse Leduc. Paris. Used by Permission.

The perfoimance of harmonic fifths in die Sam RaphUng dmde, example 4.15, is
sunpUfied by die brief slurred nature of die conqwsed figure. Most composers who have
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written smdies built upon fourths andfifdishave chosen not to present tiiese mtervals m
extended scalar fashion because of die taxingfingeringdemands and awkwaid physical
maneuvers which canresultfromsuch a settmg. Emdestiiatare built upon double fourths
orfiftiiscan easily induce fatigue, and are especially difficult for pianists widi small hands.
Finger substimtions, or the crossing of onefingerover another, are occasionaUy necessary
m the harmonic performance of these intervals.
Ex. 4.15. 6mde No. 23 from Twentv-Four 6mdes (1965), Sam Raphling, mm. 1-3.
Moderately slow

Sevenths and Nmths
Many composers who have based ^mdes upon sevenths and ninths have opted to
unplement the more linear style of writing brought about by Neo-Qassical ideals, making
diese dmdes more accessible to performers who have difficulty with large reaches.
Example 4.16 is a smdy of sevenths by Einojuhani Rautavaara. The chosen interval is
presented in melodic fashion, primarily necessitating that the pianist move rs^idlyfromone
presentation of the interval to anotiier in different registers.
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Ex. 4.16. Emde Op. 42, No. 2 (1969). Einojuhani Rautavaara, mm. 1-4.
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The Sam RaphUng 6mde, example 4.17, is a smdy of nintiis for bodi hands. This type
of Unear presentation of such a large interval aUows for considerable assistancefromthe
larger mechanisms, and does not requhe that the pianist have areachwhich spans a ninth.
Ex. 4.17. Emde No. 11fix)mTwentv-Four ifemdes (1965), Sam RaphUng, mm. 1-3.
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The Toccata-6mde
Etudes containing rhythmic featuresreminiscentof the Baroque toccata have become
mcreasmgly common in the twentieth century. The principal element which binds these
togetiier is areiteratedrhythmic pattem, hand altemation pattem, or pattem of accents.
This type of 6mde, more than any other,reUesheavily on rhythmic stmctures as a unifying
feature.
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Endmance and velocity are often die major technical issues presented by toccata^mdes. The toccata style has also served as a vehicletiiroughwhichtiiecomposer may
present broader issues of piano playing, often mvolvmg coordmation of tiie two sides of
die body.
The toccata-^mde is one of die most free fonns for the composer, once die motoric
rhytiimic pattem is established, he or she mayfreelyincorporateregistral,hannonic,
dynamic, and articulation changes. For example, tiie toccata-^mde by Hehnut Degen (Ex.
4.18) demonsd^tes sixteentii notestiiroughout,which altemate between tiie hands m a
consistent pattem. Hand altemation is a basic technical feamre of tiie work, and it is
continuously mamtained m various contexts which-during tiie course of die compositionaddress seconds, clusters, triads,tiifrds,repeatednotes or chords, and octaves.
Ex. 4.18. ttude No. 8 fiom 30 Konzert-Ftiidpn (1948), Hehnut Degen, mm. 1-4.
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Copyright 1948 by Schott & Co. Ltd. London.
Copyright renewed All Rights Reserved
Used by permission of European American Distributors Corporation.
sole U.S. and Canadian agent for Schou & Cd. Ltd., London.

Toccata-^mdes are motoric in namre. The dmde by Daniel Lesur. Ex. 4.19. is a smdy
of tremolo technique. The composition contams 120 measures charaaerized by rhytiimic
consistency. StiU, die composer is able to evenmally shift quickly to many triadic
stmctures, explore quartal and qumtal harmonies, and even change meters freely while
maintaining the sixteenth-note rhythm.
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Ex. 4.19. Etude No. 3 from Trois Rtudcs (1962), Daniel Usur, mm. 1-3.
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Rhytiimic Feamres of die Twenriftdi-Cenmrv l^.mde

Twentietii-century composers have made effective use of rhythmic variety dirough
extension orfragmentationof musical ideas. In Jean Bizet's 6mde, Example 4.20, the
figure is placed m a group of four eighth notes, two eighdis, and tiuee eightiis
successively. The second measurerevealsrhytiimic diminution to sbcteenths m the final
phrased group of the measure. Throughout die 6tude, thefigureis altered freely, resulting
in various accent pattems and rhythmic groupings.
Ex. 4.20. 6mde No. 1fromOuatre 6mdes (1963)^ Jean Bizet, mm. 1-3.
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Some twentietii-century unified 6mdes contain complex or atypical meter signatures.
In some cases the dominant rhythmic unit, such as the eighth note, serves as the primary
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pulseratiiertiianas a subdivision. As a result meter signamres such as 11/16, 10/8. 5/32,
and numerous others may be encountered.
OccasionaUy, twentietii-century composers dispense witii barlmes altogetiier. In some
works diis may be an attempt to do away witii the concept of measuredtimeand
accenmation. WiUiam Bolcom has apparentiy tried to achievetiiismtiie6mde excerpted in
Example 4.21.

Here, the left hand passagework provides an unmetered fabric for die

proportionalright-handstatement of ideas.
Ex. 4.21. 6mde No. 2 from Twelve ^mdes f 197n WiUiam Bolcom, beginnmg.
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The use of cross-rhythmsreacheda climax in the dmdes of the Romantic composers,
especiaUy those of Scriabin. Few twentieth-century composers of unified 6mdes have
extensively used cross-rhythms in their works, opting rather for textural transparency or
clarity. Some composers have achieved a high degree of rhythmic complexity, however,
dirough inventive rhythmic proportions or subdivisions.
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Dualities in Twenrieth-Cp.nfiip^ p^^^^^
Throughout tiie history of piano playing varioustiieorieshave placed greater
importance on either die physical, psychological, or cognitive aspects of leammg and
performance. Some early twentietii-centurytiieoriesof piano technique sought to bring
together all of these facets,resultingm an understanding of technique as an aUencompassing endeavor which involved body, mmd, and spirit. According to tiiese
tiieories, piano playmg can be most successful whentiiereis a high degree of mtegration
and cooperation betweentiiesediverse aspects of the pianist's being (Boardman 1955,218219).
Many twentieth-century 6mdes effectively address body-mind synthesis through
presentation of dualities or polarized ideas in a given work. By its very nature and
constmction, the piano provides exceUent opportunities for this, e.g., black versus white
keys, high versus low, up versus down. Numerous other features can be juxtaposed:
detached and connected articulations, differing pitch centers, contrasting meters, loud
versus soft, etc. Several exan^les wiU iUustrate composers' treatment of polarized ideas
and die variety these features can impart to €mdes.
Wilfred Joseph's smdy. Example 4.22, is a toccata-€mde which presents the duaUty of
playing principaUy on the black keys with the left hand as opposed to the white keys with
therighthand. Therighthand is based upon a seven-note white scale, wtule the left hand
exhibits afive-notescale stmcture. When combined, the two scales account for aU twelve
pitches of the chromatic scale.
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Ex. 4.22. Study Op. 53. No. 14 (1969).Wilfred Josephs, mm. 1-4.
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Example 4.23,froma Vmcent Persichetti 6mde, presents duality of dkection. This
work is based upon mhrormg technique, m which die exact pitch interval is preserved.
Only two horizontal motions can occur, movement of tiie hands toward each otiier or away
from each other. In this case, the two motions are enhanced by the pattems of black-andwhite-key combinations.
Ex. 4.23. Emde No. 7fromMhror Etudes (1980), Vmcent Persichetti, mm. 1-2.
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Charles CamiUeri simultaneously presents two contradictory principles in the €mde
excerpted in Example 4.24. The meter signatures express the vaciUation between duple,
triple, quadmple, and qummple divisions, while die presence of sharps and flats at the
beginning of die composition suggest an unusual scale constmction. AU of this
information is, of course, processed mentaUy, but is manifested physicaUy. The body
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must intemaUze dieflucmatmgdivisions of die beat whiletiiehands must become sensitive
to die tactUe pecuUarities of the dual key signature.
Ex. 4.24. Etude No. 3 from Etudes. Op. 8. Book 7 (1974), Charles CamiUeri, mm. 1-5.
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Example 4.25, from a Carlos Chavez dtude, is buUt on the duality of playing two
different interpretations of the 6/8 meter on the two sides of die body. The left hand is
essentiaUy in 3/4 time, playing three groups of two eighth notes within a measure, as
opposed to two groups of three eighths in therighthand
Ex. 4.25. 6mde No. 3 (1949), Carlos Chivez, mm. 1-4.
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Composers have addressed the coordination of the two sides of the body by creating
pattems of left andrighthand altemation. GeneraUy, a pattem is estabUshed and
maintained (see Examples 4.22 and 4.23). However, pattems may be extensively altered
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Various pattems. sequences, and combmations must tiien be mentaUy and physicaUy sorted
out Each side of die body must be neurologicaUy stimulated to perfonn die proper action
m tiie proper sequence as prescribed by die score. This type of setting is demonstt^ted by
Benjamm Lees m Example 4.26. in which a simple altemating pattem is estabUshed. At
various pomts in die piece die pattem becomes more complex, as demonsDated by Example
4.27, which also presents the vaciUation between simultaneities and single notes.
Ex. 4.26. ttude No. 4 from Six Ornamental ^mde^; (1957), Benjamm Lees, mm. 1-4.
Allegro ma non troppo
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Ex. 4.27. 6mde No. 4 from Six Ornamental 6mdes (1957), Benjamm Lees, mm. 36-39.

Reprint by permission of Boosey & Hawkes. Inc.,
publisher and copyri^t owner.
for die sole use of Stephen P. Weber.
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Extended Piano Tpi-hTiiqiip^
Twentietii-century composers have been quite mnovative mtiiehexploration of new
techniques of piano playing and new sonoritiestiiatmay be produced. Numerous
composers have written 6mdes which attempt to exploittiiispotential. Some of tiiese
works feature tiie plucking or sttiimming of strings ontiiemside of die piano, striking
various parts of the piano, pedal effects, synthetic vibrations, palm or forearm clusters, for
example. In the works smdied for this document, few examples could be found m which
diese techniques are utiUzed in a unified setting. GeneraUy, these avant-garde techniques
are used in various combinations in compositions which attempt to be etiiereal, evocative,
or experimental m nature. Rarely do these compositions isolate or focus exclusively on the
acmal physical technique of performing the effect. In die case of Louvier's Emdes pour
Agresseurs. each 6mde employs a variety of techniques. Many of Bolcom's 6mdes also
unplement these extended techniques sporadicaUy or in combinations to achieve tiie
apparentiy mtended musical or aesthetic effect Samuel Adler's QradllS is one of the more
comprehensive coUections of works which attempts to introduce extended techniques to the
elementary or intermediate pianist
Conclusion
The understanding, structure, and purpose of the piano ^mde in this century has
changed very Uttie. Even the techniques addressed in twentieth-century dtudes have not
been altered radicaUy. What have been affected, however, are the rhythmic, harmonic, and
scalar materials. These have compelled the pianist to come to grips with the chaUenges
presented by score-reading, geographic layout of materials and unusual hand
configurations, and the Ixxly-mind confusion that can arisefix)mpolarized musical or
technical ideas.
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CHAPTER V
ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS: EIGHT
ETUDES FOR PIANO
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Etude 1
to Lesa Weber
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Etude 3
to Dr. Mary Jeanne van Appledorn
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CHAPTER VI
MUSICAL AND TECHNICAL FEATURES OF EIGHT
ETUDES FOR PLWO
Introduction
This original set of Etudes is not intended to be a compendium of contemporary
pianistic and compositional techniques; rather, it is an effort to implement old, new,
common, and uncommon unifying and diversifying feamres as traced in the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century piano 6tude.
The Eight Emdes composed for inclusion in the document project varying levels of
unity. Several exhibit technical, musical, and rhythmic unity. Otiiers rely solely on one
unifying feature or device.
The Eight Emdes intermingle aspects of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century 6mde.
Devices such as free tonality, polytonality, secundal harmonies, synthetic scales, and the
lack of key signatures, for example, place these works in a twentieth-century context.
Some of the emdes in the set are aligned rhythmically with the nineteenth century, while
others have many meter changes, more common in the contemporary 6mde.
The pianistic techniques of the Eight Emdes were designed to be quite diverse, some
horizontal in nature, others vertical. The musical ideas and implied techniques appear as
accompanimental features (Nos. 4 and 7) or as the principal musical substance. Unifying
techniques may be expressed by one hand at a time (Nos. 2,4, and 7), by both hands
simultaneously (Nos. 1 and 8), or as a split-figure or motive shared by both hands (Nos.
3,5, and 6). Among the techniques presented in Eight Emdes are octaves, seconds, handcrossing, hand altemation, fixed hand positions, pentachords, quartal chords, and repeated
notes.
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Each of the Etudes in Uie set originally grew out of a single germinal concept or idea.
Some of tiiese were related to piano technique, otiiers werefiguralor motivic in origin.
The list below outiines the initiating principle or feature for each oftiie6mdes.
Etude 1

Addition and subtraction of semitones to reiterated pitches

Etude 2

Bi-tonal root/chord movements expressed in tiie same hand

Emde 3

Large octave leaps altemating witii quartal chords

Emde 4

Altemation between secundal, triadic, and quartal harmonies

Emde 5

Fine-motor adjustments to rapidly changing pentachords and broken
chords

^mde 6

Hand-altemation pattems

Emde 7

Compressed hand configurations caused by seconds and synthetic
scales

Emde 8

Black-and-white-key combinations created by parallel, contrary and
oblique motion

The initial stage of writing each 6mde involved a gestation period, during which each
of the chosen germinal ideas was explored for potential musical ideas. These were first
constmcted mentally, then taken to the piano to experiment with their musical and technical
efTectiveness. Throughout this preliminary phase, thoughts were being formulated
regarding the style, form, and character implied by each of the possible musical
constmctions. Once the musical idea had been selected, the composition of each dmde
proceeded quickly. During tiie writing of Eightfemdesone of tiie foremost concems was
the selection of features which could be imposed upon thefigure,motive, or technique.
Among these were dynamics, articulations, expressive designations, phrasing, tempo and
rhythmic alterations.
Some of tiie most significant feedback on the technical and musical effectiveness of tiie
^mdesresultedfiompianistic preparation for performance of each of them. It became clear
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intiieinitial stages of leaming tiie 6mdestiiata majority oftiiemdid indeed readily address
the chosen technical challenge. Particularly troublesome weretiie6mdes which involved
body/mind integration. Several of tiie 6mdes required a substantial amount of time for
exploration of their most effective musical presentations. Numerous changes were made in
tempos, dynamics, and articulations, in an attempt to enhance tiie communicative power of
the compositions.
As stated in Chapter n, one of the foremost challenges totiiecomposer of €mdes was
and is to maintain a balance between musical interest and technical focus. An attempt has
been made in this original set of Etudes to create compactfiguresand manipulate them
through compositional means in a variety of ways. Those that do not maintain strict
technical unity, Nos. 2 and 3, have perhaps sacrificed technical emphasis for matters of
musical diversity.
One of the considerations in writing the ^mdes was accessibility for the pianist This
criterion was accomplished in several ways. First, the €mdes were designed to be quite
brief; seven of the eight compositions are fewer than fifty measures, and those that go
beyond forty measures contain considerablerepetitionof ideas or entire sections.
A second feature adding to their potential accessibility is the lack of key signatures.
This allows the performer to grapple only with sharps, flats, and naturals as they occur in
tiie score. 6mde No. 5 reduces the need for excessive accidentals by specifying that only
notes preceded by accidentals are affected. This commonly accepted and implemented
twentieth-century notation technique, once understood and assimilated by the pianist,
greatiy speeds thereadingprocess andresultsin a less cluttered score, ttade No. 8 also
lends itself to easier reading-despite sections of bi-modality~by relying only on accidentals
specified in the score rather than employing two different key signatures.
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Score density is also alleviated bytiieinsertion offingeringor pedaUng suggestions
only when it was deemed necessary for effective perfomiance of tiie compositions. The
dtudes also avoid contrived, atypical, or unusual notational piocedures.
Some of tiie Eight E m t e are geared towardtiieemerging college-level piano major,
while otiiers are extremely demanding. These works contain common compositional
practices and musical styles of tiie twentieth cenmry and piano techniquestiiatare
commonly encountered in tiie works of composers such as Prokofiev, Bart6k, Debussy,
Ginastera, and otiiers. The technical demands of each of tiie Eight ^mdes are placed witiiin
a context which provides a clear focus, not diluted by tremendous diversity. Underlying
principles of endurance and velocity are significant factors in a majority oftiieEtudes
comprising tiie set. Also noted is tiie specificity of expressive, dynamic, phrasing,
articulation, and tempo markings in tiie score. As discussed in tiie previous chapter, tins
amount of composer input is fairly typical in contemporary piano music.
This set of €mdes, like most, is not necessarily designed to be played as a set Ideally,
the pianist or teacher may select those that most effectively address a particular aspect of his
or her technique, depending on the area of playing they wish to develop or strengthen.
There is no unifying tonal or programmatic plan, nor is there any particular prescribed
stylistic sequence. A unique feature of tius set of 6mdes is the optional attacca at the close
offitudeNo. 7, allowing the performer to segue immediately to another 6tade.
The Eight Emdes were premiered at Texas Tech University between 1992-1993, witii
tiie composer as soloist An audio tape of the Eight £mdes is found in the pocket of this
document or at the Texas Tech University School of Music listening library.
Each of the Eight Emdes contains various devices and featuresrelatedto the
discussion, in Chapters II-IV, of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century unified €mdc.
Thus, the original 6tudes will be briefly examined individually so that these salient points
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may also be viewed in light oftiieirimplementation intiieresearcher'soriginal

creative

work.
fetude Nn 1
The composed figure upon which Emde No. 1 is based comprises a brief tiiree-note
rhytiimic pattem expressed in eightii notes on E (bracketed in Ex. 6.1). Throughout tiie
thirty-eight measures of tiiis worictiiefigureis compositionally altered or manipulated in a
variety of ways. In measure two,tiiefigureis truncated by one eightii note, placing it in a
duple setting. Intiietiurdmeasuretiiefigureis grouped in its originaltiiree,foUowed by a
group of two. Despite tiie varying groupings, tiie eightii noteremainssteady tiu-oughout,
yettiiemeters are continually changing to accommodatetiiegroupings.
Ex. 6.1. Figure for Etude No. 1, mm. 1-4.
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In addition to the rhythmic alteration present in tt\Ae No. 1, there is constant
employment of intervallic additive and subtractive procedures. Immediately in measure two
(see Ex, 6.1), a minor second is added and then subtracted below the principal pitch of the
figure. In measure three, addition and subtraction take placefirstbelow and then above the
principal pitch (see Ex. 6.1).
Initially, the principal pitch serves as the middle or pivotal center for this compositional
technique. However, in measures 11-12 and elsewhere, the principal pitch is the lower
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pitch, above which semitones are added and subtracted (Ex. 6.2). The principal pilch may
also be utiUzed as tiie uppermost pitch, below which semitones are added and subtracted .
Ex. 6.2. Additive and Subtractive Procedures in Etude No. 1, mm. 11-12.
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The overall constmction of 6mde No. 1 is based on retrograde technique. Beginning
with the downbeat of measure twenty, the pitches of the initial nineteen bars are performed
exactiy inreverse(Ex. 6.3). All the additive and subtractive sequences arerenderedin
retrograde as well. The midpoint of the €mde, measure nineteen, serves as the dynamic
and textural climax. A gradual crescendo and thickening of texture increases the drama
over the first nineteen measures of the piece, after which there is a thinning of texture and a
decrease in dynamic intensity.
Ex. 6.3. Pitch Retrograde, ttade No. 1, mm. 19-20.
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Theregisterof tiie 6tude is also constmcted in a somewhat calculated manner. The
initial statement of tiie figure is on E, moving gradually outwardfromtiiispitch center in
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subsequent statements. Overtiiefirstnineteen measures tiie treble part moves up in
register while tiie bass part moves down. Measure twenty revealstiiefigureat its
outermost extremes, after whichtiiereis a gradual retum totiieinitial pitch center of tiie
composition.
The piano technique of Etude No. 1, rapid pitchreiteration,is vertically conceived. It
is further complicated, however, bytiieaddition and subtraction of semitones above and
belowtiieprincipal pitch. Also of concem aretiieaccent pattems caused bytiiealtemation
of rhythmic groupings in two-note andtiiree-noteunits.
Additive and subtractive features in Emde No. 1 are placed in a Presto tempo. This
poses velocity challenges fortiiepianist The necessary movements required to perform
thesefiguresare of a fine nature and not particularly characteristic in the piano repertory.
Thefingersare easily confused by adding to or subtracting fiom arepeatedpitch and tiie
close proximity witiiin whichtinstakes place. There is also tiie added consideration
regarding whether the addition or subtraction of pitches occurs above or below the principal
pitch.
Leaming the hands separately is not nearly as problematic as performing both hands
together. In doing this, the mind easily becomes overloaded, not knowing when to
stimulate specific muscles and which muscles need to be stimulated. This confusion arises
from the juxtaposition of complex pattems of addition and subtraction; for when one hand
is adding pitches the otiier may be subtt'acting them, or when one places semitones above a
repeated pitch the other may placetiiembelow. A case in point is measure twenty, example
6.4, which exhibits one of the more complex pattems of addition and subtraction.
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Ex. 6.4. Additive and Subtractive Procedures, Etude No. 1, m 20.
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This measure might also be diagrammed as follows, witii numeralsrepresentingthe
number of pitches to by played by each hand:
Beat (in eighths)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Right Hand

1

2

3

2

rest

1

Left Hand

rest

1

2

3

2

1

The pattem of additions (+) and subtt-actions (-) is expressed as follows:
Beat (in eighths)

1

Right Hand

2

3

+

+

4

5

6

rest

+

Left Hand

Finally, addition and subtraction may occur above (A) or below (B) a principal pitch,
as shown below:
Beat (in eighths)
Right Hand
Left Hand

1

2

3

4

5

6

A

A

A

rest

A

B

B

B

B

A significant amount of time may be invested in allowing the brain to process and sort
tiiroughtiiesecomplex combinations. The fingers must be given ample time for tactile
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familiarity with tiie compressed configurations intiiis6mde. One practice technique which
may effectively address these small muscle movements involves exaggerated physical
motion, sotiiatthe larger muscles can assist in tiie body assimilation process. Large arm
gesmre and wristrotationin the direction of additions and subtractions may facilitate a
better kinesthetic sense of the demands oftiiefigure.
In addition to the issue of body and mind integration there are a few other
considerations presented in Emde No. 1 worthy of mention. The register changes of the
figure require that it be played not just in the center of tiie keyboard but in the outer
extremes as well, where only peripheral vision can serve as a visual aid to the pianist.
From a physical perspective, there must be adequate physical support for the increased
dynamic levels in the extreme ranges of the piano. The dynamic climax of the 6mde occurs
at a point where thefigureisrenderedat its outermost limits, yettiiepianist's physical
centerremainsin the center of the keyboard. The pianist can get littie supportfromthe
torso here, but must rely primarily on shoulders, arms, and wrists for power.
Finally, withregardto tempos the performer is confronted by the challenge of rapidly
replaying the same pitch. This vertical motion is not nearly as conducive to n^id execution
as horizontal movements. Certairtiy,tfiewrist plays a keyrolein pitchreiterationat tiie
specified tempo. The fingers alone are unable to performtiiesemovements witiiout some
assistance. The piaiust must be sensitive to muscle strain and ovemse, implementing
practice techniquestiiatwill expedite looseness and freedom.
Emde No. 1 is one of tiie most highly unified compositions witiiin tiie set of Eight
femdes. It demonstratesfigural,technical, and rhytiimic unity. The last of tiiese is
expressed in tiie constant stt-eam of eightii notes, performed eitiier by one hand, by botii
hands together, or in altemation pattems.
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Emde Nn 7
Emde No. 2 is periiaps tiie least technically unified oftiieEight Etud... it relies solely
on motivic unity. Virtually aUtiiemusical ideastiiroughoutarerelatedin some way to tiie
opening motive as stated in measurestiireeand four (bracketed in Ex. 6.5).
Ex. 6.5. Motive from Emde No. 2, mm. 3-4.

8^_.

8.*

Musical interest and diversity in Etude No. 2 are primarily achieved tiirough
extraction, extension, inversion, sequence, and rhythmic manipulation of the original
motive, or the figures it contains. Example 6.6 demonstrates some of tiiese devices. The
secondtiiroughthe fifth sixteentii notes in tiiis example are extracted fromtiiefirst four
sixteenth notes of the original motive, though here they are extended melodically. The
second measure of the example contains two sequences of the extracted material (in
brackets). The rhythm of the original motive is also manipulated in Example 6.6. The
original motive began on a strong beat, but here commences on a weak beat. These devices
dominate theremainderof the composition, unifying ittiiroughfidelityto motivic or figural
material, while diversifying it through new or altered presentations.
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Ex. 6.6. Extraction of tiie Composed Motive, Etude No. 2, mm. 9-10.
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Despite tiie high degree of musical unity,tius6tude does not set forth a unified or
focused emphasis on a specific piano techruque. Rather, it casually touches upon
techniques such as scales, double notes, leaping bass, and hand expansion and contraction.
Syncopation, cake-walk rhythm, and cross-rhythms all tend to break up technical
continuity. As aresult,endurance is less of a factor because of the rhythmically built-in
resting places. Rhythmic diversity also tends to camouflage the technical elements of the
^mde; the balance between musical interest and technical focus is upset, leaning toward the
former. This imbalance is further strengthened by the stylisticflavorof the 6mde, which
has much in common with ragtime.
l^mde No. 2 does contain some technical challenges for the pianist. Of particular
interest is the left-hand part, which often exploits bi-chords. These are not uncommon in
twentieth-century piano music, but here they are implemented within the same hand. In
nineteenth-century piano music, the performance of left-hand root-chord movement was
typical; however, the movement was characterized by a close harmonic relationship
between the root and chord. In ttode No. 2, tiie root-chordrelationshipis such that tiie
single note is followed by a chord offset by a semitone above or below tiie expressed root,
e.g., E-flat root to E minor chord (Ex. 6.5, m. 3). This may create considerable confusion
for the body and mind, so accustomed to performing root-chord movements in a additional
tonal context, e.g., D-flat root to D-flat chord. Tonal movements have often been leamed
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and assimilated to such a degree tiiat tiiey have become namral. Intiiecontext of Etude No.
2. however, tiiese nonns have been altered slightiy sotiiattiienerve impulses and resultant
muscle movements require miniscule adjustments in order to reachtiiecon-ect notes. In
general, whattiiesebi-chordal accompaniments require oftiiepianist is tiie need to dispense
with leamed norms and previously estabUshed habits; he or she must accept what is on the
printed page at face value, trainmg tiie body torespondto what it contains.
A second pianistic challenge of Etude No. 2 istiieperfomiance of parallel linear
materials at unusual intervals. Typical in piano music of previous periods is performance
of linear passageworic at tiie interval of the sucth, octave, or tentii. Emde No. 2 contains
parallel and contrary melodic ideas at tiie interval of tiie nintii (see Ex. 6.6) andtiieseventii
(bracketed in Ex. 6.7)
Ex. 6.7. Linear Motive at the Interval of the Seventii, 6mde No. 2, mm. 17-18.

Finally, ttude No. 2 contains chromatic and whole-tone scales, each of which are
derived from the initial motive. Generally, both hands employ the same scale
simultaneously in contrary motion, but in one case, measure forty-four, therighthand
plays the chromatic scale while the left hands performs the whole-tone scale. The latter
combination is especially susceptible to confusion and will likely demand attention by the
pianist
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Emde No. 2 is in AABBACA form. Its various sections are all slightiy different in
character, yet tiiey maintain fidelity totiieoriginal motive or its figures. Each r^ppearance
of A material is tiie same except tiie final statement, which alterstiieleft-hand root-chord
sequences.
Emde No. ^
The third of tiie Eight Emdes is one of tiie most technically challenging of tiie set,
emphasizing velocity and endurance. This 6tade demonstrates a high degree of musical and
rhytiimic unity, andreUessomewhat less on technical unity.
A broad unifying piano technique in 6mde No. 3 is hand altemation, which is
employed in all but two oftiiefifty-ninemeasures of tiie work. Witiiin tiie A and B
sections of this 6mde, the technical issue is placed in contexts which greatiy vary in levels
of difficulty. A glance at the initialfigure(Ex. 6.8) shows the hand altemation taking place
over an expansive range. Hand altemation continues in the B section, yet the range is now
extensively compressed (Ex. 6.9). As stated in the opening measure, thefigureis quite
formidable from a performance perspective. Yet, when the octave leaps are abandoned the
figure is executed withrelativeease. Interestingly enough, the basic composed idea~the
octave foUowed by a quartal chord-is expressed throughout the 6tude; however, this
figure is not always spread over an expansive range, nor are the quartal chords always
rendered harmonically.
Ex. 6.8. Hand Altemation Over an Expansive Range, Emde No. 3, m. 1.
Prestlsdmo
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i
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Ex. 6.9. Hand Altemation Within a Compressed Range, Emde No. 3, mm. 16-17.
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Emde No. 3 contains distinct technical challenges. Foremost among these are tiie
octave leaps of a nintii. Such expansive movement isrisky,being even more chaUenging at
the specified tempo. Consecutive leaps of this magnimde are atypical, even in twentiethcentury piano music. The pianist has no altemative but to accept andrespondto the
demands of thefigureand its accompanying physical, mental, and musical challenges.
As seen in the discussion of the twentieth-century 6mde in Chapter IV, playing on two
vertical planes—black and white keys—is a commonly exploited technique which can
effectively address the issue of body and mind integration. Pattems and combinations of
black-and-white-key sequences are fi^uentiy estabUshed after which mutations may occur.
This type of compositional construct Ues behind a significant portion of ^mde No. 3. For
example, measure one (see Ex. 6.8) demonstrates the following sequence of black-andwhite-key depressions:
Beat (in 16tiis)

1

Right Hand
UftHand

2

3

W
B

4

5

6

B
W

7

8

W
B

9

10

B
W

W
B

In measure two a predominantiy reversed sequence is presented. Numerous passages
from the 6mde take the iiutial pattem as a point of departure, creating new or related
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arrangements of the pattem. Throughout tiie itude tiiese black-and-white-key sequences
areftirthercomplicated by register changes and hand-crossing techniques.
ttude No. 3 also presents problems witii the movement of tiie torso. At some points
intiiework, tiie hand altemation technique spans nearly seven octaves eitiier ascending or
descending. Tempo indications demandtiiattiiesehorizontal movements be performed
very rapidly. Still, it is necessary to provide considerable physical support inreachingtiie
extremes of tiie keyboard. This can only be done by swiveUng tiie pianist's physical center
quickly intiiedirection oftiiefigurein an attempt to provide adequate strcngtii for its
performance in the upper or lowerregistersoftiiepiano.
Having addressed tiie technical challenges oftiietiurd6mde, it is now possible to
detail its accompanying compositional feattues. Emde No. 3 is in tiie common tripartite
design of tiie nineteentii-century character piece, ABA'. It is one of only two 6mdes in tiie
original set that contains a major styUstic change; the tempesmous opening gives way to a
somewhat dance-like and lyrical middle section, stiU containing the altemation of octaves
and quartal chords of the opemng prestissimo. In this styUsticaUy altered B section, tiie
uppermost note of the quartal chords provides melodic interest while the lower two notes
serve as harmonic fiUer, also displaced rhythmically in such a manner as to puncmate the
melody (see Ex. 6.9). Within the B section emerges a smaUer cdc' form, in placement of
the melodic material determines stioicture.
This major change of character and simplification of technical demands in the middle
section serves two purposes. First, it gives the Ustener areprievefromthe intensity and
drama of the opening section; the insertion of antitiietical levity and melodic interest is a
welcomereUefbefore theretumof the bombastic original material. The second function of
the stylistic change is to give the pianist a briefrespitefixnnthe physical demands of the
opening section as well as providing an opportunity to store energy for thereturnof tiie A
material.
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In addition totiiequartal harmonies and lack of tonal center or traditional harmonic
systems, tiie use of various meters also placestiiisdtude in a twentietii-century context
The 5/8 meter which dominates tiie A section is not necessarily grouped in 2+3 or 3+2 as is
common; rather, it is a sweeping group of ten sixteentii notes. The B section employs
changing meters, altemating between 4/8 and 3/8, dictated primarily by tiie whims of tiie
melodic Une.

ttu^e No. 4
Etude No. 4 is unified by afigure,contains rhythmic unity in its unintermpted flow of
sixteentii notes, and presents technical unity through its emphasis on intemal-extemal
movements.
The fourth of the Eight Emdes is perhaps the most neo-Romantic in conception. It
presents a modal center, a less dissonant harmonic vocabulary, and does not contain meter
changes. It is constmcted in the common nineteenth-century design in which the creative
figure and itsrepetitionsare first placed in one hand, moved to the other, thenretumto the
original hand.
ttude No. 4 incorporates a predominantiy twentieth-century harmonic vocabulary.
Present in this €mde are secundal, quartal, and whole-tone stmctures which have their
origin in the Lydian or Phrygian modes on F, the whole-tone scale on F, and the F AeoUan
scale. Thefigureoften moves rapidly from one to anotiier of these collections of pitch
materials. Thefigureis estabUshed intiieopening two sbcteentii notes, in which an inner
interval, expressed harmonically, moves out to an octave (bracketed in Ex. 6.10).
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Ex. 6.10. Figural Construction for Etude No. 4, m. 1

con pedale

This figure is varied and altered in a number of ways duringtiiecourse oftiie<5mde.
The most common manipulation istiiealteration oftiiesize of tiie intemal interval, which
altemates between seconds,tiurds,fourths, and fiftiis. Once an mterval is established it is
generally maintained for several beats. However, at measures eleven and twelve,tiiereis
rapid movement fiom one interval to anotiier (Ex. 6.11). Here,tiieinterval pattem is
presented as follows: second,tiurd,fourth,tiurd,second,tiurd,fourtii, and tiurd.
Ex. 6.11. Rapid Intemal Interval Changes in ttude No. 4, mm. 11-12.
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Another comixx>nly employed manipulation device for thefigureisreversalof the
order of its components, sotiiattiieoctave comes before the internal interval (see Ex.
6.11). In such cases the figure shiftsfix)man accompanimental role to a melodic role.
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These treatments of tiie figure have significant bearing on pianistic rendering of the
pattem, yet do not alter it in such a manner as to negate the technical focus of the 6mde.
Throughout the composition there is clearly evident the intent to focus on vertical motion
witiiin a fixed hand position.
The role of thefigureis somewhat unclear in Etude No. 4. In general, it might be
characterized as harmonic or accompanimental; however, at various points its comes to the
fore, assuming significance as the principal melodic substance of tiie piece. The ambiguity
of function fortiiefigureis substantiated by examination of thefragmentaryideas
expressed in tiie left-hand part (Ex. 6.12). Their brevity and harmonic conception,
combined witii the facttiiattiieyare rhythmicaUy intermpted byrests,create further
confusion for tiie pianist attempting to determine wherein Uestiiemelodic interest of tiie
6mde.
Ex. 6.12. Fragmentary Ideas in the Left Hand of 6mde No. 4, mm. 5-6.

The B section of ttude No. 4, measures sbcteen totiurty-nine,is characterized by a
sUght tempo and character change, in whichtiiefigureis moved to tiie left hand The
remm of A is sUghtiy modified, primarily containing changes to tiie left-hand part. These
alterations intiierestatementof A materialtiiickentiietexmre and create an overall sense of
increased drama. At measures twenty-one and twenty-twotiiefigureis expressed
simultaneously by botii hands (Ex. 6.13). This passage is complicated by tiic
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combinations of changing intemal intervals; for whiletiieinterval progressively expands in
one hand, tiie interval in tiie otiier is conttacting-a feamrereminiscentof Emde No. 1.
Ex. 6.13. Simultaneous Expression of tiie Figure, Emde No. 4, mm. 21-22.

In nmde No. 4, thefigureis placed at various sustained levels of sound ranging from
piano to fortissimo. It is also subjected to gradual changes through crescendos and
diminuendos^ particularly near the ends of the various sections. HnaUy, thefigureis
subjected to momentary inflections of dynamics as shown by the sudden shift from
pianissimo to subito strepitoso attheretumof A material, example 6.14.
Ex. 6.14. Sudden Shift of Dynamic Ctontext for tiie Figure, ttude No. 4, mm. 28-29.
a tempo

6tude No. 4 also contains tempo adjusttnents of tiie figure. These are of two types,
botii aUuded to in Chapter HI as typical Romantic devices. The first type is more
encompassing and coincides witii tiie formal design. Though sUght,tiiereduction in tempo
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aggressiveness in tiie B section (measure 15, Ex. 6.15) does help to induce a noticeable
character change. The evenmal retum totiieoriginal tempo greatiy enhancestiiedrama and
excitement oftiierestatementoftiieA material.
Ex. 6.15. Tempo Change at tiie Beginning.of tiie B Section, Emde 4, mm. 14-15.

The second type of tempo adjustment in ttude No. 4 consists of gradual inflections,
indicated by ritardando, allargando, and accelerando. These occur at various places in the
work, mostly for dramatic effect

ttude No. 5
ttude No. 5 of the Eight ^mdes is based upon a motive which addresses hand-overhand technique (Ex. 6.16). Beyond this, the pianistic technique is further characterized by
performance of pentachord conflgurations and broken chords. For the pianist, this
involves spontaneous responses to the different types of pentachords and broken chords,
and theresultingpeculiarities in hand shape. Perhaps more than any other of the Eight
jfemdes. the fifth ^mde projects the need for extensive technical groundwork in terms of
tactile sense and kinesthetic familiarity.
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Ex. 6.16. Opening Motive for ttude No. 5, mm. 1-2.

Accidentals affect only notes which they
immediately precede.
Misterioso

Beyond tiiese technical considerations is tiie underlying principle of velocity. Despite
tiie relatively slow tempo,tiiedominant rhythmic beat-tiie half note-is significantiy
subdivided. Also of note istiieimbedded melodicfigure,which, if notrenderedquickly
enough, loses continuity and is obUterated by tiie constant splash of harmonic colors.
Endurance may also become a factor in ttude No. 5. Intiietiieprevious 6mde, this
chaUengc was directed totiiefingerand wrist muscles. In ttude No. 5, fatigue may more
likely become a problem for the arm and shoulder muscles, which are called upon to
rapidly change vertical planes, carry the smaUer mechanisms to variousregisters,and
continuously initiate varying amounts of weight as dictated by the dynamics in the score.
As in Emde No. 3, the torso assumes an important role in accessing movement of tiie
pianist's physical center as the motive moves up and down the keyboard.
The composed idea of Etude No. 5 serves as the musical substance of the work,
providing the harmonic interest and also containing melodic ideas (see Ex. 6.16).
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Effectivelyrenderingtiiisdual role of tiie motive is one oftiiegreatest technical and musical
chaUenges fortiiepianist. The imbedded melodic ideas easily lose integrity and continuity
if not conceived as having some overaU phrase shape and contour. It is necessary to
differentiate tiie melodicfiagmentsfrom their contexttiiroughanotiier type of articulation,
which is indicated in the score by accent marks. A more rapid key depression, coupled
witii greater weight on tiie melodic pitches, allowstiiemto stand outfiomtiieir
surroundings.
ttude No. 5 is similar to ttude No. 4 in terms of its emphasis on harmonic color and
sonority. The latterrelieson harmonic expression of materials, while Emde No. 5 creates
color through linear ideas. The juxtaposition of various pentachords and broken chordstiie former having their origin in the modes and synthetic scales-creates a collage of colors,
often quickly altemating between dark, Ught, brilUant, or subdued. The most common
broken chords utilized in the €tude are major and minor triads, occasionaUy in inversions,
though generaUy expressed in root position.
£tude No. 5 is written in through-composed form. In the initial fourteen measures the
left hand plays pentachords and therighthand performs broken chords. In measures
nineteen to twenty-nine these roles are reversed. Melodicfiagmentsin the second half of
the ^mde are essentiaUy inversions of those expressed in the first half.
One of the most frequentiy employed manipulations of the motive in this dmde is
extension and tmncation of register. The composed idea expressed in measure one spans
just over an octave, but is repeated in a second octave (see Ex. 6.16). OccasionaUy, the
motive is maintained in oneregister,as in Example 6.17. It may also expand to include a
third or fourth octave, demonstrated in Example 6.18.
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Ex. 6.17. The Motive Maintained in One Register, Emde No. 5, m. 7.

p

poco a poco cresc.

• %h.
Ex. 6.18. Extension of the Motive to a Third Octave, ttude No. 5, m. 33.

The chaUenge of these alterations for the pianistrelatesto gesture size and reacting to
the breadth and range of the motive as it is suddenly reduced or extended. The brain must
ascertain when and if it needs to initiate muscle stimulus for the arms to cross over to
continue the motive in a higher or lowerregisteror maintain it in the same register.
^mde No. 6
ttude No. 6, UketiieBaroque organ toccata, relies heavily on hand altemation and a
constantiy stated rhytiimic pattem. There is no clearly defined tonal center permeating tiie
^mde, nor is therettaditionaluse of hannonic materials. The unrelenting 8/16 meter also
lends a distinctiy twentietii-centtiry rhytiunicflavortotiieworic.
Witiiin tiie arch form demonsttated by Etude No. 6 is a robust A section which gives
way totiicreservedB material (measure 10). This, inttim,leads to tiic climactic C section
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(measure 24). After tius centtal section, B isreplayed,followed bytiierenmi of A . The
final ten measures are an extension of A material (beginning at measure 56).
Despite tiie sectional diversitytiiereis compositional unitytiuoughoutEmde No. 6,
brought about primarily by tiie consistent 3+2+3 rhytiimic expression of tiie music in 8/16
meter. The pattem of accents estabUshed by this meter also remains unchanged.
Half-steprelationshipsplay a key role in the organization of Etude No. 6. The first
two sixteenth notes in measure one present a quartal-quintal sttucture with a root on the
pitch D (bracket 1 in Ex. 6.19). This is immediately foUowed in the next two sixteenth
notes by a chord with an E-flat underpinning (bracket 2). The slurredfigurein the middle
of thefirstmeasure also contains pitches offset by a half step (bracket 3). The sixth and
seventh sixteenth notes of the same measure reinforce tiie importance of semitones by
restating D and E-flat melodically (bracket 4). The B and C sections of Etude No. 6
continue to exploit half-step relationships, though in a somewhat altered fashion.
Ex. 6.19. Composed Idea of fimde No. 6, m. 1.
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Mirroring plays a significant role in the consttiiction of ttude No. 6, particularly in tiie
initial two sections. Areexaminationof measure one (sec Ex. 6.19), reveals an exact
min-or constmction on tiic first four sbcteentii notes (brackets 1 and 2). The interval of a
fiftii is foUowed by a melodic fourth (bracket 1). The mirrortiienpresents an E-flat leaping
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up a fomth to a hannonic fiftii (bracket 2). "Somewhat less obvious is tiie minoring
technique employed in measures ten and foUowing (Ex. 6.20). Thefirstandtiiirdsixteentii
notes (bracket 5) of tiiese measures are minored bytiieleft hand on tiie fourth and fifth
sixteentii notes of each measure (bracket 6).
Ex. 6.20. Dismpted Mirroring. Etude No. 6, mm. 10-12.
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The piano technique which permeates ttude No. 6 is hand alternation, alluded to in
Chapter IV as being a particularly common feauuie of twentietii-centtiry dmdes. Most of
these types of 6mdes estabUsh a pattem which is maintained throughout the composition.
In ttude No. 6, however, the initial pattem is frequentiy altered or varied in subtie ways,
not adhering to a prescribed sequence ofright-and left-hand altemation.
The altemation pattem which dominates the A section may be diagrammed as foUows
(see Ex. 6.19):
LLR

RR

LRL

In the B section, two mutations of the first pattem are expressed as foUows:
RLR

LL

R L R (mm. 10-14)

RRL

RL

R L R (mm. 16-19)

The final five components of thefirstof tiiese new pattems are completely the opposite
of tiie final five components of tiie original pattem. The second pattemreversesthe
sequence of hand altemation in thefirstthree components and the final three components.
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The major chaUenge fortiiepianist in perfomiing tiiese various hand-altemation
pattems deals witii coordination of tiie two sides of tiie body, an area perhaps more related
to nerve impulsestiianuse of tiie mechanisms. Astiiebrain sends out messages tiu-ough
tiie nerves, which in tum excite tiie muscles,tiiesignals are easily confused as tiic sequence
ofrightand left hand pattems changes. A pattem, once estabUshed and assimilated by tiie
body, becomes a point of reference for subsequent pattems. Yet, tiie brain and nerve
impulses are not always immediately receptive to alterations inright-leftsequence. Neitiier
is the body, having assimUated a particular pattem, always able to immediately grasp the
feel of the mutated pattem.
Though the purpose of this discussion of the 6mdes is not to suggest practice
tectmiques for the Eightfemdes.I believe it is worthwhUe here to mention an approach
which seems suggested, given tiie complexity of £mde No. 6. Slow practice involving
deep key depression and exaggerated physical gestures allows the muscles and nerves to
intemaUze and comprehend the complexities of coordination involved in performing the
various patterns. This type of practice might be best done outside the rhythmic
specifications of the piece so thattimeis aUotted for mental and physical assimilation and
analysis of necessary impulses and movements.
In terms of tiiis overall mind and bcxly aspect of piano playing-sometiiing seemingly
more comprehensive, perhaps even on a different level than what is considered ttaditional
piano technique~6mde No. 6 poses more chaUengestiianany of tiie otiier Eight 6mdes. It
behooves the pianist to recognize tiiis issue, so commonly seen in twentieth-century music,
and to design a practiceregimenin which it might be effectively addressed.

Ettidg No. 7
Emde No. 7 is consttucted in an AA' design, tiie only major change in tiie modified A
section being Stimmtausch, ortiiereversalof material played by the hands. This technique
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is used in exact form, sotiiattiiemelodic idea which is originaUy expressed bytiieright
hand is moved totiieleft, whUetiieaccompanimental idea isttansfen«dfiomtiieleft hand
totiierighthand in tiie second A' section (Ex. 6.21 and 6.22).
Ex. 6.21. Original Composed Idea of Etude No. 7, mm. 1-3.
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Ex. 6.22. Stimmtausch in A' Section of Etude No. 7, mm. 18-20.

The melodic material of tiie 6tude is based upontiiesyntiietic scalerepresentedin
example 6.23. The scale contains nine pitches, witii a concenttation of semitones in its
central portion. The spUt scale degrees on B and B-flat, and on D and D-flat aUow for easy
movement between major and minor inflections. Even more characteristic of tiiis scale
constmction is tiie potential to exploit gaps. When semitones are onuttedfix)mtiiescale,
minor thirds or augmented seconds may result
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Ex. 6.23. Syntiietic Scale Utilized in Etude No. 7.

\\ 11.' Il' I II 'f ' T T T ^
Throughout ttude No. 7 tiie melody is presented in dialogue fashion, often rapidly
leaping from oneregisterto anotiier. The dialoguing melodic ideas in ttude No. 7relyon
rettogrades, inversions andrett-ogradeinversions. Thefirstof tiiese is demonsttated by tiie
antecedent and consequent phrases in measures two dirough four (brackets A and B in Ex.
6.24). Here, tiie consequent phrase is a pitchrettogradeof its antecedent, but is modified
rhythmically as well as in a change of register.
Ex. 6.24. Red-ograde in ttude No. 7, mm. 2-4.
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Retrograde inversion is found in measures 7-8, where melodic material is again
expressed in dialogue fashion (brackets A and B in Ex. 6.25).
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Ex. 6.25. Retrograde Inversion at the Same Pitch in gtude No. 7, mm. 7-8.
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Finally, tiie question and answer phrases in measurestiiirteenand fourteen iUusttate
melodic inversion. Here, succeeding interval size is maintained while onlytiiedirection of
tiie intervals is altered (brackets A and B in Ex. 6.26).
Ex. 6.26. Inversion in Emde No. 7, mm. 13-14.

The accompanimental material in ttude No. 7 containstiieprincipal techiucal feature.
The piaiustic challenge in this composition istiieperformance of major or minor seconds in
closed-hand positions. Major seconds are addressed in the context of semitone
pentachords, e.g., G, A-flat, A, B-flat, B (bracketed in Ex. 6.27). Seconds are also
frequentiy moved up or down by half steps in parallel fashion (Ex. 6.28).
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Ex. 6.27. Semitone Pentachord in Etude No. 7, m. 1.
Allegro
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Ex. 6.28. Parallel Seconds in 6mde No. 7, m. 5.

Therelativelack of horizontal movement, close proximity of notes, and smaU tessitura
require a highly compressed hand configuration. AU of these elements may contribute to
tension and fatigue within the hand and forearm, since littie intervention and support can be
provided by the larger muscles. In addition, the velocity demands are somewhat
challenging for afigureof this nature, making the necessary smaU maneuvers even more
vulnerable to fatigue. There are no buUt-inrestingplaces since the accompanimental
material is rhythmically continuous. This requires the pianist to seek out ways to avoid
becoming bound up physically.
Interestingly enough, the melcxUc material based upon the synthetic scale mentioned
earlier (see Ex. 6.23) also contains some technical chaUenges. The arrangements of
semitones and gaps in this scale exposefingerweaknesses and tonal imbalance.
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Stimmtausch is also particularly effective in revealing awkwardness in expression of left
hand melodies.
Of tiie Eight Enito. No. 7 is unique intiiatit does not necessarily have to stand on its
own, but may serve as a foregoing 6tude to one of tiie otiier worics in the set The presence
of tiie optional attacca attiieclose of Etude No. 7 signals thattiieperformer may segue
directiy into Emde No. 8 witiiout a break. The performer, however, is not bound to attacca
from No. 7 to No. 8, but may choose to move from No. 7 to anotiier 6tude in tiie set
Stylistic, tonal, and aestiietic considerations may best determine which ^mdes most
effectively succeed No. 7, but it is here suggestedtiiatNo. 7 might be paired also witii
^mde No. 2 or fitude No. 3 witii considerable success.
Emde No. «
ttude No. 8 is tiie second interval-^mde contained intiieoriginal set The interval
upon which this work is built, the octave, was more commonly the technical f<x:us of
nineteenth-century 6mdes. In ttude No. 8, however, octave technique is employed in a
setting dominated by free tonaUty and bi-modaUty. As discussed in Chapter IV, the
exploitation of a particular interval in piano 6mdes is often for tiie sake of sonority. ttude
No. 8, however, demonstrates rhytiimic continuity and a concem for the underiying
principles of endurance and velcx:ity.
The ovcraU form of Emde No. 8 is ABA'. The retum of A isttiincated,leading
directiy into afinalflurryof contrary-motion octaves nearly spanning the entire keyboard.
The B section, measures thirteen to twenty-seven, contains a dynamic and tempo conuast
to the outer sections; it provides momentary physicalreUeffromtherelentiessbravura
octaves of the A material.
The intermingling ofrepeated,ascending and descending exclaves demands a mixture
of vertical and horizontal movements. The middle section in particular presents a variety of
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compositionally conceived pattems which result in simultaneous perfomance of both
movements.
Since a high degree of unity is achieved intiiis6tudetiiroughrhytiimic, sonorous, and
technical means,figuralor motivic unity was a lesser concem. The asymmeoical phrases
which dominate the A section are comprised of numerousfigures,which do seive as basic
material for much of tiie composition. The pianist must analyzetiiephrases in terms of
contour, gesmraUyrespondingtotiieirvarying lengtiis. After each phrase is stated, it is
fiUed outriiytiunicallyby subordinate material (bracketed in Ex. 6.29). In order to
deUneate tiie principal phrase sttoicmres from this material it is necessary to drasticaUy
reduce dynamic intensity whUe stiU maintaining octave technique.
Ex. 6.29. Opening Phrase of Emde No. 8, mm. 1-2.
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Rapidregisterchanges are another noteworthy feattirc of Emde No. 8. The opening
phrases are stated one octave above written pitch, after which altered phrases are stated at
written pitch. As theseregisterchanges occur, there is Uttie in the way of rhythmic
concession, making the necessary shift in torso placement and timbre and weight
considerations even more chaUenging. The initial statement of thefigureis perhaps most
demanding since it requires considerable movement of the upper body to provide enough
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support for tiie indicated dynamic demands. As tiie octaves move more towardtiiecenter
of tiie keyboard tiiis problem is drasticaUy minimized.
PianisticaUy, one of tiie more challenging issues presented in Emde No. 8 is tiie
pattem of black-and-white-key combinations caused by bi-modality ortiieperfomiance of
chromatic octaves. At some points in Etude No. 8 one hand strictiy plays white keys whUe
the otiier plays black (Ex. 6.30).
Ex. 6.30. Black-and-White-Key Combination, 6tude No. 8. m l .
I
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At other times both hands are designated to play white keys simultaneously or black
keys simultaneously. This technique dominates measure three (Ex. 6.31).
Ex. 6.31. Black-and-White-Key Combination, ttuide No. 8, m.3.
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Finally, most common in ttude No. 8 are altemating combinations in which one hand
plays black keys whiletiieotiier plays white keys. This technique is often sttnng out in a
sequence in which each hand changesfromblack to white or white to black, always
playingtiieopposite of what the other hand is playing (Ex. 6.32).
Ex. 6.32. Black-and-White-Key Combination. Etude No. 8. m.5.
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Coupled with the pattems of black and white keys are the chaUenges of motion and
direction. ObUque. contrary, and paraUel motion are omnipresent in ttude No. 8. The B
section most clearly articulates these types of movement, where aU are found in close
proximity. Oblique motion occurs in measurefifteen(Ex. 6.33), parallel motion in
measure seventeen (Ex. 6.34), and contrary motion in measure eighteen (Ex. 6.34). Lack
of motion is used to punctuate phrases, as demonsttated by the cited examples.
Ex. 6.33. Oblique Motion in 6tude No. 8. m.l6.
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Ex. 6.34. ParaUel and Conttary Motion in Emde No. 8, mm. 17- 18.
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Theretumof A material is truncated due to the heavy endurance and velocity demands
of the 6mde. The retum of A is also modified so that octave technique now is also
enhanced by altemating-hand techruque. The finalflurryof octavesreturnsto simultaneous
statement of the octaves as the specified crescendo and accelerando would be virmaUy
impossible at the prescribed tempo.
The major piaiustic concem in Emde No. 8, in addition to cx:tave technique, velocity,
and endurance, is the potential confusion arisingfromthe various combinations of blackand-white-key sequences coupled with the motion chaUenges already discussed.
Interestingly enough, these two features combine vertical and horizontal aspects of octave
playing. The black-and-white-key sequences are accommodated verticaUy by height
adjustments of the fingers, wrists, or arms. Contrary, paraUel, and obUque motion are
initiated by horizontal movements of the mechanisms.
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Composer

OPUS or

Cn11^i;-pon

No. or Titie

Altemation of Chords an^ gingle Tones

Moszkowski. Moritz
Persichetti. Vincent

Emdes de Virmosite, Op. 72
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138

No. 3
Set I, No. 14

ArpgggJQ?)
BurgmuUer. Freidrick
Brahms. Johannes
Chopin. Fr6d6ric
Concone. Guiseppe
Czemy. Carl
Czemy, Carl
Duvemoy. J.B.
Falk. JuUen
Heller. Stephen
Henselt, Adolf
Ligeti. Gyorgy
Moscheles. Ignaz
Persichetti. Vincent
Thalberg, Sigismund
Waxman, Donald

BriUiant and Melodious Studies,
Op. 105
Smdien fur Hanoforte
SmcUen fur Pianoforte
Nouvelles Emdes
Smdies in Style and Expression,
Op. 25
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Etudes de Mdcanisme, Op. 849
School of Mechanism, Op. 120
Emdes Atonales
Fifty Selected Smdies
(G. Schirmer, 1906)
12 Emdes, Op. 2
Etudes pour piano
Grand Characteristic Studies,
Op. 95
Reflective Keyboard Studies,
Op. 138
Grand SmcUes, Op. 26
50 Emdes

No. 1
Op. 35, Set 1, Var. 12
Op. 35, Set 2. Var. 10
No. 1
No. 12
Nos. 2 & 46
No. 15
No. 8
No. 5
No. 47
No. 11
No. 2
Affection
Set I. No. 4
No. 5
Nos. 45 & 48

BalanceA^oicing/Tone Production
Berens, Hermann
Bolcom, WilUam

Training of tiic Left Hand. Op. 89
Twelve Etudes
Twelve New j^mdes

Brahms, Johannes
(CamiUeri, Charles
Cast^rede, Jacques
Chopin, Vtijdine
Cramer. J.B.
Debussy. Claude

Studien fur Pianoforte. Op. 35
Emdes. Book 2
Quatre l^mdes
Emdes. Op. 25
Nouvelles ^rndes
84 Smdies
Douze ^rndes

Roger-Ducasse. Jean
Fuga. Sandra
Gcx)ssens. Eug6ne

(Juatre £mdes
Altti 5 Smdi
Two Smdies, Op. 38
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No. 23
No. 8
Rdcitativ, Noctume &
Hymne i. l^our
Set I, Var. 11
No. 6
No. 3
No. 7
No. 1
No. 80
pour les sonorit^s
oppos^es
No. 3
No. 3
No. 1

Henselt, Adolf
Panufnik, Andrzej
Rorem, Ned
Schumann. Robert
Scriabin, Alexander
Szymanowski, Karol

12 Emdes, Op. 2
Six Miniattire Smdies, Vol 2
Eight Emdes
Symphonicfemdes.Op. 13
Etudes, Op. 2
Etudes, Op. 8
Emdes, Op. 4

No. 2
No. 10
No. 2
Emde No. 2
No. 1
No. 8
No. 3

Broken Chords or Tnf^rv^1<^
Bdrtok, B^la
Boely. A.P.F.
Brahms. Johannes
BurgmuUer. Freidrich
Busoni. Fermcio
Chopin. Frdd^ric
Clementi. Muzio
Cramer. J.B.
Czemy. Carl

Etudes.^Op. 18
Douze Emdes Romantiques, Op. 13
Studien fiir Pianoforte, Op. 35
BriUiant and Melodious SmcUes,
Eight 6mdcs after Cramer
Op. 105
Etudes. Op. 10
6tudes. ^ . 25
Gradus ad Pamassum
(G. Schirmer. 1903)
84 Smdies

Rautavaara, Einojuhani
Rorem, Ned
Sttavinsky, Igor
Thomson, VirgU

The Art of Finger Dexterity.
Op. 740
Emdes de M&anisme. Op. 849
Konzertgmden, Op. 28
School of Mechanism. Op. 120
Fifty Selected Smdies
(G. Schirmer. 1906)
14 Smdies. Op. 53
Grandes £mdes de Paganini
Smdies, Op. 65
Emdes and PoUcas
6mdes, Op. 104
6mdes de Virtuosity, Op. 72
Smdies in Line
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
Emdes Tableaux, Op. 33
Emdes Tableaux, C^. 39
Etudes^ Op. 42
Eight Emdes
Etudes, Op. 7
Ten Emdes

Waxman. Donald

506mdes

Dohn^yi, Emo
Duvemoy, J.B.
HeUer, Stephen
Josephs, Wilfred
Liszt, Franz
Loeschhom, Albert
Martinu, Bohuslav
Mendelssohn, Felix
Moszkowski, Moritz
Pentiand, Barbara
Persichetti, Vincent
Rachmaninoff, Sergei

No. 3
Nos. 8 «fe 10
Set 2, Var. 2 & 6
No. 8
No. 3
No. 1
Nos. 1 & 12
No. 23
Nos. 12, 18, 23,
56&62
No. 14
Nos. 2, 5 & 7
No. 5
No. 4
Nos. 29 & 50
No. 7
No. 6, Var. 9
Nos. 1 & 10
ttude in A
No. 3
Nos. 7 & 14
No. 3
Set n. No. 10
No. 1
No. 2
No. 1
No. 3
Nos. 1 & 4
For the Weaker
Fingers
No. 43

Changing Meters or Accent Pattems
Bizet, Jean

Nos. 1 & 4

(Juatre ^rndes
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CamUleri, (diaries
Weber, Stephen

Emdes^ Book 2
Eight Emdes

No. 3
No. 1

Chord Plavipg

Boely. A.P.F
Bolcom. WiUiam
Busoni, Fermcio
Chdvez, Carlos
Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Czemy, Carl
Debussy. Claude
Dohn^yi. Emo
Fuga. Sandra
Moszkowski. Moritz
Persichetti. Vincent
Schumann. Robert
Thalberg. Sigismund
Thomson. VirgU

Berens. Hermann
Concone. Guiseppe
Czemy. Carl
Fuga. Sandra
Hassler. Johann WUhelm
Heller. Stephen
Josephs. Wilfred
Lecouppey. Felix
Persichetti, Vincent
Waxman, Donald

Douze Etudes Romantiques, Op. 13
Twelve Etudes
Twelve New Emdes
Eight Emdes after Cramer
Three Etudes
Etudes. Op. 10
Nouvelles Emdes
The Art of Finger Dexterity.
Op. 740
Douze 6mdes
Konzertetuden, Op. 28
Altri 5 Smdi
Etudes de Virtuosity. Op. 72
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op.l38
Symphonic 6mdes. Op. 13
Grand, Studies. Op. 26
Nine Emdes. Set 2

Trainmg of tiie Left Hand, Op. 89
Smdies in Style and Expression,
Op. 25
Emdes de M^anisme, Op. 849
Altti 5 Smdi
24 Kleine Etiiden
24 Smdies, Op. 125
14 Smdies, C^. 53
L'Agilite, Op. 20
Reflective Keyboard Smdies, Set I,
Op. 138
506mdes

No. 19
No. 3
Premonitions
No. 7
No. 1
No. 11
No. 2
Nos. 32 & 40
pour les Accords
No. 1
No. 5
No. 3
Set ra, Nos. 11&16
£mde No. 4
No. 4
Chromatic Double
Harmonies

No. 16
No. 15
No. 21
No. 2
No. 4
No. 20
No. 9
Nos. 14 & 23
No. 3
No. 44

Clusters
Persichetti, Vincent

Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
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Set m, Nos. 5 & 8

Complex phytlitTic;

Bolcom, WilUam
NUdprowetzy, ToUa
Saint-Saens. CamUle
Scriabin. Alexander

Twelve ]6mdes
Twelve^New Emdes
Treize Emdes
Emdes, Op. 52
Etudes, Op. 42

Nos. 3 & 11
Sc6ne d' op^ra
Nos. 3 & 11
No. 4
No. 2

Contrary Mr't^^n
AcUer. Samuel
Brahms. Johannes
Cramer. J.B.
Matthews. Colin
Persichetti. Vincent
Toch, Emst

GradusIH
Smdien fur Pianoforte. Op. 35
SmdienfiirPianoforte, Op. 35
84 Smdies
5 Smdies. Op. 56
Mirror fimdes
10 Concert Studies

No. 7
Set 1. Var. 7
Set 2. Var. 8
No. 65
No. 5
No. 7
No. 5

Conttasting Meters/Cross Rhvthms

Adler. Samuel
Bolcom, WilUam
Brahms, Johannes
Chavez, Carlos
Chopin, FT6d6nc
Ligeti, Gydrgy
Perle, George
Panufnik, Andrzej
Raphling, Sam
Scriabin, Alexander

Gradus m
Twelve Etudes
Smdien fur Pianoforte, Op. 35
Smdien fur Pianoforte, Op. 35
Three 6tudes
Nouvelles Emdes
fimdes. Op. 25
Emdes pour piano
Six New Etudes
Six Miniature Studies
24 Emdes
Emdes, Op. 8
fimdes, C^. 42

No. 12
No. 5
Set 1, Var. 5
Set 2. Var. 7
No. 1
Nos. 1 & 2
No. 2
No. 5
No. 3
No. 4
No. 22
Nos. 2 & 4
Nos. 1. 6. & 7

Double Notes
Blanchet, E.R.
Brahms, Johannes
Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Cari
Hummel, J.N.
MacDoweU, Edward
Persichetti, Vincent

Dix Nouvelles 6mdes
SmcUenfiirPianoforte, Op. 35
Smdien fur Pianoforte
(based on Chopin Etude)
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
Grandes 6mdes, Op. 125
Etudes, Op. 39
Reflective Keyboard Studies,
Op. 138
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Nos. 5 & 8
Set 1, Var. 1 & 2
No. 1
Nos. 42 & 61
Nos. 30 & 34
No. 11
No. 11
Set I, No. 10

Rorem. Ned
Tcherepnin. Alexander

Eight Emdes
Etudes, Op. 21

No. 6
Nos. 3 & 4

Dvnamic Conp-ai^ts
Bolcom. WiUiam

Twelve Emdes
Twelve New Emdes

No. 1
Noctume & Hi-jinks

Extended Techniques
Adler. Samuel
Bolcom, WilUam
Ligeti, Gydrgy

Gradus HI
Twelve l^tudes
Etudes pour piano

No. 18
No. 6
No. 3

Expansive Broken Chords
AUcan. Charles
Cramer, J.B.
Henselt, Adolf
NUdprowetzy, ToUa
Raphling, Sam
Scriabin, Alexander

12 Emdes in Major Keys. Op. 35
84 Smdies
12 Emdes, Op. 2
Treize Emdes
24 Emdes
Emdes. Op. 8

No. 8
No. 7
Nos. 1,2. & 3
No. 13
No. 14
No. 4

Fifths
Adler, Samuel
Blanchet, E.R.
Ghana, Maurice
Panufnik, Andrzej
Persichetti, Vincent
RaphUng, Sam
Thomson, VirgU

Gradus ffl
Emdes de Concert
l^mdes d' Inteipretation
Six Miniature Studies
Reflective Keyboard Smdies.
Op. 138
24 £mdes
Ten Emdes

No. 6
No. 4
No. 5
No. 5
Set I. No. 11
No. 23
Fingered Fiftiis

Finggr Pattems

Heller, Stephen
Henselt, Adolf
Lecouppey, FeUx

20 6mdes Chantantes, Op. 30
84 Smdies
6mdes de M6canisme. Op. 849
School of Mechanism, (Dp. 120
50 Selected Smdies (G. Schirmer,
1906)
24 Smdies. Op. 125
12 Emdes, Op. 2
25 Progressive Studies, Op. 20

Loeschhom, Albert

Smdies, Op. 65

Concone, Guiseppe
Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Carl
Duvemoy, J.B.
Heller, Stephen
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The Brook
No. 1
No. 1
No. 5
No. 1
No. 9
No. 5
Nos. 2, 4, 5,
18,20
No. 5

Moszkowski, Moritz
Pascal, Claude
Pentiand, Barbara
Raphling, Sam
Waxman, Donald

Emdes de Virmositd, Op. 72
Emdes,,Op. 91
(Juatre Emdes
Studies in Line
24 Emdes
50 Emdes

Nos. 10 & 12
No. 4
No. 4
No. 4
No. 3
No. 46

Finger Sii^pni^^"fi
Scriabin, Alexander

Etudes, Op. 42

No. 7

Fourths
Blanchet, E.R.
Casella, Alfred
Debussy, Claude
Persichetti, Vincent
Rautavaara, Einojuhani

£mdes de Concert
Dix Nouvelles Emdes
Sei Smdi, Op. 70
Douze 6mdes
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
Emdes, Op. 42

No. 3
No. 2
No. 3
pour les Quartes
Set n, No. 12
No. 4

Grace Notes
Adler, Samuel
Bolcom, AMlUam
Brahms, Johannes
BurgmiUler, Friedrick
Gementi, Muzio
Czemy. Carl
Hummel, J.N.
Josephs, Wilfred
Schumann, Robert
Svoboda, Thomas

Gradus TU
Twelve New Emdes
Smdien fur Pianoforte, Op. 35
Eighteen £mdes. Op. 109
Giadus ad Pamassum
(G. Schirmer, 1903)
The Art of Rnger Dexterity.
Op. 740
Grandes 6mdes. Op. 125
14 Studies. Op. 53
Symphonic Etudes. Op. 13
Nine Emdes in Fugue Style

No. 10
Premonitions
Set 2. Var. 6
Serenade
No. 15
No. 9
No. 16
No. 11
ttude No. 8
No. 7

Hand Altemation
Bacewicz. Grazyna
Brahms. Johannes
Burgmuller. Freidrich
Chavez, Carlos
C^ulthard. Jean
CJramer. J.B.
Czemy, Carl

Ten 6mdes
Studien fUr Pianoforte, Op. 35
Smdies, Op. 105
Eighteen Emdes, Op. 109
Cuatr9 Esmdios
Four Emdes
84 Smdies
The Art of Rnger Dexterity.
Op. 740
Emdes de M^canisme. Op. 849
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No. 4
Set 1. Var. 10
Nos. 5 & 10
Agitato
No. 4
No. 3
Nos. 24. 33, & 37
Nos. 6 & 38
No. 10 & 24

Degen. Helmut
Dohndnyi. Emo
Duvemoy. J.B.
Hassler, Johann WUhelm
Heller. Stephen
Henselt, Adolf
Lees, Benjamin
Liszt. Franz
MacDoweU, Edward
Mattiiews, C^olin
Panfnik. Andrzej
Rautavaara. Einojuhani
Schulhoff. Edwin
Schumann. Robert
Tcherepnin. Alexander
Vlad. Roman

30 Konzert-Etiiden
Konzert-Etuden, C)p. 28
School of Mechanism, Op. 120
24 Kleine Etiiden
Fifty Selected Smdies
(G. Schirmer)
12 Etudes, Op. 2
Six Omamental Emdes
Grandes Emdes de Paganini
12 Etudes. Op. 39
5 Smdies. Op. 56
Six Miniature Studies, Vol. 2
Emdes. Op. 42
Zehn Synkopierte Etiiden
Symphonic Etudes, Op. 13
l^mdes. Op. 52
Smdi Eiodecafonici

No. 8
Nos. 3 & 5
No. 14
No. 22
No. 33
No. 12
No. 4
No. 6, Var. 2 & 8
No. 6
No. 2
No. 7
Nos. 2 & 6
Nos. 1 & 10
Etude No. 6
No. 3
No. 3

Hand Crossing
Adler. Samuel
Brahms. Johannes
Cramer. J.B.
Czemy. Carl
Leschetizky. Thecxior
Rautavaara, Cinojuhani.
Thomson. VirgU
Weber. Stephen

Gradus HI
Studien fiir Pianoforte. Op. 35
Smdien fur Pianoforte. C^. 35
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity.
Op. 740
4mdes de M6canisme. Op. 849
Etudes. Op. 45
Etudes. C^. 42
Ten Etudes
Eight Emdes

No. 5
Setl.Var. 3 & 5
Set 2. Var. 6
No. 34
No. 18
No. 27
No. 1
No. 1
Fingered GUssando
No. 5

Hand Expansion/Conttaction
Bacewicz. Grazyna
Bolcom, WiUiam
BurgmtiUcr, Friedrick
Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Carl
deLeeuw, Ton
Fuga, Sandra
GurUtt, Comelius
Hummel, J.N.
Moscheles, Ignaz
Moszkowski, Moritz
Persichetti, Vincent

Ten ttudes
126mdes
Eighteen Etudes, Op. 109
6tudes, Op. 10
84 Smdies
The Art of Fmger Dexterity,
Op. 740
Cinq^mdes
Altti 5 Smdi
12 Melodious Smdies
Grandes Emdes, C^. 125
Grand Characteristic Smdies,
Op. 95
Emdes, Op. 91
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
(^. 138
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No. 1
No. 7
The Merry Maiden
No. 7
Nos. 18. 56 & 84
Nos. 8 & 19
No. 3
No. 1
No. 6
No. 23
Terpsichore
No. 9
Set I. No. 13

Saint-Sagns. CanuUe
Schumann. Robert
Scriabin. Alexander
Thomson. VirgU

£mdes. Op. 111
Sechs Concert Etuden, Op. 10
Emdes. Op. 8
Ten Emdes

No. 3
No. 5
No. 3
OsciUating Aim

Inner Voice Movem<'pt or Melody
Clementi. Muzio
Cramer. J.B.
Fuga. Sandra
MacDoweU. Edward
Mendelssohn. Felix
Thalberg. Sigismund

Gradus ad Pamassum (G. Schirmer,
1903)
Fifty Studies (G. Schirmer, 1899)
Altri 5 Smdi
12 Emdes. Op. 39
Etudes. Op. 104
Grand Smdies. Op. 26

No. 8
No. 20
No. 1
No. 10
No. 1
No. 1

Lar^e Chords
RaphUng. Sam
Scriabin. Alexander
Tcherepnin. Alexander

24 ^mdes
£mdes. Op. 56
Emdes. Op. 52

No. 12
No. 4
No. 6

Leaping Bass
Bolcom, WilUam
Brahms. Johannes
Chopin, Fr€d6ric
Concone, Guiseppe
Raphling, Sam
Talma, Louis
Thomson, VirgU
Weber, Stephen

Twelve New Emdes
Smdien fur Pianoforte
Emdes, Op. 25
20 6mdes Chantantes, Op. 30
24£mdes
Six Etudes
Ten £mdes
Eight Emdes

No. 8
Set 2, Var. 4
No. 4
Dream of Happiness
No. 11
No. 4
Ragtime Bass
No. 2

Legato/Cantabile/Singing Tone
Alain, Jehan
Berens, Hermann
Brahms, Johannes
CamUleri, Charles
Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Concone, Guiseppe
Henselt, Adolf
Schumann, Robert
Schumann, Robert
Scriabin,Alexander

ttude de Sonorite
Training of tiie Left Hand, Op. 89
SmdienfiirPianoforte
l^mdes. Book 2
6mdes, Op. 10
6mdes, Op. 25
20 ttudes Chantantes. Op. 30
12 Emdes. Op. 2
Sechs Concert Emden. Op. 10
Symphonic 6mdes, Op. 13
Emdes, Op.8
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No. 23
Set 2, Var. 1
No. 2
No. 6
No. 7
Boat at Sea
Nos. 3 & 11
No. 2
tmdeNo. 11
No. 11

Ninths
RaphUng. Sam

24 jfemdes

No. 11

Brahms. Johannes
Burgmuller, Freidrich

SmdienfiirPianoforte
Smdies in Style and Expression
Op. 105
Cuatto Esmdios
Etudes, Op. 25
Gradus ad Pamassum (G. Schirmer.
1906)
20 ]6mdes Chantantes. Op. 30
The Art of Fmger Dexterity,
Op. 740
24 Kleine 6mden
12 Emdes. Op. 2
Grandes tmdes de Paganini
Etudes de Virtuosity
Mirror Emdes
Reflective Keyboard Smdies
Emdes. Op. 8
Emdes^ C^. 52
Eight Emdes
£mdes

Set 1, Var. 6 & 13
No. 9

Chavez. Carlos
Chopin. Fr6d6ric.
Clementi. Muzio
Concone. Guiseppe
Czemy. Carl
Hassler. Johann WUhelm
Henselt. Adolf
Liszt. Franz
Moszkowski. Moritz
Persichett, Vincent
Scriabin, Alexander
Tcherepnin, Alexander
Weber, Stephen
Zabrack, Harold

No. 3
No. 10
No. 28
TaranteUe
Nos. 33 & 49
No. 6
No. 9
No. 6. Var. 4
No. 9
No. 7
Set I. No. 16
No. 9
Nos. 5 & 6
No. 8
No. 3

Octaves witii Intemal Intervals

Brahms, Johannes
MacDoweU, Edward
Panufnik, Aiidrzej
Thalberg, Sigismund
Weber. Stephen

SmcUen fiir Pianofrate
Emdes. Op. 39
Six Miniature Smdies
Grand ^SmcUes. Op. 26
Eight Emdes

Set 1. Bar. 9
No. 10
No. 3
No. 6
No. 4

One Hand on White Kevs. One on Black
Matthews, Colin
Ligeti, Gydrgy

5 StucUes, Op. 56
Emdes pour piano

No. 2
No. 1

OmapTgnts
Persichetti, Vincent

Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
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Set ra. No. 15

Brahms, Johannes
Ghana. Maurice

StudienfiirPianoforte. Op. 35
Emdes d' Interpretation

Set 2, Var. 9
No. 2

E^aUel Versus rontrary M'^r'^n
Bacewicz, Grazyna
Brahms, Johannes
Cramer. J.B.
Moszkowski. Moritz
Tcherepnin, Alexander

Ten Emdes
Studien fur Pianoforte, Op. 35
StucUen fur Pianoforte
84 Smdies
Emdes. C^. 91
Emdes, Qp. 52

No. 6
Set 1, Var. 8
No. 3
No. 50
No. 1
No. 1

Passagework
Bolcom, WilUam
BurgmiUler, Friedrick
Casadesus, Robert
Chopin, Fr6d€ric
Coulthard, Jean
Cramer, J.B.
Degen, Hehnut
Dubois, Pierre Max
HeUer, Stephen
Hummel, J.N.
Leighton, Kenneth
Mendelssohn, Felix
Moscheles, Ignaz
Moszkowski, Moritz
Panufiiik, Andrzej
Perle, George
Persichetti, Vincent
Talma, Louise
Tcherepnin, Alexander
Toch, Emst

12£mdes
Eighteen 6mdes, Op. 109
Eight Emdes
Emdes, Op. 10
Etudes, C^. 25
4 Emdes
84 Smdies
30 Konzert-Etiiden
Emdes de Concert
Fifty Selected Sttidies (G.
Schkmer, 1906)
Grandes Emdes, Op. 125
5 Smdies, Op. 22
Etudes, Op. 104
Grand Characteristic SmcUes, Op. 95
6tudes de Virmosit€, Op. 72
Sue Miniature SmcUes, Vol. 2
Six New Etudes
Reflective Keyboard Studies,
Op.,138
Six Emdes
6mdes, Op. 56
10 (Concert Smdies

No. 2
Velocity
No. 6
Nos. 4. 8. & 12
Nos. 2 & 11
No. 1
No. 16
No. 3
No. 1
No. 39
No. 12
No. 3
No. 2
ConttacUction
No. 1. 5 & 6
No. 11
No. 6
Set I. Nos. 2 & 5
No. 5
No. 4
Nos. 2 & 6

Pentachords
Adler. Samuel
Czemy. Carl
Loeschhom. Albert
Thomson. VirgU

Gradus ra
The Art of Fmger Dexterity,
Op. 740
6mdes de M^canisme, Op. 849
Smdies, Op. 65
Ten Emdes
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No. 20
No. 1
No. 16
No. 6
Rve Finger Exercise

Toch, Emst
Weber, Stephen

Ten Concert Smdies
Eight Emdes

No. 10
No. 5

Phrasing/S],]nirg
Bacewicz. Grazyna
Bizet, Jean
Chavez, Carlos
Chopin, Frdd^ric
Clementi. Muzio
Cramer. J.B.
Czemy, Carl
Degen, Helmut
Hassler, Johann WUhelm
Hummel. J.N.
Lecouppey. Felix
Raphling. Sam
Schumann. Robert
Scriabin, Alexander
Szymanowski, Karol
Toch, Emst

10 Emdes
Quatt^ Emdes
Three Etudes
Etudes, Op. 25
Gradus ad Pamassum (G.
Schumer, 1903
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
30 Konzert-Etiiden
24 Kleine tmden
Grandes 6mdes, Op. 125
25 Progressive Smdies
24 Emdes
Symphonic Emdes, Op. 13
Op. 49
Emdes, Op. 4
Ten Concert Smdies

No. 7
Nos . 1 &4
No. 3
No. 9
Nos . 14& 19
Nos . 29, 36 & 83
No. 3
No. 1
No. 1
Nos . 11&20
No. 25
Nos . 13, 18, & 23
Etude No. 7
No. 1
No. 2
No. 4

Plaving on Black Kevs

Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Henselt, Adolf

Emdes, Op. 10
12 6mdes, Op. 2

No. 5
No. 6

Ouartal/ZOuintal/Secundal Harmonies
Bacewicz, Grazyna
Ohana, Maurice
Persichetti, Vincent
Scriabin, Alexander
Weber, Stephen

10 Emdes
tmdes d'Interpretation
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
Emdes, Op. 42
Eight Emdes

No. 7
No. 1
Set ra. No. 12
No. 6
No. 3

Rapid Register Changes
Brahms, Johannes
Diemer. Emma Lou
Lee.Nogl

Smdien fiir Pianoforte. Op. 35
Seven^6mdes
Four Etudes, Series I

Raphling. Sam
Scriabin. Alexander

24 ttudes
Emdes, Op. 8
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Set 2, Var. 3
No. 2
On a Rhythm of
Bdla B^ok
No. 23
No. 5

Repeated n^ny^c,
Czemy. Carl
Heller. Stephen
Persichetti. Vincent
Saint-Saens. CamUle

Emdes de M^canisme, Op. 849
Fifty Selected Studies (G.
Schirmer, 1906)
Reflective Keyboani Smdies,
Qp. 138
Etudes. Op. 52

No. 28
No. 23
Set ra. No. 13
No. 2

Repeated N<^t^^

Busoni. Fermcio
Czemy. Carl
Debussy, Claude
Degen, Helmut
Henselt, Adolf
Lccouppey, Felix
NUdprowetzy, ToUa
Persichetti, Vincent
Tcherepnin, Alexander
Toch, Emst
Weber, Stephen

Eight Emdes after Cramer
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
^
Emdes de Mdcanisme, Op. 849
Douze Emdes
30 Konzert-Etiiden
12Emdes. Op. 2
25 Progressive Smdies. Op. 20
Treize Emdes
Reflective Keyboani Studies.
Op. 138
ttudes. Op. 56
Ten C9ncert SmcUes
Eight Emdes

No. 5
Nos. 7 & 35
No. 12
pour les Notes
T€p6t6es
No. 18
No. 9
Nos. 7 & 20
No. 3
Set ra. No. 13
No. 6
No. 8
No. 1

Right Hand Alone

Rorem, Ned

Eight tmdes

No. 7

Burgmuller, Friedrich

No. 3

HeUer, Stephen
Lecouppey, FeUx

BriUiant and MelcxUous StucUes,
(^. 105
Eighteen tmdes. Op. 109
The Art of Finger ESexterity,
Op. 740
Emdes de M^anisme, Op. 849
Schcx>l of Mechanism, 0^. 120
24 Kleine Etuden
Fifty Selected Smdies (G.
Schirmer, 1906)
24 Smdies, Op. 125
25 Progressive SmcUes, Op. 20

Loeschhom, Felix
Ligeti, Gydrgy

SmcUes, Op. 65
tmdes pour piano

Burgmuller, Friedrich
Czemy, Carl
Duvemoy, J.B.
Hassler, Johann Wilhelm
Heller, Stephen
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Pearls
Nos. 17 & 25
No.
No.
No.
No.

8,9 & 11
1
15
28

No. 14
Nos. 3, 6, 8, 10,
&15
No. 8
No. 4

Moszkowksi, Moritz
Persichetti, Vincent
Prokofiev, Sergei

Etudes, Op. 91
Reflective Keyboard Studies,
Op. 138
Emdes, Op. 2

No. 5
Set I. No. 1
Set ra. No. 4
No. 2

Seconds
Blanchet, E.R.
Helps, Robert
Leighton, Kennetii
Ohana, Maurice
Panufnik. Andrzej
Persichetti, Vincent
Raphling, Sam
Thomson, VirgU
Weber, Stephen

Emdes de Concert
Three Etudes
5 Studies. C^. 22
Etudes d' Interpretation
Six Miniature Smdies
Reflective Keyboard Smdies.
Op. 138
24 tmdes
Nine tmdes. Set 2
Eight Emdes

No. 1
No. 3
No. 1
No. 8
No. 4
Set n. No. 15
No. 18
Chromatic Major
Seconds
No. 7

2£Y£illh&
Blanchet. E.R.
Persichetti. Vincent
Rautavaara. Einojuhani
Rorem. Ned

tmdes de Concert
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
Emdes^ Op. 42
Eight Emdes

No. 6
Set n, Nos. 9 & 14
No. 2
No. 4

2i2ah&
Blanchet, E.R.
Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Henselt, Adolf
Persichetti, Vincent
Scriabin, Alexander

tmdes de Concert
Etudes, Op. 25
tmdes, (^. 2
Reflective Keyboard Smdies,
Op. 138
tmdes. Op. 8

No. 5
No. 8
No. 6
Set I. No. 9
No. 6

Split Figurations
BurgmuUer, Friedrick
Czemy, Carl
Falk, JuUen
Gurlin, Caomelius
Henselt, Adolf
Panufnik, Andrzej

Eighteen tmdes. Op. 109
tmdes de Mdcanisme, Op. 849
Emdes Atonales
12 Melodious Smdies, Op. 107
ttudes. Op. 2
Six Miniature Smdies, Vol. 2

Berceuse
Nos. 10 & 29
No. 5
No. 4
No. 3
No. 8

Svncoparion
Concone, Guiseppe

20 tmdes Chantantes, Op. 30
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Hesitation

Tetrachord<^
Cast^rdde, Jacques
Debussy, Claude

Quatre tmdes
Douze Emdes

Lecouppey. FeUx
Saint-Saens, CamUle

25 Progressive Studies, Op. 20
Etudes, Op. 111

No. 1
pour les huit
doigts
Nos. 12 & 16
No. 2

Thirds
Blanchet. E.R.
Chavez. Carlos
Chopin. Fr6d6ric.
Clementi. Muzio
Cramer. J.B.
Czemy, Carl
Debussy, Claude
Jensen, Adolf
Josephs, Wilfred
MacDoweU, Edward
Persichetti, Vincent
Saint-Sagns, CamUle
Scriabin, Alexander

Emdes de Concert
Cuatto EstucUos
Emdes, Op. 25
Gradus ad Pamassum (G.
Schirmer, 1903)
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
Douze tmdes
25 Emdes. Op. 32
14 Smdies. (^. 53
12 tmdes. Op. 39
Reflective Keyboard Smdies.
Op. 138
tmdes.Op. I l l
tmdes, ^ . 8

No.
No.
No.
No.

2
2
6
16

No. 58
No. 10
pour les Tierces
No. 6
No. 2
No. 11
Set I, Nos. 7 & 8
No. 5
No. 1

Touches/Articulations
Bacewicz, Grazyna
Concone, Guiseppe
Coulthard, Jean
Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Carl
Duvemoy, J.B.
Panufnik, Andrzej
Svobcxia, Thomas
Tcherepnin, Alexander
Toch, Emst

Ten Emdes
20 tmdes Chantantes. Op. 30
Four tmdes
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity.
Op. 740
Etudes de M6canisme. Op. 849
School of Mechanism. Op. 120
Six Miniature Smdies. Vol 2
Nine ttudes in Fugue Style
tmdes. Op. 56
Ten Concert Smdies

No. 3
Spirited and Lively
No. 3
No. 55
No. 4
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

13
11
12
3
3
8

No.
No.
No.
No.

9
19
4
3

Tremolos
Bolcom, WilUam
Degen, Hehnut
Diemer. Emma Lou
Lesur. Daniel

12 tmdes
30 Konzert-Etiiden
Seven tmdes
Trois tmdes
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Liszt, Franz
NUdprowetzy. ToUa
Saint-Saens. CamUle

Grandes Emdes de Paganini
Treize Emdes
Emdes. Op. 52

No. 1
No. 11
No. 5

TriUs/Donhle Trills

Brahms, Johannes
Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Carl
Falk, JuUen
Heller. Stephen
Lecouppey, Felix
Saint-Saens, CamUle
Scriabin, Alexander

Studien fur Pianoforte. Op. 35
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
Etudes de M6canisme, Op. 849
Emdes Atonales
Fifty Selected Smdies (G.
Schirmer. 1906)
25 Progressive Smdies. Op. 20
Etudes. Op. I l l
ttudes. Op. 42

Set 1, Var. 4
Nos. 11 & 68
No. 22
No. 22
No. 7
No. 27
No. 11
No. 1
No. 3

Tritpngs

Persichetti. Vincent

Reflective Keyboani Smdies.
Op. 138

Set n. No. 13

Two Voices or Articulations in the Same Hand
Boely. A.P.F.
Brahms. Johannes
Burgmuller, Friedrich
Chopin, Fr6d€ric
Clementi, Muzio
Concone, Guiseppe
Cramer. J.B.
Czemy. Carl
Duvemoy, J.B.
GurUtt, CaomeUus
HeUer, Stephen
Hummel, J.N.
Jensen, Adolf
Moscheles, Ignaz
Thalberg, Sigismund

Douze tmdes Romantiques. Op. 13 No. 24
Set 2, Var. 13
SmcUen fur Pianoforte. Op. 35
Confidence &
Eighteen ttudes. Op. 109
The Spring
No. 7
tmdes. Op. 25
No. 3
Nouvelles tmdes
No. 24
Gradus ad Pamassum (G.
Schmner, 1903)
No. 3
Smdies in Style & Expression
Op.^25
Inquiemde
20 tmdes Chantantes, Op. 30
No. 70
84 Smdies
Nos. 27 & 45
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
No. 15
School of Mechanism. Op. 120
12 Melodious SmcUes
No. 4
Fifty Selected Studies (G.
Nos. 18 & 20
Schirmer. 1906)
No. 8
24 Piano Smdies. Op. 125
No. 13
Grandes ttudes, Op. 125
No. 1
25 Piano tmdes, (^. 32
A Nursery Tale
Grand Characteristic Studies
Op. 95
No. 1
Grand StucUes, Op. 26
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VacUlation Between Hf^rmpnic Tntervak

Berkeley. Lennox
Cramer, J.B.
Dubois, Piene Max
Scriabin, Alexander

Four Concert Smdies
84 Smdies
Emdes de Concert
Emdes, Op. 8

No. 4
Nos. 29 & 63
No. 2
No. 1

Weak Finger Comhini^pnn^
Chopin, Fr6d6ric
Clementi. J.B.
Cramer. J.B.
Heller. Stephen
Lecouppey. FeUx

Etudes. Op. 10
Gradus ad Pamassum (G.
Schumer. 1903)
84 Smdies
Fifty Selected Studies (G.
Schuroer. 1906)
25 Progressive Smdies. Op. 20

No. 2
Nos. 9. 11 i& 25
No. 28
Nos. 31 & 33
No. 21

Wrist Rotation
B6la Bdrtok
Chavez. Carlos
Chopin, Fr6d6ric

Duvemoy, J.B.
Fuga, Sandra
Hummel, J.N.
Jensen, Adolf
Layton, BiUy Jim
Lee, Noel

ttudes. Op. 18
Cuatto Esmdios
Emde, Op. 10
tmdes. Op. 25
84 Smdies
The Art of Finger Dexterity,
Op. 740
tmdes de Mdcanisme, Op. 849
Schcx)l of Mechanism, Oj). 120
Altti 5 Sm^di
Grandes tmdes. Op. 125
25 tmdes. Op. 32
Three^Smdies, Op. 5
Four tmdes. Series I

Martinu, Bohuslav
Matthews, Colin
Moszkowski. Moritz
Schumann. Robert
Scriabin, Alexander
Sttavinsky, Igor
Szymanowski, Karol
Toch, Emst

tmdes and PoUcas
5 StucUes, Op. 56
ttudes de Virtuosity, Op. 72
Sechs Concert Etiiden, Op. 10
tmdes. Op. 42
tmdes. (^. 4
tmdes. C^. 4
Ten (Doncert Smdies

Cramer, J.B.
Czemy, Carl
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No. 1
No. 1
No. 9
Nos. 1 & 3
No. 51
No. 15
No. 13
No. 6
No. 4
No. 17
No. 7
No. 2
On a Rhythm of
Bdrtok
tmde in D
No. 2
Nos. 8 & 15
No. 1
No. 4
Nos. 2 & 3
No. 2
No. 8

APPENDK B
SYNOPSIS OF EIGHT tTUDES FOR PIANO
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Etude No 1
Figure (m brackets)

I—I

^

Unifying Feature(s)

^

^

Figure, rhythm, technique

Role of the Composed Figure

Principal musical substance of the work

Number of Measures

39

Form

AA'

Pitch Center

E

Meter

Changing

Tempo

Presto

Compositional Devices

AdcUtive and subtractive inteivalUc and
rhythmic prcxjcsses; changing meters

Nature of Pianistic Technique

Predominantiy vertical

Principal Piano Technique

Repeated notes

Adjunct Pianistic (Toncems

Register, dynamic, and articulation changes

Placement of tiie Figure

Botii hands

Velcxnty Demands

Very chaUenging

Endurance Demands

Very chaUenging
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tmde No 2
Motive (in brackets)

Unifying Feature(s)

Figures and motives

Role of the Composed Motive

MelcxUc or harmonic

Number of Measures

50

Form

AABBACCA'

Pitch Center

E-flat

Meter

Changing

Temoo

Mcxierato

Compositional Devices

Motivic development; linear exttaction of
motives; bi-tonaUty

Nature of Pianistic Technique

HorizontaVVatical

Principal Piano Technique

Various

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

VaciUation between horizontal and vertical
techniques; leaping bass; dynamic and
articulation changes; expansive registers

Placement of the Motive

PrimarUyrighthand

Velocity Demands

Moderate

Endurance Demands

Moderate
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Emde No. ^

Figure (m brackets)

m
1

m
^-f^m

^

mf

P

sussurando

?B

i
M. vw:

S

5

4^

Ti

S

Unifying Feature(s)

Figure, rhythm, sonorities, technique

Role of the Composed Figure

Principal substance of the work

Number of Measures

59

Form

ABA'

Pitch Center

B-flat

Meter

Predominantiy 5/8

Tempo

Prestissimo (Sussurando)

Compositional Devices

StyUstic manipulation of thefigure;range
compression and expansion

Nature of Pianistic Technique

HorizontaVVcrtical

Principal Piano Technique

Hand Altemation

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

Rapidregisterchanges; changes in style and
dynamic settings; articulation changes;
inner voice melody; awkward leaps

Placement of tiie Figure

Botii hands tiiroughout

Velcxnty Demands

Very chaUenging

Endurance Demands

Very chaUenging
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0

Emde No. 4

Figure (in brackets)

con pedale

Unifying Feature(s)

Figure, rhythm, technique

Role of the Composed Figure

Primarily accompanimental

Number of Measures

42

Form

ABA'

Key/Mode/Pitch Center

F Lydian. F Whole tone. F Phrygian

Meter

2/4 throughout

Tempo

AUegro moderato

Compositional Devices

VaciUation between secundal, tertian, and
quartal harmonies

Nature of Pianistic Technique

Predominantiy vertical

Principal Piano Techruque

ExtemalAntemal intervals

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

Dynamics and articulations; tempo changes

Placement of tiie Figure

Right hand,tiienleft, tiien back to right;
some passages for both hands together

Velcxnty Demands

Mcxlerate

Endurance Demands

Primarily for wrists and forearms
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Emde No. 5

Motive (in brackets)

9:B

7=^ I,, i. ^. ^r ^r ^ '
rX

mp

Unifying Feature(s)

Motive, rhythm, technique

Role of the Composed Motive

Combined melodic and harmonic

Number of Measures

37

Form

Through-composed

Key/Mode/Pitch Center

D-fiat (begins on supertonic)

Meter

Predomianantiy 2/2

Tempo

Half note = 68 (Misterioso)

Compositional Devices

Broken chords and pentachords; register
truncation or extension

Nattire of Pianistic Technique

Horizontal

Principal Piano Technique

Hand-crossing

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

Performance of melody pitches embedded
witiiin the naotive; r^idly changing hand
configurations; dynamic and register
changes

Placement of the Motive

Simultaneous, botii hands tiiroughout

Velocity Demands

ChaUenging

Endurance Demands

Primarily for tiie larger ttansporting
muscles
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Etude N(^. (f

Principal Motive (in brackets)

- i^t 0—=

ti
Unifying Feature(s)

Rhythmic motive, technique

Role of the Composed Motive

Principal musical substance of tiie work;
primarily rhythmic in nature

Number of Measures

60

Form

ABCBA' (Arch)

Pitch Center

D

Meter

Predominantiy 8/8

Tempo

Whole Note = 69 (Marcato)

Compositional Devices

Mirroring; half-step relationships

Nature of Pianistic Technique

PrimarUy vertical

Principal Piano Technique

Hand altemation pattems

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

Rhythm and articulation pattems; dynamic
changes; changes in character

Placement of the Motive

C^ombined motive for both hands throughout

Velcxnty Demands

ChaUenging

Endurance Demands

PrimarUy for the larger muscles
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tmde No 7

Accompammentalfigure(in brackets)

m

i

1

sempre mp

m

\\0 I^Y
i

2

I

'

3

senia pedale

Unifying Feature(s)

Sonority (seconds), rhythm, technique

Role of the Composed Figure

Accompanimental

Number of Measures

34

Form

AA'

Pitch Center

G

Meter

Predominantiy 2/4

Ten^

AUegretto

Compositional Devices

Synthetic scales and chromatic pentacl
stimmtausch; cUaloguing; rettograde.
retrograde inversion, inversion

Nature of Pianistic Technique

PrimarUy vertical

Principal Piano Technique

Performance of seconds in clusters or in
paraUel motion

Adjunct Pianistic COncems

Compressed hand configurations; melcxiy
shape and contour, register and dynamic
changes

Placement of the Figure

First left hand,tiienright

Velcxaty Demands

Moderate

Endurance Demands

Mcxlerate
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Etude No. 8

Opening phrase (in brackets)

n

r
8»-

^r r r^r r& f^r f'^f-^f- Srrrrshr^
^

SB

^
^

te

B=e

sub.p

8--

S
P4 4

4\,V •

S gg

i

S£

iz^S^

^ JWl^JWlji W i ;j i |t^^*5^W i d\-M

Unifying Feature(s)

Rhythmicfigure,sonority, technique

Role of tiie Composed Figure

Harmonic/melcxUc

Number of Measures

45

Form

ABA'

Pitch Center

A-flat (LH), A (RH).reversedattiieend

Meter

Predominantiy 12/8

Tempo

Presto con fucxx)

Compositional Devices

Bi-tonaUty; asymmettical phrase lengtiis;
exploitation of a particular sonority (cxjtavc)

Namre of Pianistic Technique

combined horizontal and vertical

Principal Piano Technique

Octaves

Adjunct Pianistic Concems

Register and dynamic changes; oblique,
conttary. and paraUel motion; black-andwhite-key pattems; hand altemation

Placement oftiieFigure

Botii hands tiuoughout

Velcxnty Demands

Very chaUenging

Endurance Demands

Very chaUenging
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APPENDK C
PRCXJRAMS FROM PREMIERES OF
EIGHT TTUDES FOR PIANO
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T e x a s Tech University School of Music
Lubbock, Texas

Music in Performance
COMPOSERS CONCERT
Tuesday. May 4.1993. 4:30 p.m.
Hemmie Recital Hall
EIGHT ^ U D E S for Piano
2. Vivace, ma non troppo
7. Presto
8. Presto con fuoco

'Stephen Weber

*Mr. Weber, piano
MOVEm

Robert S. FranWin
Carol Brittin, trumpet
Mr. FranMin. guitar with effects

INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO

Ronnie Lee Reeves-Chambers
Mr. Reeves-Chambers, piano

EXPLORATIONS for Viola Alone
1. Pizzos
2. Appassionato
3. Gypsy Dance

'Kevin Jagoe

*Mr. Jagoe, viola
PARNASSUS, 15 Etudes for Euphonium
10. Maestoso, grandioso e molto espressivo
4. Lento, sostenuto
3. Presto e marcato
*Gene Williams, euphonium

T^ary Jeanne van Appledom

SKETCHES for Concert Band
CONCERTO for Trumpet and Band
1. Adagio, andante
2. Adagio
3. Andante

Nathan Gutschke
Bryce H. Lowrance

Twillie Strieder, trumpet
Texas Tech University Symphonic Band
Tjames Sudduth, conductor
Fhil*
SaptianI* Carrara
AdiimwHmy
BtzabatiJotnMn
LwmUnlH
TrWaPatfgs
m
JmwUmCmVt
ObM
J*flEldrtdo*

MmRwidia
MlarwSainaury
Comra»Miann
JaRGrimaa
E-RatOailnat
CMada Malanoon

tapnnt Ctaikml
RDb«tBana*n
OMnM*
Am/Kttm
DMOMMui
KknNotalM
Saptani* Prto*
JntoRhodM
SvaAju*!
Miia Shatxjm*
BwciTwar
JHW^fwr
JqrtDnZaehafy
•MaOHtral
Kitiy Lyndi
Barnard Roaanbarg
Amanda Soanio
OanUaBaaaOattnal
UaaRqr
taiaphani
JknnvAoaaa(lHiaO
PatCannar(MB)
LaurtaMolankapl
(tasnOW)
OsnZi>Wgoan(alio)

Tnanpal
MxyBanmr
CnlB<Mn
PMBrawn
LMHwranda
MarkKMn*
Thona* Umtdrt
MartPNHp*
EricWM*
Heat
WtoBurWdgt
NmCofrtM
•MyKWM
tModyKM
Tarry LovM
AlaiMilinJn
Jaaan Rkiahart
JetnlMiWiar
Trambana
CMaBr«ii«M
UdiaalEgan
ClairBn Gamml
WliamHandrli
BranlLuna
Twig Swpsnt
PaiiSlkaa

Emihiliii
J»nPtmnan
DmkSnMd
GwwWItamt
T«ta
Uka BImm
BwrwyFu*
SmvHqr
SMngBM*
Edwwd E1IMMX«<
Pwti—Inn
C«lMBiggwB
Gt«n BuKkar
8m«Ka*i
SaphanLowiy
RuaaaAMahon
PamMaMaa
GragSmMi
ZanaT^^

Tpaculty
*Teaching Assistant
Student composers whose compositions are performed this afternoon are from the composition
classes of Dr. Mary Jeanne van Appledom.
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Texas Tech University School of Music
Lubbock, Texas

Music in Performance
COMPOSERS CONCERT
Tuesday. Decembers. 1992, 4:30 p.m.
Hemmie Redtal Hall
PARQUET MUSIQUE

jMary Jeanne van Appledom
'Kevin Purrone. piano

THREE KISSES
"Kenneth Sipley
Jenny Kissed Me (Poem: Leigh Hunt); unaccompanied male voices
Midsummer (Poem: Sydney KIna Russell); accompanied female voices
To DIaneme (Poem: Robert Hernck); accompanied mixed voices

COMPOSERS CONCERT CHORALE
'Brian McKInney, conductor
'Kathryn Dawes, piano
Soprano*
BtkjfBoyt
DaraWhRahaad

AHo*
Tracy Brown
Shannon Koonoa
Monica Nal
Dawn WiBama

Tonor*
DavMGaachon
OwanLoflon
Chrto Ray

COBWEB DREAMS
(Poem: Amy Fans)
TAija Shrader. sc^rano

BMM*

EdEbworth
Bryoa Lowranoa
Eftc SUIaa
Patlar Zattarttrom

Amy Paris
Amy Paris, piano

THE STARLIGHT NIGHT
(Poem: Gerard Manley Hopkins)
TAiJa shrader, soprano 'Kevin Jagoe. viola
'John S. Ford, guitar

'Kevin Jagoe

CONSERVATIVE BLUE

Chuck Harris
Chuck Harris, trombone

Jennifer Weteh, piano

EVOCATION for Rute and Piano
Anna Jo Speegle, flute Brian Stewart, piano
tTUDES FOR PIANO
1. Presto
2. Prestissimo

Gary Burch
'Stephen Weber

'Stephen Weber, piano
ITS MY TURN, a sonata for clarinet and piano
1. Jubilantly
2. Mysteriously

Bryce Lowrance

3. with Are
Sheila Maler, darinet

"Jennifer Garrett, piano

SPIRIT OF THE LLANO ESTACADO, a concerto in
one movement for piano and orchestra
'Gary Belshaw
The Uano Estacado
Allegro moderato; espressivo
The Worit Ethic
Allegro con fuoco
Night and Dawn on the Plains
Andante con moto; allegretto
Triumph of the Woric Ethic
Allegro con fuoco
Triumph of the Spirit
Afleoro assal. un poco piO mosso; presto
'Gary Belshaw. sok> piano '^Jennifer Garrett, accompanist
TFacutty
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T e x a s T e c h University School of M u s i c
Lubbock, Texas

Music in Performance
COMPOSERS CONCERT
Tuesday, December 7,1993, 4:30 p.m.
Hemmie Recital Hall
T.Mary Jeanne van Appledom

ATMOSPHERES
1. of evocation
2. etwas Gemutlichkeit
Texas Tech Trombone Ensemble
Tenor Trombones
Brian Allen
Tim Archer
Christopher Branagan
Ryan Butler
Christian Griego
Jeff Hastings
WiUiam Hendrix
Rusty Hoffman
Ctaudio Sanchez
Twig Sargent

Paul Sikes
David Stephenson
Brian Stewart
Wesley Toiley
Danny Wekfig
Baaa Trombones
^Or. Dominick Casadonte
Kristi Hood
Jeff Kurlo
^Dr. Don MacNair

"^Robert Deahl, director
EIGHT ^ U D E S for Piano
No. 4 Allegro moderato
No. 5 Misterioso
No. 6 Marcato

"Stephen Paul Weber

Mr. Weber, piano
THOUGHTS

'Kevin Jagoe
Mr. Jagoe, viola
Mr. Weber, piano

DIVINE TRIUNE
1. Father
2. Son
3. Spirit

Russel Mahon

Pam Mathias, percussion I
Steve Kath, percussion II
Donny Putnam, percussion ill
DISSONANT JOY

Robert S. Franklin
^Robert Biggs, baritone saxophone
•Gary D. Belshaw, piano

BUDDY'S GROOVE

PROSPERO'S MASQUE
RHAPSODY

Shane Shepherd
Mr. Shepherd, electric bass guitar
Pam Mathias, snare drum, vibraphone
Ronnie Lee Reeves-Chambers
Mr. Reeves-Chambers, piano
Gary Burch
Melina Wilkins, violin
TMary Jeanne van Appledom, piano
Gary Kent

ZWEIGESPRACH
1. Grave
'Richard Meek, first bassoon, David Gibson, second bassoon
FIVES for Trumpet and Piano
Bryce Harris Lowrance
Mary Jane Benner, trumpet
•Gary D. Belshaw, piano

Tpaculty
•Teaching Assistant
Student composers whose compositions are perfonmed this aftemoon are from the composition
classes of Dr. Mary Jeanne van Appledom.
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